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Programs, artists, prices and dates subject to change

HollywoodBowl.com  |  323.850.2000
                      
  800.745.3000 

Groups (10+) 
323.850.2050

Parking, shuttle & venue policies 
at HollywoodBowl.com/GettingThere

beginning May 3

Underworld

Journey

Basement Jaxx

July 4th 
Fireworks 
Spectacular WITH 
Smokey Robinson

Diana Krall

Heart

Death Cab for 
Cutie

Erykah Badu

Gustavo Dudamel

John Fogerty

Los Angeles   
Philharmonic

The B-52s

Playboy Jazz 
Festival

Jazz at Lincoln 
Center Orchestra 
WITH 
Wynton Marsalis

Trombone Shorty
& Orleans Avenue

The Psychedelic 
Furs

Grace Jones

Future Islands

…and more!

WHERE SUMMER PLAYS
HOLLYWOOD BOWL Looking for your diamond dog?

Adopt a gem of your own.
Every year, thousands of animals are killed in the L.A. city shelters. Adopt 
from either one of our adoption centers and change the life of a cat or dog 
who needs your love. 

Best Friends Animal Society is leading the No-Kill Los Angeles (NKLA) 
initiative to turn L.A. into a no-kill city by 2017.

Both locations open every day, noon to 8 p.m.

Best Friends Pet Adoption Center
15321 Brand Boulevard 
Mission Hills 91345
818-643-3989 | bestfriendsla.org

NKLA Pet Adoption Center
1845 Pontius Avenue 
Los Angeles 90025
424-208-8840 | nkla.org

Together, we can Save Them All.®

Bring in this ad to either center at the  
time of adoption to receive a free gift.



EXHIBITION OPEN 

THROUGH MAY 10, 2015

THE GRAMMY MUSEUM® PRESENTS

WWW.GRAMMYMUSEUM.ORG

exchange tomorrow
buy * sell*trade

exchangeexchange tomorrow
buy*sell*trade

exchange tomorrow
buy * sell*trade

San Francisco | Berkeley | Los Angeles

Visit Buff aloExchange.com 
to fi nd a store near you!



CALLING ALL MUSICIANS.  GET YOUR OWN APP.

www.easyappy.com/musicians
(323) 210-4342

• iPhone and Android app
your fans and friends can
download
• Post exciting news about
your group
• Picture area to post your
favorite pics
• Audio area where you can
upload any songs or jam
sessions
• Schedule of events you’ll
be performing at
• Your app under your own 
name will be listed on 
Apple Store and Google Play
store. 

• Build up your fan base
• Get your name out to
thousands
• Keep your fans up to date

$289
$89AMOEBA

MENTION CODE:

Zorn at LACMA
Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art
Sat, May 2 - 10am

Royce Triple Threat 
Royce Hall 
Sat, May 2 - 8pm
Psychomagia
performed by Abraxas

Masada Book Two 
performed by Secret Chiefs 3 

Bladerunner: John Zorn,
Bill Laswell & Dave Lombardo

The Hermetic Organ
Solo Organ Improvisations
Royce Hall 
Sat, May 2 - midnight

cap.ucla.edu/zorn

John Zorn Marathon

“I used to look at composing music as 

problem solving. But as I get older, it’s not 

about problem solving anymore. There are 

no solutions, because there are no problems. 

You just turn the tap and it flows out.” 

— John Zorn

LACMA & Royce Hall
Sat, May 2

Ten different ensembles 
will perform selections 
from Zorn’s vast catalog 
every half hour adjacent to 
masterworks from Monet, 
Rembrandt and more. 

Following a short break
after Royce Triple Threat, Zorn 
will close out the Marathon 
with a solo recital on Royce 
Hall’s Skinner pipe organ.

Zorn’s first performances in L.A. in over 25 years!
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MADE by DWC Resale Boutique
325 S. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles

(between 3rd & 4th St.)
www.MADEbyDWC.org

All proceeds benefit homeless women in need.

handMADE
with hope.
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blood orangePoSSe

CloWn

InSane

Phantogram

Amoeba.com

WAtch 
350 + 

episodes on

the blaCk keyS
Carney

PatrICk

See what these guys found while shopping at Amoeba:
NEW ORDER • CAMERON CARPENTER • MACy gRAy

Nils fRAhM • AND MORE… 

Saturday September 19
Dolby Theatre

A WINGED VICTORY 
FOR THE SULLEN 
with Loscil  4/5 » El Rey

RIDE 
with Eagulls  4/14 » Fox Theater Pomona

ACTION BRONSON
4/15 » Belasco Theater

TIGERS JAW 
with Lemuria & SoMoS  4/21 » Roxy

NOSAJ THING & CLARK 
with D Tiberio & DJ Mapi  4/22 » El Rey

WAXAHATCHEE 
with Girlpool  4/28 » Roxy

THE SOFT MOON 
with Girl Tears & Skull Katalog  4/30 » Roxy

SHLOHMO 
5/7 » Fonda

HIDDEN IN PLAIN 
VIEW 
with Allison Weiss  5/9 » Roxy

TWO GALLANTS 
with Blank Range  5/16 » Roxy

SHAKEY GRAVES 
with The Barr Brothers  5/20 » Fonda

MAE 
with All Get Out and Mike Mains & The 
Branches  5/28 » El Rey

W I T H

 L I F E  I N  F I L M
C H E E R L E A D E R

May 12
Fonda Theatre

W I T H

A N G E L  O L S E N
P E R M A N E N T  R E C O R D S  D J S

April 14
El Rey Theatre

F U Z Z
W I T H  C C R  H E A D C L E A N E R

A N D  E N D L E S S  B U M M E R

+  K X L U  D J S
A N N A  &  D O M E N I C O

Friday April 24
El Rey Theatre

April 15
Fonda Theatre

WITH WATERS
April 28 & 29

Fonda Theatre
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Contents
Spring/Summer 2015

 a selection of our favorites 
 by genre
 7  music by genre
 16 dvds & blu-rays

 staff picks by store
 27 berkeley
 41 san Francisco
 71 Hollywood

 features from the amoeblog
 18 essential records — Excerpts from our series 
  of staff essays on the albums that impacted their lives.
 66 vinyl starter kit — 100 Essential Listens
 133 30 albums we’re excited about in 2015

amoeba music has become synonymous with music and movie 
expertise, from the arcane to the popular.  our staff consists of the 
most passionate connoisseurs of all cultural explorations.

all amoebites were asked to list their favorite releases from the past 
six months and beyond. we then had a team of experts decipher 
their cryptic handwriting, analyze the results and compile the lists 
into this little book! 

We hope you find the results interesting and useful. For more lists 
and updates on new releases, visit the amoeblog on amoeba.com.
 

DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES

acehotel.com/theatre

Cathedral of Our Ladyfingers by Kevin Willis

Illustrations by Ivan Aguirre
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WElCOME TO 
AMOEbA MUSIC 

The BIGGEST independent music & movie store in the world!

Happy Hunting!

SOME HELPFUL HINTS for shopping:
our used selection is fully guaranteed to play perfectly.  buying used 
means you can get more for your money — and many out-of-print 
and rare items that are only available used!

new items are designated with a white price tag.  used items have 
yellow, green or red price tags.  “red tags” indicate clearance items. 
all genres have clearance areas at the end of their respective used 
sections. clearance items have an ongoing deal; buy three, get the 
fourth of least value for Free! 

more than just music! check out our books and t-sHirts sections 
and pick-up magazines, headphones, turntables plus other gear and 
collectible items all around the store.

don’t forget to look underneath the bins for extra bargains which 
may not be represented in the above corresponding bin.  there are 
tons of nuggets hiding in pockets all over this store, so be sure to 
look all around!

Check out the ever-expanding selection of 
downloads, vinyl, CDs, movies and collectibles available on 

AMOEbA.COM

Live shows 
at AmoebA!

amoebA.com

faith no more m. ward

olivia jean fashawn

Can't make it to the show? visit amoeBa.Com and check out our  
video and Photo GaLleries! they are constantly updated with videos,  

interviews and stills from our live in-store performances!

all three amoeba stores host in-store performances, signings and dJ sets  
from your favorite artists every month! visit amoeBa.Com for the latest schedule  

including live webcasts from select shows!
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vinyl reissues
Belle & Sebastian catalog  
(matador)

Bjork catalog (one little indian)

Broadcast catalog (warp)

Death Cab For Cutie –  
We Have The Facts and We’re 
Voting Yes/Something About 
Airplaines/The Photo Album 
(barsuk)

The Eagles catalog (rHino)

Fugazi – First Demo (discHord)

Jawbreaker – 24 Hour Revenge 
Therapy [20th Anniversary 
Edition] (blackball)

Lauryn Hill – The Miseducation 
Of Lauryn Hill (sony legacy)

Led Zeppelin – Physical  
Graffiti (atlantic)

M. Ward – Transistor Radio 
(merge)

Modest Mouse –  
This Is a Long Drive for  
Someone with Nothing to  
Think About/The Lonesome 
Crowded West (glacial pace)

Nick Cave catalog (mute)

Nino Rota – The Godfather 
[OST] (mca)

Phoenix catalog (parlopHone)

Portishead – Dummy (polydor)

Sigur Ros – Agaetis Byrjun (xl)

Sleater-Kinney catalog  
(sub pop)

Tori Amos –  
Little Earthquakes/ 
Under The Pink (atlantic)

Various Artists – Pulp Fiction 
[OST] (mca)

soul
Anderson .Paak – Venice  
(empire)

Barbara Lynn – The Complete 
Atlantic Recordings  
(real gone / rHino)

Bettye LaVette – Worthy  
(cHerry red)

The Budos Band –  
Burnt Offering (daptone)

D’Angelo & the Vanguard – 
Black Messiah (rca)

Eddy Giles – Southern Soul 
Brother: The Murco Recordings 
1967-1969 (kent)

Funkadelic – First Ya Gotta 
Shake the Gate (tHe c kunspyruHzy)

Goapele – Strong As Glass  
(bmg)

Ledisi – The Intimate Truth 
(verve)

Mary J. Blige – The London  
Sessions (capitol)

A Sampling of Our Favorites 
by Genre
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Bjork – Vulnicura  
(one little indian)

Blackberry Smoke – Holding 
All The Roses (rounder)

Bryan Ferry – Avonmore (bmg)

Built To Spill – Untethered 
Moon (warner brotHers)

Butch Walker – Afraid of 
Ghosts (dangerbird)

Calabrese – Lust For Sacrilege 
(spooksHow)

Calexico – Edge Of The Sun 
(anti-)

The Call Featuring  
Robert Lev – A Tribute To  
Michael Been (ligHt year ent)

Courtney Barnett –  
Sometimes I Sit and Think, and 
Sometimes I Just Sit  
(mom & pop) 

Dan Deacon – Gliss Riffer 
(domino)

Death Cab For Cutie – Kint-
sugi (barsuk)

The Decemberists –  
What A Terrible World,  
What A Beautiful World  
(capitol)

The Drums – Encyclopedia 
(minor)

Ex Hex – Rips (merge)

Father John Misty – I Love 
You, Honeybear (sub pop)

Gossling – Harvest of Gold   
(nettwerk records)

The Griswolds – Be Impressive 
(relativity)

Guster – Evermotion  
(nettwerk records) 

Interpol – El Pintor (matador) 

Jessica Hernandez &  
The Deltas – Secret Evil 
 (instant)

Prince – Art Offical Age  
(warner bros.)

Tuxedo – Tuxedo (stones tHrow)

Various Artists – I’m Just Like 
You: Sly’s Stone Flower 1969-70 
(ligHt in tHe attic)

Various Artists –  
The One-Derful! Collection 
(secret stasH)

Jazz
Schlippenbach Trio –  
First Recordings (trost)

Bill Frisell – Guitar in the Space 
Age! (music on vinyl)

Charles Lloyd – Manhattan 
Stories (resonance)

Charlie Haden / Jim Hall – 
Charlie Haden / Jim Hall  
(blue note)

Chris Potter Underground  
Orchestra  – Imaginary Cities 
(ecm)

Dylan Howe – Subterranean: 
New Designs on Bowie’s Berlin 
(motorik)

Jack DeJohnette – Made In 
Chicago (ecm)

Joshua Redman – Trios Live  
(nonesucH)

Kenny Barron / Dave Holland 
– The Art of Conversation   
(blue note)

Lennie Tristano – Chicago 
April 1951 (uptown)

Matana Roberts  – Coin Coin 
Chapter Three: River Run Thee 
(constellation)

Medeski, Scofield, Martin & 
Wood – Juice (indirecto)

Rob Mazurek & Black Cube SP  
– Return The Tides: Ascension 
Suite And Holy Ghost (cuneiForm)

Rudresh Mahanthappa – Bird 
Calls (act)

Scott Fields String Feartet – 
Haydn (between tHe lines)

The Cookers – Time & Time 
Again (motema)

Tisziji Muñoz / Marilyn 
Crispell – Beautiful Empty Full-
ness (mri)

Wadada Leo Smith –  
The Great Lakes Suite (tum)

Wayne Krantz –  
Good Pirhana/Bad Pirhana  
(abstract logix) 

rock 
Allah-Las – Worship the Sun  
(innovative leisure)

Alt-J – This Is All Yours  
(atlantic)

Alvvays – Alvvays (polyvinyl)

Annie Lennox – Nostalgia  
(blue note)

Ariel Pink – pom pom (4ad)

The Barr Brothers –  
Sleeping Operator (secret city)

Belle & Sebastian – Girls In 
Peacetime Want To Dance  
(matador)

Benjamin Booker –  
Benjamin Booker (ato) 
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DNTEL - Human Voice  
(stones tHrow)

E-40 – Sharp on All Four  
Corners (Heavy on tHe grind)

Fashawn – The Ecology  
(mass appeal)

Hail Mary Mallon – Bestiary 
(rHymesayers)

Heem – Eat Pray Thug  
(megaForce)

Homeboy Sandman – Hallways 
(stones tHrow)

J. Cole – 2014 Forest Hills Drive 
(roc nation)

Joey Bada$$ – B4.DA.$$  
(cinematic music)

Kendrick Lamar – To Pimp A 
Butterfly (awesome tapes)

Lupe Fiasco – Tetsuo & Youth 
(atlantic)

Mndsgn – Yawn Zen (stones tHrow)

NehruvianDOOM –  
NehruvianDOOM (lex)

Prhyme – Prhyme (prHyme)

Run The Jewels – Run The Jew-
els 2 (mass appeal)

Vince Staples – Hell Can Wait  
(deF Jam)

electronic
18+ – Trust (HoundstootH)

Andy Stott – Faith In Strangers 
(modern love)

Aphex Twin –  
Computer Controlled Acoustic  
Instruments pt2 EP (warp)

Arca – Xen (mute)

Basement Jaxx – Junto (pias)

Caribou – Our Love (merge)

Fatima – Yellow Memories  
(eglo)

Ibeyi – Ibeyi (xl)

Ike Release – Noir (m>o>s)

The Juan MacLean –  
In A Dream (dFa)

Juju & Jordash – Clean Cut 
(dekmantel)

Korrupt Data – Korrupt Data 
(planet e)

Levon Vincent – Levon Vincent 
(novel sound)

SBTRKT – Wonder Where We 
Land (xl)

Theo Parrish – American  
Intelligence (sound signature)

country and 
bluegrass  

Angaleena Presley – American 
Middle Class (tHirty tigers)

Chris Thile & Edgar Meyer – 
Bass & Mandolin (nonesucH)

The Earls of Leicester –  
The Earls of Leicester (rounder)

Justin Townes Earle –  
Absent Fathers (vagrant)

Marty Stuart & His Fabulous 
Superlatives – Saturday Night / 
Sunday Morning (superlatone)

Punch Brothers –  
The Phosphorescent Blues  
(nonesucH)

Rob McCoury – The 5 String 
Flame Thrower (mccoury music)

Jessica Pratt – On Your Own 
Love Again (drag city) 

John Carpenter – Lost Themes 
(sacred bones) 

Jose Gonzalez – Vestiges & 
Claws (mute)

Karen O – Crush Songs  
(cult) 

Laura Marling – Short Movie 
(emi) 

Lower Dens – Escape From Evil 
(warner bros.)

Lucinda Williams –  
Down Where the Spirit Meets 
the Bone (HigHway 20)

Matthew E White –  
Fresh Blood (warner bros.)

Modest Mouse – Strangers To 
Ourselves (epic)

The Mountain Goats –  
Beat The Champ (merge)

Mourn – Mourn  
(captured tracks)

My Brightest Diamond –  
This is My Hand (astHmatic kitty)

The New Pornographers – 
Brill Bruisers (matador)

Noel Gallagher’s High Flying 
Birds – Chasing Yesterday  
(sour masH)

Of Montreal – Aureate Gloom 
(polyvinyl)

Panda Bear – Panda Bear 
Meets The Grim Reaper  
(domino)

Parkay Quartz (Parquet 
Courts) – Content Nausea 
(wHat’s your rupture)

Purity Ring – another eternity 
(4ad)

The Raveonettes – Pe’ahi  
(beat dies)

The Rural Alberta Advantage 
– Mended With Gold  
(lbJ/saddle creek)

Scott Walker & Sunn O))) – 
Soused (4ad) 

Sleater-Kinney –  
No Cities To Love (sub pop)

The Soft Moon – Deeper  
(captured tracks)

Sufjan Stevens – Carrie &  
Lowell (astHmatic kitty)

Thurston Moore –  
The Best Day (matador)

Tobias Jesso Jr. – Goon  
(true pantHer)

TV On The Radio – Seeds  
(Harvest)

Twin Shadow – Eclipse  
(warner bros.)

Viet Cong – Viet Cong  
(JagJaguwar)

White Arrows – In Bardo  
(votiv music)

Will Butler – Policy (merge) 

Zola Jesus – Taiga (mute)

hip-hop 
Apollo Brown & Ras Kass – 
Blasphemy (mello music)

Badbadnotgood / Ghostface 
Killah – Sour Soul (lex)

Black Milk  – If There’s A Hell 
Below (computer ugly)

Cannibal Ox – Blade of the 
Ronin (iHipHop)

Diamond District  –  
March On Washington Redux 
(mello music)
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World
Ata Kak – Obaa Sima  
(awesome tapes)

Boubacar Traoré – Mbalimaou 
(lusaFrica)

Buena Vista Social Club –  
Lost & Found (world circuit)

Diego El Cigala – Romance  
de la Luna Tucumana  
(universal musica latina)

Edip Akbayram & Dolstar – 
Nedir Ne Degildir?  
(pHaraway sounds)

Enrique Bunbury – Madrid, 
Area 51 ...En Un Sólo Acto  
De Destrucción Masiva!!!  
(warner music latina)

Francis Bebey – Psychedelic 
Sanza 1982-1984 (born bad)

Lila Downs / Niña Pastori / 
Soledad – Raíz (rca)

Orlando Julius with the  
Heliocentrics – Jaiyede Afro 
(strut)

Roberto Rodriguez –  
Aguares: The Book of Angels 
Vol. 23  (tzadik)

Tony Allen – Film of Life  
(Jazz village)

Various Artists –  
African Gems (swp)

Various Artists  – Native  
North America 1: Aboriginal 
Folk Rock (ligHt in tHe attic)

Various Artists –  
Spirit Of Malombo: Malombo 
Jazz Makers, Jabula &  
Jazz Afrika 1966-1984 (strut)

Various Artists – Bombay 
Disco 2 (cultures oF soul)

Various Artists – Highlife On 
The Move (soundway)

Various Artists –  
The Afrosound Of Colombia 
Vol. 2 (vampi soul)

William Onyeabor – Box Sets 
(luaka bop)

classical
Anonymous 4 with Bruce 
Molsky – 1865: Songs Of Hope 
& Home From The American 
Civil War (Harmonia mundi)

Arditti Quartet –  
Pandora’s Box (col legno)

Else Marie Pade – Electronic 
Works 1958-1995 (important)

Galina Ustvolskaya /  
Patricia Kopatchinskaja / 
Markus Hinterhäuser / Reto 
Bieri – Galina Ustvolskaya (ecm)

Gustavo Dudamel – Mahler 7 
(deutscHe grammopHon)

John Luther Adams –  
The Wind In High Places  
(cold blue)

Simone Dinnerstein –  
Broadway - Lafayette: Ravel, 
Lasser, Gershwin (sony classical)

Various Artists –  
Music from the Tudorfest:  
San Francisco Tape Music  
Center, 1964  
(new world)

experimental
Aine O'Dwyer – Music for 
Church Cleaners Vol. I & II (mie)

Cut Hands – Festival of the 
Dead (blackest ever black)

Fred Frith / Barry Guy –  
Backscatter Bright Blue (intakt)

Ryan Bingham  –  
Fear & Saturday Night  
(tHirty tigers)

Steve Earle & The Dukes – 
Terraplane (new west)

Various Artists – Ya Gotta Quit 
Kickin’ My Dog Around: Songs 
That Seeded The Folk Revival 
Of The Sixties And Beyond  
(Jsp)

Various Artists –  
Lead Kindly Light: Pre-War 
Music and Photographs  
from the American South  
(dust-to-digital)

folk
Leonard Cohen – Popular 
Problems (sony)

Bela Fleck & Abigail  
Washburn – Bela Fleck  
& Abigail Washburn 
 (rounder)

Frazey Ford – Indian Ocean 
(nettwerk records)

Kath Bloom – Pass Through 
Here (cHapter)

Loudon Wainwright III – 
Haven’t Got the Blues (Yet)  
(429)

Norman Blake –  
Wood, Wire & Words  
(western Jubilee)

Rhiannon Giddens –  
Tomorrow is My Turn  
(nonesucH)

Robin Williamson –  
Trusting in the Rising Light  
(ecm)

Steeleye Span – Wintersmith 
(park)

The Unthanks – Mount the Air 
(cadiz)

Vashti Bunyan – Heartleap 
(dicristina)

blues and 
neW orleans 

Billy Boy Arnold –  
The Blues Soul of  
Billy Boy Arnold  
(stony plain)

Danny Kroha –  
Angels Watching Over Me  
(tHird man)

Eldridge Holmes –  
Now That I’ve Lost You:  
The Allen Toussaint Sessions 
(Fuel)

Harrison Kennedy –  
This Is From Here (electro-Fi)

Igor Prado Band &  
Delta Groove All Stars –  
Way Down South 
 (delta groove)

James Booker –  
Gonzo: Live 1976 (rockbeat)

My Own Holiday –  
Reason to Bleed  
(delta groove)

Various Artists –  
Deesu Records Story:  
New Orleans, LA (Fuel)

Various Artists –  
Ultimate New Orleans Brass 
Band: Second Line Funk!  
(mardi gras)
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reggae
Augustus Pablo –  
Born to Dub You (vp)

Bunny Lion Red – Bunny Lion 
Red (Fantasy memory) 

Chronixx – Dread & Terrible 
(ernie)

Inturns – Consider Yourself 
(pressure sounds)

The Upsetters –  
The Good, the Bad & the  
Upsetters  
(cHerry red / Hot milk)

Tuff Scout – Inna London Dub 
(tuFF scout)

Various Artists – Studio One 
Jump-Up: The Birth of a Sound 
(soul Jazz)

punk
Cold World –  
How The Gods Chill  
(deatHwisH)

Fugazi – First Demo  
(discHord)

Hard Stripes – Hard Stripes 
(triple-b records)

Iceage – Plowing Into The  
Field Of Love (matador)

Iron Reagan –  
The Tyranny Of Will (relapse)

New Brigade –  
Join The Brigade (six Feet under)

The Flex – Wild Stabs In  
The Dark (video disease)

Title Fight – Hyperview  
(anti-)

True Love – New Young Gods 
(react!) 

Turnstile – Non Stop Feeling 
(reaper) 

Xibalba – Tierra Y Libertad 
(soutHern lord)

Henry Kaiser / Ray Russell – 
The Celestial Squid (cuneiForm)

Negativland – It’s All in Your 
Head (seeland)

Oren Ambarchi – Quixotism 
(editions mego)

Sir Richard Bishop –  
Tangier Sessions (drag city)

metal
At the Gates – At War With 
Reality (century media)

Atriarch – An Unending  
Pathway (relapse)

Death – Spiritual Healing  
(relapse)

Electric Wizard – Time to Die 
(caroline)

Entombed – Clandestine  
[Reissue] (earacHe)

Execration – Morbid  
Dimensions (Hell’s Headbangers)

Horrendous – Ecdysis  
(dark descent)

Mysticum – Planet Satan 
(peaceville)

Pallbearer – Foundations of 
Burden (proFound lore)

Usnea – Random Cosmic  
Violence (relapse)

YOB – Clearing the Path to 
Ascend (relapse)

oldies 
13th Floor Elevators –  
Live Evolution Lost (snapper)

Arthur – Dreams and Images 
(ligHt in tHe attic)

Cass Elliot – Don’t Call Me 
Mama Anymore Plus Rarities - 
Her Final Recordings 
 (real gone)

The Crazy World of Arthur 
Brown – Zim Zam Zim  
(bronzerat)

Elvis Presley –  
That’s The Way It Is [Legacy 
Edition] (sony legacy)

Jerry Lee Lewis –  
Rock & Roll Time (welk)

Various Artists – Jukebox 
Mambo: Afro-Latin Accents In 
Rhythm & Blues 1947-61 Vol.2 
(Jazzman)

comedy
Bill Burr – Live at Andrew’s 
House (tHird man)

Bob Odenkirk – Amateur Hour 
(aspecialtHing)

Cameron Esposito –  
Same Sex Symbol 
 (kill rock stars)

Dana Gould – I Know It’s 
Wrong (new wave dynamics)

Louis CK – Oh My God  
(vagrant)

Ophira Eisenberg – Bangs!  
(new wave dynamics)

Redd Foxx –  
You Gotta Wash Your Ass  
(real gone)

Sarah Silverman –  
We Are Miracles (sub pop)

Woody Allen – The Stand-Up 
Years 1964–1968 (razor & tie)
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The Roosevelts: An Intimate 
History

Video Games: The Movie

Video Nasties: The Definitive 
Guide Part 2

horror/sci-fi
The Babadook

A Girl Walks Home Alone  
At Night

Guardians Of The Galaxy

Lucy

The Congress

Under The Skin

drama/ 
comedy

Beyond The Lights

Birdman

Boyhood

Olive Kitteridge

The Theory Of Everything

Whiplash

blu-ray
Don’t Look Now [Criterion]

Foxes

John Hughes Yearbook  
Collection

New Year’s Evil

Nightbreed [Director’s Cut]

River’s Edge

Safe [Criterion]

The Long Goodbye

Time Bandits [Criterion]

Tootsie [Criterion]

UHF

Working Girl

action/mystery/
thriller

Foxcatcher

Gone Girl

John Wick

Nightcrawler

The Guest

classics /  
musicals

It Happened One Night  
[Criterion]

Lust For Life

Million Dollar Legs

Ride the Pink Horse

The Sound Of Music  
[50th Anniversary]

World For Ransom

animation/ 
kids

101 Dalmatians

Big Hero 6

The Book Of Life

The Boxtrolls

Song Of The Sea

The Tale Of The Princess  
Kaguya

soundtracks 
Alejandro Jodorowsky –  
The Holy Mountain [Reissue] 
(real gone)

Antonio Sanchez – Birdman 
(milan)

Hans Zimmer – Interstellar 
(watertower)

Johann Johannsson –  
The Theory Of Everything  
(backlot)

Jonny Greenwood –  
Inherent Vice (nonesucH)

Nelson Riddle – Batman: 
Exclusive Original Television 
Soundtrack Album (polygram)

Stuart Murdoch –  
God Help The Girl (milan)

Trent Reznor & Atticus Ross – 
Gone Girl (columbia)

Various Artists – Whiplash  
(varese sarabande)

Various Artists – Guardians  
Of The Galaxy (Hollywood)

music dvds 
Bob Marley – Uprising Live! 
(eagle rock)

Clark Terry – Keep On Keepin’ 
On (ancHor bay)

The Doors – Feast Of Friends 
(eagle rock)

Johnny Thunders –  
Looking for Johnny: The Legend 
of Johnny Thunders (mvd)

Morrissey –  
Introducing Morrissey  
(warner bros.)

Nick Cave – 20,000 Days On 
Earth (draFtHouse)

Ornette Coleman / Shirley 
Clarke – Ornette: Made In 
America (milestone)

Queen – Live At  
The Rainbow ’74 (eagle rock)

The Rolling Stones –  
The Rolling Stones: From The 
Vault - LA Forum (Live in 1975) 
(eagle rock)

The Descendants – Filmage: 
The Story Of Descendants/All  
(mvd visual)

Various Artists – Motown 25: 
Yesterday Today Forever  
(time liFe)

The Wayne Shorter Quartet – 
The Language of the Unknown: 
A Film About the Wayne Shorter 
Quartet (artHaus)

tv
The Americans: Season Two

Archer: Season Five

Batman: The Complete  
Television Series

Broad City: Season One

Downton Abbey: Season Five

Drunk History: Seasons One 
and Two

Game Of Thrones: Season Four

Looking: Season One

Outlander: Season One

Sons Of Anarchy: Season Seven

documentary  
Finding Vivian Maier

Life Itself

Los Angeles Plays Itself

Red Hollywood

The Dog

DVDS & BLU-RAY
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Portishead: Dummy 
By alison StolPa

during the summer of 1996, i became ob-
sessed with portishead. Dummy had been re-
leased two years earlier, so generally speaking, 
i was late to the game, but in the suburban 
town where i was about to start high school, 
I was definitely way ahead of 
the game. because when it 
came to underground music, 
culture or film, there was no 
game.

I was just about to turn fif-
teen and leave all the friends 
i’d known for nearly a decade 
to attend the state’s largest 
high school on my own. it 
was a deeply mopey time. at 
the same time, i was starting 
to realize that the music on 
top 40 radio made me feel 
like something was missing, 
that musically-speaking, there 
must be more out there. so, 
i started tuning into the local 
alt-rock station after school, 
alone in my room, and that’s 
where I first encountered 
portishead’s “sour times.”

i hated this song. i thought it 
was irritating and abrasive. singer beth gib-
bons would wail “nobody loves me/it’s true/
not like you do” with her ’60s jazz influenced 
vocals and i would get pissed off that i’d have 
to sit through it for the next three or four 
minutes. (For some reason i never went as far 
as actually turning the radio off.) every time 
i heard it, i would get angry at it, angry that i 
had to sit through it, angry that the station’s 
music director had poisoned the rotation 
with this grating, slightly terrifying few min-
utes of song.

then one day i had the strange realization 
that, right now at least, this weird song didn’t 
sound soooo bad. pretty soon it actually start-

ed sounding good. before long i was looking 
forward to hearing it. then i went out to best 
buy, because that’s where you could buy mu-
sic in our suburban town, and bought the al-
bum. For the four years i was in high school, it 
never left my stereo. i would play Dummy on 
repeat a few times in a row, switch to portis-
head’s self-titled second album for a few spins, 
throw some newly-discovered pJ Harvey, 

tricky, dJ shadow or massive 
attack in there, and then go 
back to portishead again.

Dummy opened my life to a 
world of music i knew noth-
ing about. i had never heard of 
nina simone and billie Holiday. 
i had vaguely heard of isaac 
Hayes, but never given him 
much thought. From the band’s 
(at the time) impossible-to-find 
short film To Kill a Dead Man i 
learned about and fell in love 
with film noir. I also discov-
ered the strange, slightly an-
tisocial allure of ferreting out 
rare singles in sacred big city 
record stores, and uncovering 
bootleg versions of unreleased 
tracks sung in French. Dummy 
was the first album ever where 
i could tell you the exact track 
listing and who played on ev-

ery track... as an adult, i was sort of shocked 
to hear people describe Dummy as seduc-
tive and cool. today i gave it another listen 
to see if i’d get this vibe nearly two decades 
after first hearing the album. Well, objectively, 
i get the “cool” idea, but subjectively it still 
sounds like it did when i was an alienated 
and increasingly depressed teenager: like a 
desperate woman reaching out with all she’s 
got left, aching for some form of hope and 
connection, and barring that, to at least not 
be silenced.

see, for most of high school, i didn’t know a 
single person who cared about music like i 
did, let alone the kind of music i liked. i did 

essential records
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have one friend whose love for alanis mor-
risette rivaled my love for portishead, and so i 
entered into a really low-level devil’s pact with 
her, wherein i would go see every single alanis 
morrisette show she wanted to see, as long 
as—once portishead toured again—she’d go 
see them with me. (I figured that, by the time 
she actually was at the show and heard portis-
head for the first time, it would be too late for 
her to go back on her part of the deal.) need-
less to say, from the period the band stopped 
touring in 1998 to the time i graduated high 
school, i saw alanis morrisette a wealtH of 
times and portishead zero. but i kept listening 
to the band’s two albums several times a day. 
as my teenage blues were turning into an in-
creasingly real depression, beth’s melancholy, 
yearning voice made me feel like i wasn’t so 
alone.

when i was 21, beth gibbons released a solo 
album and came to the city where i was go-
ing to college, finally happy, independent and 
surrounded by friends who shared my love of 
music. after the show, one of my best friends 
and i were driving away from the theater and 
he pointed out the crew loading out all the 
equipment and all the fans huddled together 
in the november cold for a possible glimpse 
of the singer. we both laughed about this 
pathetic level of fandom for a few seconds, 
then i got this clenched feeling in the pit of 
my stomach and said, ”we have to go back.” 
so we stood outside in the cold, waiting with 
strangers for an hour or so--for what, i didn’t 
really know. at intervals my friend would say 
that we should probably go soon, that they’d 
probably gone out of a different exit.

then the door opened and they came out. i 
was scuttling like a starstuck sixteen-year-old/
hermit crab around geoff barrow and beth 
gibbons and out of nowhere i blurted out 
to geoff barrow, “your music saved my life!” 
yeah, it sounded ridiculous, but it was true. 
beth gave me a hug. she didn’t give everyone 
a hug, but she gave me a hug. then afterwards 
my friend and i went to a college party and 
i told everyone i knew about what had just 

happened, and some people cared, and just 
like in high school, a lot of people were like, 
“who?”

it has been a long time since then, and por-
tishead has faded from my regular rotation, 
which—now that I have infinitely more than 
ten albums—doesn’t even exist. not long af-
ter the band announced they’d been working 
on new material, I saw them at their first live 
show in over ten years at the all tomorrow’s 
parties “nightmare before christmas” festival 
in england, where i was attending grad school. 
i was so cool about it. i had grown up and 
moved on. “i’m probably not going to really 
care now,” i told my friends, “but those albums 
really meant a lot to me when i was growing 
up.” in the end, i stood in the front row during 
both shows, and during both shows i shook 
hands with the band members when they 
reached out into the crowd at the end.

Third was released in 2008, and if i thought 
“sour times” was heavy listening, this was 
some next level stuff. by then my love of mu-
sic had led me into deeper (and sometimes 
darker) crannies of the music world, so that 
after getting into swans, suicide, and the 
birthday party, “sour times” no longer seems 
so menacing. but that’s all down to hearing 
that first Portishead album, and getting hungry 
for music and through that passion to another, 
more meaningful way of life: a way of life dedi-
cated to art and not just punching the clock.

lEd ZePpElin:  
lEd ZePpElin iv

By billy gil
too much has been written about led zep-
pelin’s untitled fourth album. its songs have 
so permeated every pore of popular culture 
that it’s nearly impossible to think of it with a 
clear head. but its ubiquity should not count 
against it.
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Led Zeppelin IV is as wonderful and album to 
revisit on its new reissues as it is to discover 
for the first time. It is the sound of four of 
the greatest rock musicians of all time at the 
height of their powers. people who don’t lis-
ten to this are depriving themselves of rock 
’n’ roll’s greatest thrill ride. i remember hear-
ing it for the first time when I was 12. My dad 
bought us the tape to listen to in the car on 
the way to guitar lessons with 
my brothers. (yes, my dad was 
very cool for getting me and 
my brothers guitar lessons, but 
it was his way of making peace 
with us after he made us move 
from southern california to 
Florida—Florida.)

my older brother was 15 or 16 
at the time and immediately fell 
in love. i didn’t. He was at the 
right age to appreciate. i liked it 
all right, but i kind of shrugged. 
led zeppelin sounded so old 
to me, and too boyish. it was 
1994, and i was too busy listen-
ing to green day, the cran-
berries, nirvana and stone 
temple pilots, my taste leaning 
toward punk-influenced grun-
ge and female-fronted bands. 
my brother played that tape 
incessantly in the car, and we 
didn’t get along too well at the time, as teen-
age brothers often don’t, so i kind of hated it 
sometimes, to be honest. and there led zep-
pelin remained for me, a relic to be vaguely 
appreciated but not loved.

Fast forward to high school and college, and 
i got led zeppelin, or at least i thought i did. 
i liked “stairway to Heaven,” anyway, and i 
remember making friends leave it on in the 
car instead of switching over to shaggy or 
whatever other garbage we were listening to 
in 2000.

but it wasn’t until a few years later, in my early 
20s, that suddenly led zeppelin hit me hard. 

i was 23 and living alone in chicago for grad 
school. i had gotten a huge number of cds 
stolen out of my car and was slowly replenish-
ing my supply at reckless records. i picked up 
a used copy of Led Zeppelin III, which i’d never 
heard before and totally fell in love—shout 
out to III, which is a perfect album for led 
zep neophytes. i slowly made my way back 

to IV, which i realized i’d been 
wrong about all along. it was 
led zeppelin’s best albums. in 
fact, it was one of the best al-
bums ever made.

”black dog’s” heavy blues 
strut is flat out audacious. 
Has there ever been so con-
cise, so exacting, so perfect 
a rock drum performance as 
John bonham’s on “rock and 
rolls”? though on any other 
album, medieval canticle “the 
battle of evermore” would 
seem a misplaced momentum 
killer, but it is a breath of fresh 
air after the first two full-
throttle tracks. listening now 
brings back fond memories 
of playing “dungeons & drag-
ons” with my brothers and 
dorky friends, of ruby rings 
and longswords-plus-one and 

keeps on the borderland. and it perfectly 
introduces “stairway to Heaven,” a song so 
massive, so ambitious and so complete that it 
almost warrants its own album.

you could say “stairway to Heaven” is over-
rated and be right, and it would still be unde-
niably great. but “stairway to Heaven’s” only 
crime is that it so towers over everything that 
it threatens to dwarf the rest of Led Zeppelin 
IV, which is equally wonderful.

this album doesn’t even need “stairway to 
Heaven.” to me, the song doesn’t compare 
with the two that immediately follow it. “misty 
mountain Hop” focuses all of led zeppelin’s 

estimable kinetic energy into a singular three-
note boogie that absolutely pulverizes. that 
moment when robert plant pulls back and 
Jimmy page lays harmonic notes over it and 
the whole band falls into complete lockstep 
is so exciting that it makes you feel happy to 
be alive when you hear it. John bonham’s rum-
bling beat and plant’s absolutely possessed 
vocals on “Four sticks” are hypnotic, spiritual 
even. those two songs alone make IV one of 
the all-time great car albums.

on an album that is perfectly paced, “going 
to california” again provides a breather. it is 
a simple yet emotionally pleasing folk song 
befitting of Joni Mitchell, something that 
showed the band could write delicate songs 
alongside massive rock epics. and “when the 
Levee Breaks,” the album’s final track, serves 
a similar purpose to “stairway to Heaven” 
but was always my favorite, combining all 
of the bands strains into a psychedelic jam 
that explodes into the auditory equivalent of 
fireworks.

listening to Led Zeppelin IV now, every as-
pect of it feels triumphant to me. it’s a piece 
of music that feels blessed, so moving, so ac-
complished that it makes you feel like that you 
could do anything.

the tony williams 
 lifEtime: 

 emErgEnCy! 
By riCk frystak

they say music can be life-changing. i’ll buy 
that. probably the most important and pro-
found post-beatles record in my Jazz life, or 
even my musical, personal and business life 
(you’ll see), was Emergency! by the the tony 
willams lifetime. that’s a big sentence for an 
LP fiend like me. ONE record led by a drum-
mer did all that? to me, Jazz is a huge, beautiful 

expression of the american classical music, 
no small accomplishment in the last 100 years 
with everything out there. and i remember 
as if was yesterday how this record came to 
change my life.

in high school and later i was in a bluesy, 
procol Harum-meets-Jefferson airplane-style 
outfit called Moonfleet, after the film. We had 
the town and the era by the ear, so naturally 
we were asked to play our own senior pic-
nic close to graduation at westchester High 
school (still there), near the beach in l.a. i 
had played drums at another senior picnic 
and i knew the picnics were free-for–all’s in 
those days. we were excited to blow our fel-
low student’s minds, with coffins and dancers 
and fiery  entertainment, with myself on guitar 
then.

as per our gig deal, the school had hired a pa 
system for our show. the day came and we 
pulled in for a sound check with our equip-
ment. What the hell? It’s a flat bed truck set 
up on the Jr. varsity lawn!! with nice club-pa 
speakers! loud!! with audio guys that knew 
what they were doing!! we had a big stage 
with good sound. but, hey, that music, coming 
over the system?

as we unpacked our gear we started to actu-
ally hear the music that the sound guys were 
playing. We thought we were doing fire music! 
this music had the most energy and fast logic 
i’d ever heard in any organized small band! 
the group would play the main melody of 
the song and then this wonderfully composed 
improvisation would come just blistering out 
of the sound, churning with ideas and primi-
tive juju, smearing itself over our teen minds, 
and then back to the main melody again, thank 
you, allowing us to breathe again…formed like 
Jazz, but smoking and searing like rock. and all 
of it, electric guitar, searing Hammond organ, 
and even the 4-piece drum set sounding like 
it was coming out of marshall stacks set on 
11, said drummer just exploding with super-
human chops!.
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“what is this you’re playing,” i casually asked 
the sound man. “oh, that? the tony willaims 
lifetime album. are you hip to them?” he 
said. “tony left miles davis’ group and made 
this album.” the album’s title? Emergency. per-
fect. the sound guys played the record again 
at the mid-point break. we were completely 
“jazzed” by it, so our set that day had extra 
oomph, to put it mildly.
i had grown up listening to 
my dad playing count basie, 
ella, doc evans, benny good-
man, rossini and mahler at 
high decibel levels through 
home-made klipsch cabi-
nets for my entire youth 
and learned rhythm. then i 
taught myself guitar playing 
blues and rock albums on a 
16 rpm record player. but 
i’d never felt anything like 
this since the beatles on ed 
sullivan-pure revelation, a 
huge “wake up” to the pos-
sibilities of music. this sound 
we were hearing, letting it just 
roll over us was in a class by 
itself and still has never been 
bettered in its singular direc-
tion, certainly not “fusion” as 
that word gets kicked around, 
because this music swings! i 
was immediately shot off into new musical 
directions which are still manifesting them-
selves to me to this day, in the many unusual 
musics that i love.

so, of course i began playing music with the 
two sound men a year later and they remain 
great friends and music cronies today, too. i 
would meet and play with the saxophonist 
later. these sound men would ultimately as-
sure my entrance into the record business! 
music is, indeed, a life-changer.

nas: illmatiC 
By billy jam 

when it comes to “essential” hip-hop records 
they don’t come much more essential than 
nas’ 1994 landmark, ten-track debut album 
Illmatic. the album’s 20 year anniversary is 
being celebrated in grand style this year with 
a nice vinyl reissue of the album, the recent 

theatrical release of the award 
winning documentary about 
the album, Time Is Illmatic, and 
an ongoing tour by the famed 
Queensbridge emcee—fit-
tingly titled the Time Is Illmatic 
tour —in which the emcee 
performs the entire album in 
track-listing order following 
a screening of the new docu-
mentary. 
like most hip-hop fans back in 
the early nineties i was most 
impressed with hearing (nas-
ty) Nas’ lyrical flow for the 
first time when he spat his at-
tention-grabbing verse, as one 
of several emcee guests on 
mc serch’s 1992 single “back 
to the grill again” on def 
Jam. by the time he released 
his first solo single, ”Halftime” 
off the Zebrahead soundtrack, i 

was further convinced that this was an emcee 
to watch out for and consequently i couldn’t 
wait for his proper debut. when Illmatic was 
finally released I was far from disappointed 
—well, maybe only over the fact that it wasn’t 
longer than its ten tracks - but otherwise i 
knew that i had heard one of those rare re-
leases that comes along only once in a rare 
while. it was one of those proverbial “land-
mark albums” that would be referenced for 
years to come. and now twenty full years 
later it still sounds amazing.

in addition to being a fan favorite, Illmatic had a 
ripple effect on hip-hop music being recorded 
(especially east coast hip-hop releases) for 

some time after its ’94 release. in retrospect, 
what is especially impressive is that nas was 
only 20 years of age when this influential re-
cord was released. He was only 19 when he 
recorded the album and younger still when 
“Halftime” was recorded and released two 
years earlier. (note: the “Halftime” 12” was 
reissued by columbia records for last year’s 
record store day).

when it was released in april 1994, Illmatic 
was unlike anything else up to that point in 
time. its ten tracks were carefully crafted 
and its production utilized a perfect balance 
of hip-hop and nassoul/funk/jazz samples 
which complimented Nas’ multi-syllabic flow. 
a myriad of name producers worked on the 
album, including pete rock, dJ premier, large 
professor, Q-tip, and l.e.s. with the excep-
tion of a single guest emcee (az on the track 
“life’s a beach”), nas handled all of the mic 
duties himself. The album spawned five singles, 
including such hip-hop classics as “the world 
is yours” (see video below for this pete rock 
produced classic), the aforementioned “Half-
time,” “one time 4 your mind,” “n.y. state 
of mind,” and “it ain’t Hard to tell” on which 
nas displayed his effortless command of the 
English language and his ability to flip the 
script with a non-stop display of clever word-
play epitomized by lyrics like, “so analyze me, 
surprise me, but can’t magnetize me. scannin’ 
while you’re plannin’ ways to sabotage me. i 
leave em froze like her-on in your nose. nas’ll 
rock well, it ain’t hard to tell.”

while Illmatic may not have been the biggest 
selling rap/hip-hop album of the ’90s it was 
perhaps the most universally critically ac-
claimed record. source magazine, which was 
revered as the ’bible of hip-hop’ back then, 
bestowed its prestigious, highest rating of five 
mics on the album. while many once great al-
bums sound dated or lack that same appeal 
years later, illmatic truly stands stands the test 
of time as a recorded work of hip-hop excel-
lence, which is why so many artists have paid 
homage to it, including detroit hip-hopper 
elzhi’s 2011 release Elmatic. since Illmatic’s 

release other hip-hop albums, which are 
seemingly totally unrelated to nas, are rou-
tinely compared to his landmark release. ill-
matic has become a blueprint for what a truly 
classic hip-hop release should be. ironically 
even nas himself has been unable to release 
“the next Illmatic.” not only is the album nas’ 
finest work but it also considered by most 
tastemakers as one of the quintessential hip-
hop releases of the 1990s.

The Time Is Illmatic documentary, which was 
shown on opening night of the tribeca Film 
Festival in 2014, offers both the album and 
artist’s back-story. as a kid, nas grew up in a 
musically rich household (his pops was a jazz 
artist and nas started playing trumpet at age 
two) in the sprawling, tough Queensbridge 
development (population 10,000) in the dan-
gerous crime-filled, crack-ridden 1980s—
something so vividly captured and poetically 
portrayed throughout the engaging lyrics of 
Illmatic. 

rage against the maChine: 
rage against the maChine 

By ray RiCky riveRa
with the release of nirvana’s Nevermind 
(geffen), pearl Jam’s Ten (epic) and red Hot 
chili peppers’ Blood Sugar Sex Magik (warner 
bros), alternative rock dominated the early 
’90s mainstream. touted as the voice of a 
generation, kurt cobain was the poster 
boy for grunge, leading the way with chart-
topping, angst-filled hits. For perspective,  
los angeles was dealing with its own levels 
of angst and anarchy with the ’92 riots which 
were spawned in the wake of the rodney 
king beating. with the city of angels literally 
on fire, President Bush had to call in the U.S. 
guard for help. compton rap group n.w.a. 
was ending its terror on the music industry, 
but not after prompting strict parental advi-
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sory guidelines on cd packaging for explicit 
content and drawing scrutiny from the Fbi. 
with emotions on high and tension building 
in the streets, the stage was set and no one 
could have ever predicted the sonic tsunami 
that was about to shake up the music scene.  

taking their name from a song written by 
frontman zack de la rocha (while with his 
previous group inside out), rage against the 
machine produced a 12 song demo cassette. 
the tape was self-released and made avail-
able at shows for $5. the band’s buzz quickly 
erupted like a molotov cocktail and with just 
a handful of live performances, rage were 
being persued by several major record labels. 
ultimately signing with epic, the band’s debut 
album, Rage Against The Machine, was released 
on november 3, 1992. on the strength of the 
lead single, “killing in the name,” the album 
hit #1 on the billboard Heatseekers chart and 
#45 on the billboard 200 chart. “killing in the 
name” received heavy radio play with just 8 
lines of repeated lyrics, including the explicit, 
“Fuck you i won’t do what you tell me” 
repeated 16 times. in line with the aesthetic 
and social message of ratm, the song alludes 
to the idea that police brutality is closely 
associated with the deep-rooted racism in 
the united states. it’s safe to say that none 
of the grunge bands of the time were singing 
songs like this.

For the cover art, the band used the jarring 
photo of buddhist monk tha ch Quang’s self-
immolation protesting the persecution of 
buddists by the south vietnamese govern-
ment in 1963. the band was sending a clear 
message to their listeners (whether they 
knew it or not) and to the world. some may 
have easily dismissed the move as an attempt 
to gain attention through shock value, but to 

others the cover silently served as a message 
of solidarity. in my freshmen year of high 
school (1995—three years after the release) 
a friend gave me a copy of Rage Against The 
Machine on cassette. aside from hearing the 
single on radio, i had no idea what they were 
about. i remember looking at the cover and 
not really understanding what i was seeing. i 
had no clue. i had never heard of tha ch Quang 
and the issues surrounding the buddhists in 
South Vietnam. This was the first time I was 
learning something from an album cover. so 
in that regard, the cover art was doing its job. 
political or not, the image of the burning man 
embodied the intense, aggressive, angst-driven 
music that was on the album. and as most 
record collectors would say, you can usually 
tell a great album from its cover art.

the second single off the album, “bullet in the 
Head,” was a jab at the government, calling out 
its use of propagnda in the media with lines 
like, “believin’ all the lies that they’re tellin’ ya/
buyin’ all the proucts that they’re sellin’ ya/
they say jump and ya say how high/ya brain 
dead ya gotta fuckin’ bullet in ya head.”Further 
showcasing the band’s chemistry and ability to 
create cohesive material, the song was trans-
ferred from the original demo tape fully intact 
and used on the debut release. the song also 
served as an introduction to tom morello’s 
innovative guitar style where we hear him 
utilizing a digitech whammy pitch shifter to 
create sounds that mimic triggered samples. 
morello weaves heavy riffs in and out of the 
song allowing for some serious dynamics. 
“bullet in the Head” is one of the best exam-
ples of why rage against the machine are 
praised for their unmatched fusion of rock 
and rap. as morello’s experimental style devel-
oped (you can literally hear his development 
on subsequent albums) he began to manipu-
late his guitar sound to replicate that of what 

a DJ might do. My mind was blown when I first 
learned that all sounds were coming from the 
guitar and not from a sample.

on the song "know your enemy," morello 
uses the simple trick of going back and forth 
between his guitar’s pickups (one is turned on 
and one is turned off) by moving the toggle 
switch up and down. the result is a really cool 
effect that sounds like a classic ’70s synthesizer. 
at the time, no one was really doing anything 
like that and morello’s creative approach to 
the electric guitar made him a true innovator. 
i remember many of my friends modifying 
their guitars by adding a toggle switch to try 
to replicate that sound.  

as a budding musician and developing song-
writer, RATM quickly became a major influ-
ence. i was your typical music fantatic and 
i would comb through liner notes to read 
writer credits, producer credits, thank yous, 
lyrics, etc. i remember sitting in my room 
with a pen and pad, literally taking notes 
while reading zack de la rocha’s lyrics. 
although the music came through loud and 
clear, hitting me like a ton of bricks, the 
themes and messages of the songs weren’t 
easily deciphered. i remember jotting down 
words i didn’t know and then looking them 
up in the dictionary. For example, the lyric 
in the song “know your enemy” was one i 
definitely had to look into. “Compromise, 
conformity, assimilation, submission, igno-
rance, hypocrisy, rage against the machine-
brutality, the elite, all of which are american 
dreams...” none of the books i was reading 
in my lausd public school history class 
were saying anything about assimilation 
and brutality. it became more like studying 
homework, except this was a lot more fun. 
as i started to mature and develop my own 

ideology as a teen, the music of rage against 
the machine really began to resonate with 
me.

rage against the machine is arguably the 
most successful sociopolitical band of all time. 
period. there’s no debating ratm’s impact 
and presence in rock and roll history. their 
seamless fusion of punk, hip hop, and thrash 
was unprecedented, sparking what many 
music critics called the “nu-metal” movement. 
their leftest views and anti-establishment 
rants fed headlines and fueled adrenaline to 
adoring fans in every mosh pit. Rage Against 
The Machine is essential to my record collec-
tion because it taught me how powerful music 
can be. a band can have a clear message and 
take a stance on worldly issues while not 
compromising the integrity and quality of the 
music. twenty three years later, Rage Against 
The Machine still holds up.

Vist the Amoeblog on Amoeba.com  
for more Essential Records stories, 
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The Pharcyde 
Bizarre Ride II

The Jesus & Mary Chain
Psychocandy

Stevie Wonder
Songs In The Key of Life
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If You’re Feeling Sinister

The Mars Volta
De-Loused In The Comatorium

The Smashing Pumpkins
Adore

from the amoeblog  from the amoeblog 
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Casey
Parkay Quarts –  
Content Nausea  
(wHats your rupture?)

Musk – Musk (Holy mountain)

Pinky Promise – Pinky Promise 
(selF-released)

Buttons – Buttons  
(selF-released)

Dina 
Living in Bellowing Heights

St. Vincent – Pieta 10”  
(loma vista) 
record store day-only release. beautiful.

Various Artists – Native North 
America Vol. 1: Aboriginal Folk, 
Rock and Country 1966-1985 
(ligHt in tHe attic)
lp box set featuring aboriginal folk, rock and 
country.

Black Angels – Clear Lake  
Forest (blue Horizon)

Various Artists –  
Parchman Farm: Photographs 
and Field Recordings,  
1947-1959 (dust-to-digital)
another incredible collection by alan lomax, 
this time from the state mississippi penitentiary 
at parchman.

Bjork – Vulnicura  
(one little indian)
bjork returns this time with the likes of the 
Haxan cloak, arca and others. i always look 
forward to hearing (and seeing) what she brings 
us from her world.

E. lit  
If I really had time to write,  

I’d probably be blogging.

Toki Wright & Big Cats –  
Pangaea (soul tools)
dreamy, soulful hip hop, rooted in sincerity 
and substance. toki wright is one of the most 
respected voices of minnesota’s impressive hip 
hop scene, and he shows and proves on this 
latest offering. His relaxed delivery and careful 
enunciation of every syllable borders on spoken 
word at times, but he’s also not afraid to get busy 
and teach you a thing or two about mcing on 
cuts like “you know” or “overhead.” the album 
actually shines brightest in its calmest moments, 
with the beautiful trip-hop dynamic of “this 
man, this woman” and the euphoric title track 
hitting home in particular. the original psyche-
delic jazz sound of the project comes courtesy 
of producer big cats, who impresses with his 
mellow manipulations of keys and atmospheric 
grandeur. Fans who expect the levels of aggres-
sion found on toki’s previous rhymesayers 
release might be thrown off by how gentle this 
album sounds in comparison, but ultimately 
Pangaea is a more unique and complete body 
of work. a trip to an ethereal hip hop state that 
you’ll be revisiting time and time again. well 
worth embarking on.

Mike Mictlan – Hella Frreal 
(doomtree)
banging solo effort from mike mictlan, one of 
the most overlooked members of minnesota’s 
prolific Doomtree collective. I loved the Hand 

BERKELEY
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Felix 
Richard Strauss – Elektra
Featuring Esa-Pekka Salonen,Evelyn 
Herlitzius,Waltrud Meier,Orchestre 
De Paris (patrice cHereau)
strauss’/Hofmannthal’s (based on sophocles’ 
play) elektra in a nutshell: daughter goes 
insanely berserk yet accomplishes nothing. end 
of story. outside of her brother, orest, who 
finally kills their mother at the opera’s conclu-
sion (remember it’s not elektra who ends up 
killing her), there is really not much that elektra 
accomplishes other than annoying the heck 
out of her mother & sister. without a doubt 
irritating for them yet, at the same time, enter-
taining for us. 

evelyn Herlitzius has all the tools to emulate 
an hysterical elektra. she doesn’t need the 
caked-on make-up which one typically sees in 
past elektras. Her facial expression contorts 
in both fascinating and horrifying ways as she 
plays the part of chastising her mother. evelyn 
Herlitzius (seriously, i would pay the price of 10 
harvest salads just to see her perform live!) is 
the epitome of what a dramatic soprano should 
become. Her enunciation/intonation is impec-
cable for miss Herlitzius delivers each syllable 
with the utmost clarity while still managing to 
demand that both her mother & sister pay strict 
attention to what she expects of them. an unbe-
lievably self-centered character is elektra yet 
we, as the audience, don’t care for we are (as 
was strauss’ intention) mesmerized by elektra’s 
electrifying character or rather evelyn Herlit-
zius’ stunning performance. impressively sung 
and brilliantly acted to say the least. 

when elektra’s mother, clytemnestra (sung by 
the legendary Waltrud Meier), makes her first 
appearance inside the dungeon where elektra is 
imprisoned, we refreshingly witness a sophisti-
cated demeanor (past clytemnestra’s are typi-
cally vulgar and garishly attired) with just enough 
class to hide her guilt-ridden soul. strength of 
character is required to hide such a burden 
inside. waltrud meier plays this part superbly. 
miss meier, at 59 and singing professionally for 
over 30 years, still has much to offer. 

the stage direction (patrice chereau) of this 
production compliments the stripped-down 
drama that takes place. my best metaphor to 
describe the settings are chirico-like; as in the 
italian painter giorgio de chirico. empty arcades 
with elongated shadows fill the background 

adding to a cold and lonely mood. those who 
live only for upbeat, decorated operatic arias 
with charming stage sets should stay far away 
from this gut-wrenching drama. 

a Huge applause for the Finnish conductor 
esa-pekka salonen and the orchestre de paris. 
this is the added cherry on top! 

Richard Strauss – Elektra
Featuring Marc Albrecht, Evelyn 
Herlitzius, Michaela Schuster, Camilla 
Nylund, Netherlands Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Amsterdam
evelyn Herlitzius has starred in three different 
elektras over the past two years, each with 
different conductors and orchestras and each 
on different labels. the industry obviously favors 
miss Herlitzius as, so far, tHe elektra of the 21st 
century. this suggestive opinion i very much 
agree with yet what struck me most about this 
particular performance along with the clear-
headed and resilient singing of evelyn Herlitzius 
(yet again!) was the methodical way albrecht 
directed the netherlands philharmonic. orches-
tral phrasing of relevant motifs are elongated and 
detailed, producing a surprisingly romantic effect. 
immediately one might think how strange this 
concept sounds for romance along with strauss’ 
elektra aren’t thought of at all in the same way. 
yet this is indeed the case here. keep in mind that 
elektra is a demanding and musically complex 
opera filled with dissonant sections. Marc 
albrecht must have believed greatly in how beau-
tiful the music of this piece could become. due 
to such a melodious delivery of the orchestra, 
the singing naturally responds by emulating the 
flow of the music, producing a more eupho-
nious sound than from past elektras. shades of 
der rosenkavalier (strauss’ more mozartian 
opera) are more pronounced in certain parts of 
this quite comely approach. the Finnish soprano 
Camilla Nylund is a perfect fit as the pragmatic 
and guiltless chrysothemis (elektra’s sister) as 
her glowing, innocent tone contrasts smartly 
with Herlitzius’ commanding delivery. german 
mezzo michaela schuster as klytamnestra (the 
murderess mother) appropriately displays a nasal 
tone to her locution. there is no holding back in 
revealing her frustrations toward her daughter. 
as opposed to waltrud meier’s strength of 
character as mentioned in my other “music we 
like” recommended dvd production of elektra, 
schuster is more sinister sounding.

marc albrecht and the netherlands philhar-
monic are clearly the highlight of such a unique 
approach to what is commonly known as an 
abrasive opera. a highly courageous effort that 
deserves to be heard.

Over Fist album that mictlan dropped with lazer-
beak back in 2008, but was not as sold on the free 
snaxxx mixtape that he offered as a precursor 
to this new project.  Fortunately, the rowdy club-
slapper formula that he was exploring on snaxxx 
has undergone a serious upgrade on Hella Frreal. 
the production from red velvet beats, cecil 
otter, mike Frey and others conjures a gangster-
leaning West Coast sound while staying firmly 
planted in the bracket of quality you’d expect 
from a doomtree project. mictlan sounds 
hungry and ready to pillage the indie rap scene 
on cuts like “clapp’d” and “benicio del torso,” 
but also shows his sensitive side on “less’talk,” 
which features an extremely catchy hook cour-
tesy of aby wolf. and in case you seek technical 
expertise from your mcs, “sell out” (featuring 
ceschi) should dispel any doubts of mictlan’s 
chop rapping skills. it’s no coincidence that mike 
happens to have a number of the best verses on 
the new doomtree crew album as well. Hella 
heavy hitters, frreal.

Rob Sonic – Alice in  
Thunderdome (ok-47)
It’s nice to hear some really hard-hitting left-field 
hip hop emerge from san Francisco, though rob 
sonic will always remain a new york rapper in 
my mind. Alice in Thunderdome is the strongest 
solo effort from bobby to date, featuring plenty 
of tongue-twisting verses, noisy boom bap beats 
and oddball lyrics that only a former def Jux 
affiliate could come up with. Largely produced by 
mr. sonic himself, the album also features beats 
from the Bay Area’s finest producer, Edison, who 
once again succeeds in delivering some super 
crazy electro heaters with “kill Joy” (featuring 
aesop rock) and “not for nothing” (featuring 
the unstoppable breeze brewin’). rob’s beats 
are nothing to scoff at either, with the creeping 
guitars of “pep rally” and the weird synth sounds 
of the title cut standing out in particular. plus, 
his flow and so-Brooklyn-it-hurts delivery are 
some straight pro rapper shit. great album art 
from bosko helps to seal the deal as well. and in 
case one dose of bobby Freedom ain’t enough 
for ya, his recent album with aesop rock under 
the moniker of Hail mary mallon is some damn 
good rap music as well.

Z-Man & Elon – The Opening 
Act (gurp city)
great concept album from two of the bay 
Area’s finest hip hop artists, Z-Man & Elon. “The 
opening act” follows the trials and tribulations 
of a musician that’s touring with a larger act and 
all of the bullshit that comes with that territory. 
seedy motel rooms? check. Flakey promoters? 
Check. Poorly designed flyers? Check. Z-Man 

delivers a clever assortment of tracks dealing 
with many facets of the biz, with sharp lyrics and 
a cocky delivery that’s distinctly bay area, but 
still original. on “she’s the dJ, i’m the rapper,” 
he tells the tale of a rapper growing increas-
ingly jealous of his dJ girlfriend’s success, to the 
point where it severely strains their relation-
ship. meanwhile, on “wack Flyers,” z opens with 
the memorable line “sometimes the crowd’s 
all white like the bottom of too $hort’s chin/
but not white like the hearts of the ku klux 
Klan.” Elon of the Disflex.6 crew provides a 
great accompaniment to z-man’s raps, offering 
an excellent range of traditional lo-fi beats for 
him to get busy over. “Hotel room” features 
an elegant classical sample that contrasts well 
with z’s tour stories, while “on the road” has 
the perfect goofy horns for z-man’s alter ego 
gingerbread man to get silly over. one of the 
best san Francisco hip hop releases in a minute, 
and required listening for any of you aspiring 
rappers out there. errayyy.

Thee Xntrx – All Your Friend’s 
Friends (k)
Highly original hip hop project from the talented 
smoke m2d6 of oldominion, under the myste-
rious moniker of thee xntrx. on “all your 
Friend’s Friends,” smoke digs through the catalog 
of k records, the olympia-based garage rock 
label known for releases from beat Happening, 
built to spill, modest mouse and kimya dawson, 
among others. smoke builds his beats around 
samples from the catalog, transforming them 
into the kind of brooding overcast instrumentals 
the northwest hip hop scene is known for. He 
also invites a wide range of rappers from the 
oldominion and sandpeople collectives to kick 
verses over the tracks, including onry ozzborn, 
JFK, The Chicharones, Xperience, Candidt, Barfly, 
iame and goldini bagwell. standouts include the 
folk stylings of rapper aka on the Halo benders-
sampling cut “where the Free people go” and 
the clever inebriated ramblings of Barfly on the 
Built to Spill flip “Nothing Grows in a Flood.” 
garage rock and hip hop have never sounded so 
sweet side by side. conceptual hip hop produc-
tion done right, olympia style.

Tip:
Support your favorite venues like it’s going out of style. Too 
many great spots shutting their doors these days. (R.I.P. The 
Uptown, Trash Bar Brooklyn, etc.)
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the six-minute “raindrop,” yet ms. Fliter manages 
to capture a personable story with each piece, 
no matter how brief they might be. The terrific 
finale of the 24 preludes (allegro appassionato) 
sparkles with a clarity of which i’ve never heard 
before. again, an appealing rotundness of tone is 
the underline feature here. although this is the 
first time I’ve heard an Ingrid Fliter recording (I 
believe she’s done three other chopin cds, as 
well as a beethoven), i’m now looking forward 
to hearing more from her.

Ms. Felix 
“Which Pandora station is this?”

S.H.I.T. – Feeding Time 7”  
(static sHock)

SIN 34 – Do You Feel Safe?  
[Reissue] (sinister torcH)

Poison Girls – Chappaquiddick 
Bridge [Reissue] (water wing)

Rowland S. Howard –  
Pop Crimes [Reissue] (Fat possum)

Trenches – 2014 Cassette  
(sorry state)

1984 – Specjalny Rodzaj  
Kontrastu [Reissue] (pasazer)

Pears – Go to Prison (gunner)

Dystopia – Human = Garbage 
[Reissue] (tankcrimes)
ramones

Gail 
D’Angelo – Black Messiah (rca)
worth the wait!

Run the Jewels –  
Run the Jewels 2 (mass appeal)
Fierce!

Various Artists – Bay Area 
Retrograde Vols. 1 & 2  
(dark entries)
essential!

Looking For Johnny (2014) – 
Directed by Danny Garcia
it’s Johnny thunders! what could be better? 

Jeremy S. 
Hello. I give you Music We Like:  

The Parquet Courts Edition.

Parquet Courts – American 
Specialties (play pinball!)
originally a limited cassette release, then reis-
sued this year on vinyl. this sounds like a band 
coming into their own. a lot of growing pains 
the first couple of tracks. These recordings are 
much garagier than their later output. tracks like 
“square states,” “college chess circuit” and 
“largish/dominant” indicate where they are 
going.

Parquet Courts – Light Up 
Gold (wHat’s your rupture?)
their best record thus far. ridiculous, fast and 
great. this album is full of strokesy/Fallsy jangly 
guitar lines and cynical slogan shouting with just 
a dash of country charm. it is full of such energy 
and angst that it made so many walks to work 
so much faster. my favorite song is the last one 
about those ol’ country crooners. 

Parkay Quarts – Tally All  
The Things That You Broke 
(wHat’s your rupture?)
The first appearance of the Parkay Quarts. Not 
sure why the name change, but that’s what bands 
are doing these days. a nice companion ep to 
Light Up Gold, plus the band’s first foray into elec-
tronic instruments.

Gustav Mahler
 – Symphony No.7
Featuring Gustavo Dudamel,  
Simon Bolivar Symphony Orchestra 
of Venezuela
The five movements of Mahler’s 7th traverses 
all levels of emotions. this is quite the journey 
to experience. the attentive listener will pass 
through glorious triumphant highs as well as 
endure nightmarish lows. there is a kaleido-
scope of colors throughout this symphony 
which might leave some listeners in a state of 
confusion or can magically transform one’s 
passion for life. because there is so much on 
the palette (length can run anywhere from 70 
to 80 minutes) it is understandable how crucial 
the conductor handles such a monumental task. 
the wide swing of emotions can easily create an 
unbalance. in so far as this particular recording is 
concerned, gustavo dudamel steers the simon 
bolivar orchestra ever so adeptly, handling tran-
sitions with surprising symmetry and without 
producing any jarring or abrupt effects. From 
this there is a naturalness to the overall sound 
without really forcing the issue. interlocking 
structures morph in and out with great ease. 
From such a complicated array of tonal struc-
tures it is quite the challenge for any orchestra 
to distant themselves just enough to capture a 
sense of completeness to this mysterious work. 
dudamel and the simon orchestra succeed bril-
liantly.

an added bonus to this tremendous performance 
is that the recording quality is very well done to 
where the ever so quiet parts are meticulously 
detailed. the dynamic range of this piece could 
easily suffer from abrupt highs to imperceptible 
lows, yet the engineers at deutsche grammo-
phon are in perfect sync with dudamel’s overall 
intentions. Highly recommended.

Frederic Chopin – Preludes
Featuring Ingrid Fliter
what intrigues me so much about this perfor-
mance from the argentinian pianist ingrid Fliter 
playing all 24 of chopin’s preludes is the ease and 
clarity of her tone. a well-rounded tone, i must 
add. i can’t remember the last time i heard such 
a beautiful sound from a piano. because chopin 
is the king of all king’s as far as slow movements 
go, ms. Fliter tackles chopin’s slower ideas (like 
in #15 “raindrop,” the longest melody ) with 
an ease of seductive tension. but the isolated 
notes toward the end of “raindrop” is simply 
breathtaking. then her jaw-dropping dexterity is 
on display as she races up and down the scales 
immediately following #15. all the other melo-
dies of chopin’s preludes are much shorter than 
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Nurse With Wound/Graham 
Bowers – Excitotoxicity  
(red wHarF)
third collaboration between nww and 
graham bowers. all are worthwhile. this album 
is a nice landscape of swirly psychedelia that 
features a lot of guitar work.

Akos Rozmann –  
Tolv Stationer (Twelve Stations) 
(ideologic organ/editions mego)
seven-cd box set. beautiful full version of this 
magnificent electronic piece. Akos Rozmann was 
a very hard-working genius in the electronic field. 
Hungarian composer who left us in 2005, finally 
being recognized through releases on ideologic 
organ. this piece was composed in two distinct 
times, the late ’70s and the late ’90s, using as the 
basis only voices and prepared piano.

Zeitkratzer – Whitehouse: 
Performed Live by Zeitkratzer 
(zeitkratzer/karlrecords)
william bennett joins fabulous acoustic 
ensemble zeitkratzer in a live performance of 
whitehouse pieces. zeitkratzer has made a 
name for themselves by performing material 
not associated with acoustic music. maybe most 
known for their two versions of Metal Machine 
Music by lou reed. this is their second collabo-
ration with whitehouse. lp is on the karlre-
cords label.

Mac
Too legitimate to stop.

The Muffs – Whoop Dee Doo 
(burger)
Well... I now officially own a Burger Records 
release. The MUFFS are one of my top five 
favorite bands of all time. expertly crafted 
pop-punk songs with a healthy does of grungy 
distortion. the bottom line here is, anything 
kim shattuck touches is gold. and anyone who 
doubts the muFFs’ punk cred, just remember 
kim shattuck got kicked out of the pixies for 
stage-diving! in 2014! this is a no-brainer.

Iron Reagan – The Tyranny of 
Will (relapse)
members of municipal waste playing, well 
... municipal waste-style thrash metal. Hey! 
there’s nothing wrong with being a one-trick 
pony if you’ve got a really good trick, and these 
guys have a great trick. i knew i had to pick this 

record up after i saw the music video for the 
song “miserable Failure.” the song (like the rest 
of the album) absolutely shreds, and the video is 
a hilarious document of guerilla thrash. check it 
out (keep an eye out for the red Fang cameo), 
then pick up the record.

Sleep – The Clarity 12”  
(williams street)
while sleep are famous for many things, perhaps 
they are most famous for tanking their major-
label career (much to the elation of their dedi-
cated underground following) by recording the 
Dopesmoker album, an album that comprised a 
single song with a running time of approximately 
64 minutes. not long after its release, or, more 
accurately, non-release, sleep decided to call it 
quits. now they have returned almost 20 years 
later with another song. their 9-minute-and-50-
second-long opus, “the clarity,” was released 
as a free download as part of adult swim’s 
2014 weekly singles series. it was subsequently 
pressed as a single-sided 12” by the good folks 
at williams street records. it’s doubtful that 
this record will usher in any proper reunion of 
the band, but sleep has been recently sighted 
playing some one-off shows here and there 
with new drummer Jason roeder of neurosis 
(who also appears on this record).

Gag – Locker Room 7” (iron lung)
there seems to be a new trend happening in 
hardcore (which in and of itself is reason to 
cheer). imagine if you will, a new crop of young 
punks exploring the roots of their musical 
subculture, but instead of clinging to the typical 
thrashier minor tHreat route, they’re going 
the weirder, but just as intense, void route. 
while there’s a growing handful of these bands 
popping up, GAG is definitely at the forefront of 
trend. For as much as hardcore-punk champions 
creativity, it doesn’t necessarily lend itself easily 
to innovation. so when something comes along 
that is genuinely creative without seemed forced 
or contrived, i get very excited. the majority of 
gag’s handful of recordings is already collector 
fodder, but this 7” is still relatively easy to come 
by at this point. i highly suggest tracking it down. 
and if you get a chance, check out the video of 
their set at the oakland metro opera House 
on youtube.

+HIRS+ – The First 100 Songs 
(sra)
+Hirs+ is everything i look for in a powervio-
lence band. short, fast, heavy and, most of all, 
mysterious. this brutal duo from philadelphia 
has only been around for a few years but has 
released literally dozens of recordings. they’ve 

Parquet Courts – Sunbathing 
Animal (wHat’s your rupture?)
i didn’t like this album when it came out because 
i just wanted them to do Light Up Gold again. six 
months afterward, i can say that this is a solid 
record that fits well into the rest of their cata-
logue. it’s just a bit slower and there are more 
guitar jams, but the aesthetic is still there. i think 
this album is a continuation of their evolution.

Parkay Quarts –  
Content Nausea  
(wHat’s your rupture?)
the parkay Quarts return again. the overall 
narrative of the album seems more focused. a 
lot of commentary about anxiety, the internet 
and social alienation. the band also continues 
to experiment with electronic instruments 
on a few brief between track interludes that 
are very successful. plus, there are 13th Floor 
elevator covers and lee Hazelwood covers 
that dissolve into feedback. who else is giving 
you that these days?

Tip:
Take advantage of our 75% return policy. Read the bottom 
of your receipt. 

JIM NASTIC
Life doesn’t have to be ugly.  

See, look at the birds out there. 
Listen to their call:   

“Oo-ee! Oo-ee! Oo-ee! Oo-ee! Oo-ee!”

CONFLICT – It’s Time To See 
Who’s Who LP + The House 
That Man Built 7” [Reissue] 
(radiation)

PLASTIX – Konsumier Mich 
[Reissue] 7” (danger)

ANIMALS & MEN –  
Don’t Misbehave In The  
New Age [Reissue] 7”  
(danger)

Rakta – Tudo Que E Solido / 
Serpente 7”  
(dama da noite / nada nada discos /  
la vida es un mus discos / 540 records) 

VEXX – VEXX 12” (grazer) 

Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds – 
Reissues (mute)
From Her To Eternity (1984), The Firstborn Is Dead 
(1985), Your Funeral... My Trial (1986), Kicking 
Against The Pricks (1986), Tender Prey (1988), The 
Good Son (1990), Henry’s Dream (1992), Let Love 
In (1994), Murder Ballads (1996)

CRIME – Murder By Guitar  
(superior viaduct)

S.H.I.T. – Feeding Time 7”  
(static sHock) 

THE DANCE OF REALITY 
(2014) – Directed by Alejandro 
Jodorowsky

BATMAN: The Complete 
Television Series 1966-1968

MUSK – MUSK (Holy mountain)

BROAD CITY: Season 1 (2014)

Tip:
Vote to raise that minimum wage everywhere!

Kent 
Call Me Fluffy.

Else Marie Pade – Electronic 
Works 1958-1995 (important)
triple lp or double cd. an amazing retrospec-
tive of this underappreciated danish composer, 
finally getting her due through a couple of 
releases on important records.

Luigi Nono – Seguente  
(edition rz)
double cd of mostly 1980s works, featuring 
orchestral, electronic and vocal pieces. luigi 
nono is a legend of late 20th century classical 
music. this collection is a great place to start 
exploring his world.
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Zongo Junction – No Discount 
(electric cowbell)
excellent new album of funky afrobeat 
jams from this talented brooklyn nine-piece 
ensemble, featuring solid production and really 
nice arrangements. see them live if you get the 
chance ... they bring the heat, providing a non-
stop dance party that rivals the “big names” in 
the modern afrobeat world (anitibalas, etc.). 
i expect even bigger things from these guys 
as they continue to tour and to explore their 
obvious love of many musical styles.

Various Artists – Gravity Spells 
(bimodal press)
a truly beautiful set containing two lps and and 
four dvds, plus a gorgeous book of writings 
and images bound in a handmade letterpress 
cover. Curated by local musician/filmmaker John 
Davis, the set features four short films, which 
are paired with the four sides of musical contri-
butions to make a collaborative audio-visual 
experience of the highest order. incredible work 
from filmmakers Paul Clipson, Craig Baldwin, 
lawrence Jordan and kerry laitala, each paired 
with musical accompaniment from maggi payne, 
tashi wada, John davis, and ashley bellouin & 
ben bracken. the whole thing is both decadent 
and sublime, a real work of art, to be treasured 
and experienced alike.

Tony Allen – Film of Life  
(Jazz village)
a triumphant full-length album from the 
legendary drummer of Fela kuti’s africa 70. 
allen’s ever-groovy drumming and tastefully 
modern production (from French trio the 
Jazzbastards) make this a winner all around. i 
honestly didn’t expect it to be this good.

Panda Bear – Panda Bear 
Meets the Grim Reaper (domino)
i loved Person Pitch but thought Tomboy was a 
bit boring in comparison... this one falls some-
where in between for me. it’s got a handful of 
great songs, along with a few that feel unfinished. 
good grooves abound throughout the record, 
and the hazy, spacy, almost lo-fi production feels 
fitting. This probably won’t convert too many 
people that aren’t already fans, but it’s a good 
record, and i’m sure it’ll grow on me over time, 
as i’ve only heard it a few times so far.

Tip:
Support your local bands, labels and record stores. Build 
community, make friends and share your gifts with the 
world. Also, do your part to help keep huge corporations 
and corrupt governments from ruining the Earth. We’ve 
only got one home...

managed to stay of my radar for this long mainly 
because the majority of their releases are limited 
cassettes or lathe-cut vinyl 7”s, with pressing 
of about 30 to 50 copies per release. Fortu-
nately they’ve released this lp, which compiles 
their first 100 tracks from their various limited 
recordings. stylistically they do the agora-
pHobic nosebleed thing (compete with 
drum machine) but with more of the powervio-
lence feel, a la despise you/crossed out/
iron lung etc. my only complaint about this 
band is that now i have to put in some some 
serious effort tracking down/keeping up with 
their releases.

G.I.S.M. – Military Affairs  
Neurotic [Reissue] (beast arts)
reissue/bootleg(?) of Japanese cult metal-punx 
g.i.s.m.’s second lp from 1987. an original copy 
of this record is gonna set you back upwards of 
$300, so it’s nice to have this record available 
again, bootleg or not. sounds great, looks great, 
a must-have for fans of Japanese hardcore/punk. 
these guys are legends.

Bl’ast – The Expression of 
Power (soutHern lord)
The Expression Of Power is a 3xlp collection of 
BL’AST’s multiple attempts to record their first 
lp, 1986’s The Power Of Expression. to be perfectly 
honest, i would have been happier with just a 
straight-ahead reissue of the final version that 
came out on wishingwell records, but if having 
an extra two records that i’ll never listen to 
more than once means not having to pay inflated 
collector’s prices for the original... hell, i’ll take 
that with no complaints.

Violent Reaction – Dead End 
7” (painkiller)
Haling all the way from england, violent 
reaction represents the opposite side of 
hardcore coin that gag is on. stylistically, 
violent reaction are a straight carbon 
copy of negative approacH, but they just 
do it so goddamned well! it’s a rare thing when 
a band can play a style of music that is 30 years 
old without it feeling generic or rehashed. they 
just plain tear it up!

Blotter – Under Armour ’77 7” 
(katorga works)
blotter from austin, texas is another one of 
those bands (see gag) who are making punk 
weird again, which, in a scene plagued by so much 
imitation and so little inovation, is a breath of 
fresh air. similar to older bands like void, with a 
touch of more recent bands like Holland’s amdi 
petersens arme, blotter has just the right 
mixture of creativity and intensity. very much 
looking forward to future releases.

Taylor Swift – 1989 (big macHine)
pop superstar and america’s sweetheart 
TAYLOR SWIFT gives us her fifth full length 
studio album, 1989. taylor swiFt describes 
this record as her “first documented official 
pop album,” marking a departure from the pop-
country style of her earlier releases.

Michael
International specialist, vinyl lover,  

tape enthusiast and sound  
artist/DJ/producer aka Selaroda.  

~ http://selaroda.bandcamp.com/ ~

Wye Oak – Shriek (merge)
i discovered this due to someone’s review in the 
last “music we like” zine. i wasn’t sure if i’d like 
it or not, but was intrigued by the review, and i 
was happy to find out that it’s a lovely modern 
electronic pop album that i greatly enjoy. it’s got 
interesting musical production ideas, thoughtful 
lyrics, nice melodies and emotional depth. if that 
sounds good to you, i highly recommend this!

The Range of Light  
Wilderness – The Range of 
Light Wilderness (gnome liFe)
beautiful folk-rock from this local trio. simple 
yet heartfelt songs with solid musicianship and 
gorgeous harmonies. great artwork and clear 
vinyl too!

Panabrite – Pavilion (immune)
Fantastic new lp from this seattle synth wizard 
on the always excellent immune recordings 
label! i’ve been a fan for years now and can 
honestly say that this is easily his finest and 
maybe also his most diverse work yet. cascading 
electronic melodies meld perfectly with field 
recordings and other textural sounds, making 
this a fascinating listen all the way through. so 
good!
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Ramo 
i WANT to help you  

find new music.

Klaus Layer –  
Restless Adventures 
 (redeFinition)
the german-born producer also known as 
captain crook has become, for me, a very 
under-the-radar beatmaker. i’d feel comfortable 
putting him alongside the greats like dilla, large 
pro, prince paul, pete rock and premier (just 
to name a few). His affinity for that nostalgic 
classic (early) ’90s boom bap sound speaks 
to me on a molecular level. i grew up with it. 
it is a part of me. then it almost disappeared. 
and now, klaus provides a portal back to the 
golden age. with some familiar sp-1200 drum 
beats weaved among strange and different and 
interesting samples, it’s like klaus was born too 
late and he’s making up for lost time. i for one 
look forward to each new release, and that time 
machine that magically appears every time i put 
the record on. a must have for any instrumental 
hip hop head. vinyl only.

J-Zone – Lunch Breaks  
(redeFinition)
the man known for his humor and talent in 
underground circles follows up his 2013 release 
Peter Pan Syndrome with a live breaks record. yes, 
A LIVE BREAKS RECORD. Definitely made for 
producers and bedroom beatmakers alike, it is 
filled with classic and original drum breaks, all 
of which J-zone recently taught himself. there 
is a promo video online for this record that i 
highly recommend. the professed late blooming 
drummer goes into his departure from the 
music scene and the impetus for coming back to 
make this particular release. vinyl only.

Dert Floyd – The West Side of 
the Moon (isolated)
the man known as dertbeats, or just simply 
dert, recently dropped this 2007 free download 
project on wax—remastered. as you might have 
guessed from the title, it uses pink Floyd’s Dark 
Side of the Moon as a sample source. though this 
has been done before, dert’s take is something 
new. a short-song journey to the moon’s west-
side (read southern california), some tracks are 
more recognizable than others, while some are 
so flipped the samples might go right over your 
head. a bunch of great, but short beats, a la dilla. 
vinyl only.

Dert Floyd – Eclipse (isolated)
limited to 150 numbered copies on clear/
black splatter vinyl, tHis is the record. tHis is 
the joint. intended or not, i see it as a concept 
album, thought out from title to cover to vinyl 
to side titles to track titles. It all fits together like 
a puzzle. it makes sense as a whole. even sepa-
rated into segments, each piece has its place. side 
a, titled rage, evokes anger and aggression and 
menace and paranoia, while side b, titled regret, 
feels pleading and urgent and full of lamenta-
tion—with track titles like “crashing & burning” 
and “Dead Soul (Rage),” “Daily Affirmation” and 
“you’re my sorrow (regret),” respectively. Feel-
ings that can easily eclipse the mind. the cover 
art is evocative of the title and the vinyl feels 
eyeball-like, a window to be open or shut. see. 
all the pieces. together. eclipsing. vinyl only.

Mike Mictlan – Hella Frreal 
(doomtree)
i’m not sure what to say about this one. not 
because i don’t like it, because i do. i love tHis 
ALBUM. It just… it defies ideas of definition and 
style. His lazerbeak-produced Hand Over Fist 
was aggressive and intense and, in my opinion, 
classic sounding. this… this is all of that, but 
more. envelope-pushing. style-morphing. Future-
predicting. musically the opposite of quantum. 
and if you know hip hop and pay attention, you’ll 
find a really cool homage to different rap styles. 
Distinctly Mictlan, but the influences are there. 
seriously, don’t sleep. this is some of tHe best 
underground hip hop being made right now. cd 
only, but i really, really hope for the vinyl 
version.  ;)

K-Def & The 45 King –  
Back to the Beat (redeFinition)
every beat head should know the names of 
k-def and dJ mark the 45 king. if you were 
listening to hip hop in the ’90s, you probably 
have a favorite song they produced. and if this 
is true for you, i’m telling you right here, right 
now, buy tHis record. the master and the 
mentor recently collaborated on a beat record? 
yes. it’s true. and you should be friggin’ rejoicing. 
any rapper today would give up his Jesus-piece 
to ride one of these full-length beats. Forealz. 
stop playin’. get up. get somethin’. vinyl and 
cassette only.

Supa Dave West – Beat Boxing 
(redeFinition)
probably best known for his post-millennium 
de la soul production, dave west is still doing 
it. a beat record worthy of rappers drooling 
over, Beat Boxing delivers semi-full-length beats 

with purpose and delivery. picture yourself in a 
boxing ring. your opponent? a wall of speakers. 
the result? you’re going down. ’nuff said. vinyl, 
cd and cassette release.

K-Def – Tape One (redeFinition)
ok, i know what you’re thinking. another redef 
record? my answer? the cream rises to the top. 
now if they would just offer download codes 
with their vinyl purchases already. ok, rant 
over. this record is a relic of hip hop culture. 
a true artifact. these beats, this sonic signature 
is what caught the ear of the legendary marley 
marl—which makes it scary to think, what if? 
yes, sound quality can sometimes suffer, but it’s 
material that’s been discovered after 20 years. 
there’s only so much restoration you can do. 
i can listen to this with all the imperfections 
unbothered. if you like beats, so can you. vinyl 
and cassette only.

Kutmah – Black Wave Tapes 
Vol. 1 & 2 10” (Hit+run)
dark and moody, these two 10”s seem to 
release the tension and frustration the artist 
must have been feeling after surfacing from his 
intense ordeal of dealing with the feds and immi-
gration. apprehensive and creepy, with screen-
printed covers, these are super-limited. check 
the electronica or experimental sections. vinyl 
and cassette only.

Hellsent & Batsauce –  
Bat Outta Hell (galapagos4)
Florida-born, berlin-based producer batsauce 
teams up with outerlimitz rapper/member 
Hellsent to deliver what i would call “part 2” in 
the unnamed series that starts with batsauce’s 
collaboration with Qwazaar (of typical cats & 
outerlimitz). good, head-nodding hip hop. get 
widit. vinyl only (w/dl code).

The Doppelgangaz –  
The Ghastly Duo EP  
(groggy pack ent.)
the old is made new again with this 2008 release 
(their first) finally getting the remastered vinyl 
treatment. with only 600 copies pressed, it’s a 

treat to get my hands on something i believe 
was originally a download-only release. these 
cats might have slipped by you unheard (cuz 
they ninja-like), but you really need to correct 
that. young new york sensibilities with that raw 
rap sound. vinyl & cassette only.

Ras-G – Down 2 Earth Vol. 2 
(The Standard Bap Edition) 
(stones tHrow/leaving)
another great beat record from the raaassss. 
if sun-ra had a son, ras-g could dethrone him. 
Spacey hip hop beats with electro influences. 
seriously, sit back. play that ish. light that ish. you 
know the rest. vinyl (w/dl code) and cassette 
only.

Hail Mary Mallon – Bestiary 
(rHymesayers)
Hard-hitting yet humorous, aesop rock, rob 
sonic and dJ big wiz deliver their sophomore 
release. is it dope? an understatement. dudes 
stay relevant as f*ck. sleep on this and you 
might as well tune into kmel. cd & vinyl (w/
dl code).

Count Bass D / Retrogott / 
Twit One / Lazy Jones –  
The Count In Cologne  
(melting pot)
in the summer of 2013, count bass d visited 
the folks at radiolovelove, a german crew 
pushing hip hop in that sphere. this collabora-
tion was recorded, much to the benefit of us. 
only a few songs were recorded, but here you 
get those and the instrumentals. if you’re ok 
with occasional german raps and good hip hop, 
check this out. vinyl only.

Damu The Fudgemunk –  
Public Assembly (redeFinition)
A collection of hard-to-find and unreleased 
instrumentals. dope boom bap head-nodding 
ill ish. whatever format, get it. vinyl, cd and 
cassette release.

Rob Sonic –  
Alice In Thunderdome  
(ok-47 records)
aggressive, diy, underground hip hop at its 
finest. N.Y. to Bay Area transplant (along with 
aesop rock), rob brings a rugged and relevant 
view of what heads in their 30s want to listen 
to. yes, whether you’re aware or not, you want 
to listen to this. otherwise, what good are you? 
cd only, though i wouldn’t pass on a vinyl copy.
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well-timed and soulful rhymes, which share tales 
of terror and darkness, relating reality to hell. 
Features from blu, pete rock, bun b and more 
add to the already stellar album. If There’s a Hell 
Below shows an impressive evolution of black 
milk’s sound; he is somehow continuing to get 
better and better!

Diamond District –  
March on Washington  
(mello music group) 
dc’s oddisee, xo, and yu made another gem. 
march on washington shows off all three emcees 
rapping skills over dope production from 
oddisee. this bass-heavy follow up to diamond 
district’s In the Ruff (2009) was well-worth the 
five-year wait. The album ventures between hard 
and smooth. with bangers like “First steps” and 
“lost cause” representing the hard and the 
soul-inspired “apart of it all” exemplifying the 
smooth, this album exudes a variety of feelings 
that all wrapped together make a great record. 
Mello Music Group is really finding it’s stride 
releasing awesome album after awesome album, 
and March on Washington is another prime 
example of the label’s excellence.

Theophilus London – Vibes! 
(warner bros.)
executive produced by kanye west, cover shot 
by designer karl lagerfeld… it’s evident this 
27-year-old musician has things figured out. 
Vibes! blends hiphop, electro and dancehall into 
one really cool album. theophilus london simply 
makes music like no one else is making it. His 
melodic vocal styling (reminiscent of the ’80s) 
perfectly rides along with his cool head-nodding 
beats. sexy love songs with a hip hop twist! vibes! 
is a great follow-up to london’s many mixtapes 
and debut album, Timez Are Weird These Days. the 
creativity and craftsmanship of this album make 
it stand out as a favorite for me.

Dorian Concept – Joined Ends 
(ninJa tune)
like electronica? check this dude out. doing 
it with all the right equipment and right inten-
tions, dc brings a fresh sound with old musical 
ideologies. His composition and overall feel of 
the music is interesting and captivating. seri-
ously, don’t pass on this one. you’ll regret it. cd 
& vinyl.

Tip:
Stop wasting time and buy new music. So much good stuff 
comes out every couple months. If you don’t know, ask me 
or Evan. We’ll help you out. 

Vaughn 
Foxygen – ...And Star Power 
(JagJaguwar)

Bryan Ferry – Avonmore (bmg)

Wilco – Alpha Mike Foxtrot: 
Rare Tracks 1994-2014  
(nonesucH)

The Black Keys – Turn Blue 
(nonesucH)

Sturgill Simpson –  
Metamodern Sounds In Country 
Music (HigH top mountain)

Leon Russell – Life Journey 
(decca)

Johnny Thunders –  
Real Times 1978 10”  
(remarQuable)

Barbara Lynn –  
Here Is Barbara Lynn [Reissue] 
(ligHt in tHe attic)

Winston Jarrett &  
The Righteous Flames –  
Man Of The Ghetto [Reissue] 
(iroko)

Willie Williams –  
Unification: From Channel One 
to King Tubby’s (sHanacHie)

Various Artists – Studio One 
Dancehall: Sir Coxsone In  
The Dance - The Foundation 
Sound [Reissue] (soul Jazz)

Augustus Pablo – Born To Dub 
You (vp)

Will
Music. Art. Pizza.  

willbrowngetdown.com

Nick Hakim – Where Will  
We Go Pt. 1 & 2 (earseed) 
without a doubt, nick Hakim is my favorite new 
artist. His album Where Will We Go (released as 
two eps) is like nothing i’ve heard before. His 
unique genre-defying style falls somewhere in 
the range of soul, alternative, blues and experi-
mental. Where Will We Go is a brilliant display 
of Hakim’s musical talent, showcasing his skills 
on piano, guitar and as a vocalist. more impres-
sive than anything are the risks he takes in his 
recording process, leaving beautiful sound trea-
sures for the listener to dig up. sounds like piano 
chair creaks, distant traffic/city noise, lo-fi hisses 
and tricky reverb echoes make a true sonic 
masterpiece. i cannot wait to hear more from 
nick Hakim, but until then, Where Will We Go will 
be on constant replay. this album is available as a 
download on amoeba.com.

Mark Ronson – Uptown Special 
(rca) 
mark ronson has long been a favorite of mine, 
and Uptown Special still surprised me in its glory. 
with perfectly chosen features from a range 
of musicians including stevie wonder, bruno 
mars, mysikal and kevin parker of tame impala, 
ronson made one heck of an album. Uptown 
Special picks up where the funk and soul of the 
(now seemingly long) past left off: fuzzy guitar, 
crunchy keyboards, punchy horns and funky 
bass make an album that is jamming, and i mean 
jamming, like roller skating in a tracksuit, while 
rocking a gold chain on a neon lit city street. yep, 
this album is good.

Black Milk – If There’s A Hell 
Below (computer ugly) 
black milk has established himself as one of 
today’s best producers and emcees. this album 
is filled with dirty and intricate beats that could 
easily stand on their own as an instrumental 
album. on top of those beats are black milk’s 

handmade (hand-meyd) adj.  
1) made by hand, not by machine, 
with care and craftsmanship.  
2) Gibson Acoustic guitars.   
Handmade in America for over 
100 years.

Southern California’s only 
Gibson Five Star Dealer 

714 Santa Monica Blvd.  
Santa Monica, California  

(310) 393-8232        
 truetonemusic.com  

email:  sales@truetonemusic.com

See the full line at
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bemsha  
Skippy 

John Coltrane – Offering:  
Live at Temple University  
(impulse!/resonance)
venerable sound beads.

King Crimson –  
Live at the Orpheum (dgm)
an eurydicean triumph.

The Unthanks –  
Mount The Air  
(rabble rouser)
ariel grey.

Biota – Funnel To A Thread  
(recommended)
experibient folkestra.

Henry Kaiser & Ray Russell – 
The Celestial Squid (cuneiForm)
Hail fellows, well met.

Joe Morris – Mess Hall  
(Hatology)
a roiling repast.

luciano 
Arca – Xen (mute)

Ariel Pink – pom pom (4ad)

Blonde Redhead – Barragan 
(kobalt)

Hundred Waters – The Moon 
Rang Like A Bell (owsla)

Laetitia Sadier – Something 
Shines (drag city)

Cairo Pythian – Touched  
(katorga works)

Mononoke (2007)

Nekromantik (1987) –  
Directed by Jorg Buttgereit

Florian 
Dean Blunt – Black Metal 
(rougH trade)

Eric Copeland – Logo My Ego 
12” (l.i.e.s.)

Brian Eno / Jon Hassell – 
Fourth World Vol. 1: Possible 
Musics [Reissue] (glitterbeat)

Lower Plenty – Life/Thrills  
(mexican summer)

Herva – Instant Broadcast 
(delsin)

Hieroglyphic Being – The Seer 
Of Cosmic Visions (planet mu)

Fourth World Magazine  
Vol. 2 – Pinhead In Fantasia  
(paciFic city sound visions)

SAN FRANCISCO

Asian Art Museum 
200 Larkin Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
www.asianart.org
@asianartmuseum

Thursday 
Nights at 
the Asian 
Art Museum
Did you know we’re open until 9 PM on 
Thursdays during the spring and summer? 
For just $5 after 5 PM, you can enjoy the 
museum in all its evening beauty. There are 
usually fun talks, lively gatherings, or intimate 
meet-and-greets with artists, not to mention 
special exhibitions on view. And on first 
Thursdays, there are cash bars, DJ music, 
and more. No wonder there’s a special 
vibe in the building after sunset. 
Details at www.asianart.org 
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Venus In Fur (2013) –  
Directed by Roman Polanski
Roman Polanski’s latest film is based on a play 
about a play based on the infamous French s&m 
novel. it may sound like a lot to chew, but it’s 
actually a fun and playful look at relationships, 
the battle of the sexes, artistic license, sexism, 
leather, etc...

Spoon – They Want My Soul 
(loma vista/republic)
this new spoon album just keeps growing on 
me. they’re still one of my favorite bands around 
these days, and they still haven’t let me down!

Allen 
I am not at all sure where the  

reel-to-reel tapes are.  
But the 8-tracks are right here.

The Complete Jacques Tati 
(1949-1974 ) – Directed by 
Jacques Tati

Billy Childs –  
Map to the Treasure:  
Reimagining Laura Nyro  
(sony masterworks)
everything on this cd is great, but shawn colvin 
and chris botti putting their imprint on a slow, 
stately “save the country” might be my favorite 
version now. and i was pretty crazy about it 
before. 

The Living Sisters –  
Harmony Is Real: Songs For  
a Happy Holiday (vanguard)
best christmas album of last year. great harmo-
nies over wry lyrics; it’s like getting a new 
roches record. 

Respect: The Life of Aretha 
Franklin by David Ritz  
(little brown)
every video interview of aretha i’ve seen had 
a sheen of formal presentation to it, and now i 
know why: she’s making it up as she goes along. 
according to biographer ritz, who quotes 
liberally from siblings and business representa-
tives who are no longer with us (but he had 
the opportunity to interview over the years 
on other projects, including a puff-piece biog-
raphy written with the singer), ms. Franklin has 

constantly taken issue with revealing the more 
sordid or rocky details of her life and work, 
preferring instead to reveal nice press releases 
to Jet Magazine. The fights with her sisters, her 
canceled appearances, her temper tantrums and 
her efforts to retell her rise to fame as a fairy 
tale reveal the insecurities within. does this 
serve to illuminate the work of who is surely 
one of the finest singers of our time? Because 
it’s such a thorough peek behind the curtain for 
the first time, it surely does.

Here by Richard McGuire 
(pantHeon)
it’s a little weird to call this mind-expanding walk 
through time (within space) a “comic book,” or 
even a “graphic novel,” but that’s essentially what 
it is. it’s merely the comic book that will possibly 
rearrange your head.

Audra  
Wolfmann 

AKA Odessa Lil:  
available for weddings, Bar Mitzvahs, 

seances and home foreclosures.

Miss Fisher’s Murder  
Mysteries, Series 2 (2014)
i just can’t get enough of essie davis as miss 
phryne Fisher, a “lady detective” in 1920s 
melbourne where everyone keeps dying myste-
riously and Miss Fisher’s outfits get more and 
more fabulous. if you’d like a lot more sex, 
drinking, dancing and romance in your agatha 
christie, miss Fisher is for you.

The Spoils of Babylon (2014)
a television event. kristen wiig, will Ferrell 
and tobey maguire star in this expert send-up 
of night soaps like Dynasty and Falcon Crest, or 
maybe it’s more like mini-series versions of 
rambling novels like The Thorn Birds. very remi-
niscent of another favorite spoof, unfortunately 
mostly forgotten by now, carol burnett’s Fresno.

BoJack Horseman (2014)
yes, it’s an animated series about a has-been 
actor in l.a. who also happens to be a horse. 
but wait—don’t walk away yet. check out this 
voice talent: will arnett, amy sedaris, stanley 
tucci, aaron paul ... it’s an unbelievable gold 
mine of comedy, pathos and wacky shtick. i really 
hope this Netflix Original is out on DVD by the 
time you are reading this.

Robert Lester Folsom –  
Ode To A Rainy Day  
(mexican summer)

Objekt – Flatland (pan)

18+ – Trust (HoundstootH)

Aaron A.
Batman: The Complete  
Television Series (1966-68)
pow! it’s back and just as good as you remember 
it! one of the most anticipated dvd releases 
ever (decades-long legal issues have made any 
home video release impossible until now), 
“batman” is a hilarious tongue-in-cheek, pop-art 
send up of comic book conventions, while still 
feeling a genuine tribute to the character and 
the medium. the key ingredient to adam west 
and burt ward’s success as the dynamic duo 
lies in their total commitment to the characters; 
just because they’re in on the joke doesn’t mean 
they have to act like it.

Various Artists – Bluesin’ By 
the Bayou: Rough ’N’ Tough 
(ace)
it really can’t get much cooler than louisiana 
swamp blues, and there couldn’t really be a cooler 
collection of it than on this ace ace compilaiton. 
lazy lester, slim Harpo—if you don’t love them 
already, give this cd a spin and learn just where 
mick Jagger got his swagger from.

The Black Angels –  
Clear Lake Forest (blue Horizon)
while the austin based group seems to have 
moved away from their psyched-out, hypnotic 
riff-menace, they’ve found a new sweet spot 
somewhere between that and nugget-like pop 
freak-outs. only complaint is that it’s too short!

Girls: The Complete Third 
Season (2014)
as you can probably guess from my picks, i’m 
not the biggest fan of many things modern. 
but i’ve got to admit, sometimes begrudgingly, 
“girls” can be painfully accurate of many things 
modern.

Les Blank: Always For  
Pleasure – Directed by  
Les Blank
to describe or analyze les blank’s documenta-
ries would sort of defeat the purpose. not so 
much a fly on the wall as much as just someone 
at the party (or the bbQ where lightnin’ 
Hopkins is playing), Blank’s short films docu-
ment both times and places in down-home 
american culture from the 1960s through the 
1990s. whether it’s polish polka dances or 
cajun gumbo, gap-toothed women or just plain 
garlic, blank’s camera unobtrusively soaks up the 
character, sounds and smells of wherever he is 
(in fact, blank used to insist on roasting garlic in 
the theater when screening his film on the latter 
subject). there’s a real social poignancy to these 
documents that never feels clinical and is always 
reverent. somehow visual and audio poetry is 
achieved while never feeling experimental or 
overly ambitious. blah, blah, blah ... Just watch 
’em, you won’t be sorry!

Freddy King – Bossa Nova & 
Blues (sundazed/king)
i’m more of a Fender fan myself, but when i hear 
Freddy (aka Freddie) king’s les paul and p-90s, 
i can’t help but marvel at his tone. imitated by 
british blues-rockers and american guitar-dads 
for decades, this is the real deal, so take a break 
from copping his sound and just give it a listen. 
there’s not really a lot of bossa nova on the 
record, but what it “lacks” in that brazilian 
beat, it makes up for plenty in searing vocals 
and razor sharp guitar work. “the bossa nova 
watusi twist” is a particularly fun instrumental, 
and, as usual, sundazed presents the beautifully 
mastered album on 180-gram vinyl.

Jimi Hendrix – The Cry of Love 
(legacy/experience Hendrix)
Experience Hendrix has finally re-released the 
classic posthumous Hendrix album. made mostly 
of songs Jimi was working on before he died, The 
Cry of Love is a hint at what he was planning for 
his double-album follow-up to Electric Ladyland. 
The ever-flowing river of posthumous releases 
has become a heated subject for many Hendrix 
fans, but this and Rainbow Bridge remain a pure 
and worthy tribute to the man long after he has 
passed.
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grown on me. there’s always an anthem guar-
anteed to leave dance floors all over the world 
soaking wet, and this time, it’s “living For love.” 
not a bad party record, and a solid offering from 
Madonna, but I find myself retreating to her back 
catalogue when i need a real good trouncing.

Hanni El Khatib – Moonlight 
(innovative leisure)
on Hek’s third album, Moonlight, he brings it full 
circle. At first, he showed us flashes of The White 
stripes/black keys’ simple but effective punch-
rowdy hits. then, with the help of dan auerbach, 
he beefed it up a bit and proved to everyone that 
he wasn’t just another pretty face. now, he’s free 
to do pretty much do whatever he wants, and he 
does. this set touches on prime psychedelic, has 
his now-signature guitar gush and even hints at a 
little dancefloor interest! Moonlight will be tHe 
summer album...

Tip:
Explore Oakland and the East Bay more often. You might 
be surprised. Also, play nice with others ...

brian  
McCann Jr. 

29. Irish. Punk. Sober.  
Working class. Tattoos. Loyal. PMA.

Rancid – Honor Is All We Know 
(Hellcat)
rancid kept us waiting six years for this record, 
and it was worth the wait! tons of punk songs, 
a couple of ska songs and one or two surprises. 
this record is sick ...

Sick Of It All – A Road Less 
Traveled (century media)

The Old Firm Casuals –  
This Means War (oi! tHe boat)
this record rules. i love how these guys mix 
hardcore punk with oi! and street punk. Fronted 
by rancid’s lars Frederiksen, the sound is real, 
raw and comes straight from the streets of the 
bay area. this does not disappoint.

Filmage: The Story of  
Descendents/All (2014)
This DVD is RAD from start to finish! It gives 
you the inside story on the mother of all pop-
punk bands: the descendents. there’s tons of 
footage and tons of interviews. it rules.

Harrington Saints –  
Harrington Saints 7” (pirates press)

Suede Razors – Suede Razors 
7” (pirates press)

Craig C. 
Debating the great question of our time: 

Falafel? Or Chinese food?

Los Straitjackets –  
Deke Dickerson Sings The Great 
Instrumental Hits (yep roc)
everybody’s favorite luche libre enthusiasts 
return with a new record, chock-a-block with 
your favorite instrumental classics, but with a 
twist! Fun stuff, it’s a party!

Zion80 – Adramelech: The Book 
of Angels Vol. 22 (tzadik)
new york noise meets afro-beat. guitarist Jon 
madof and zion80 explore dense sounds from 
the zorn songbook. intense.

The Kinks – Muswell Hillbillies 
(rca)
deluxe reissue of the classic album. always a 
fave, it sounds great and has a grip of bonus 
material. A definite must.

Skidoo (1968) – Directed by 
Otto Preminger
in case you hadn’t heard, otto preminger 
directed a surreal comedy in 1968 in which 
carol channing takes her clothes off, John phillip 
law stalks around as a long-haired hippie and 
Jackie gleason does lsd in a cell at alcatraz. 
it’s utter insanity and a complete time capsule. 
amazing original score by the one and only 
Harry nilsson (who has a cameo as a dosed 
prison guard). This is the film’s first appearance 
on blu-ray. nab it while it’s in print!

True Detective (2014)
riveting, eerie, occult-tinged backwoods noir. 
easily one of the best scripts on tv or the big 
screen. the novelistic touches and the nuanced 
acting by matthew mcconaughey, woody 
Harrelson and michelle monaghan make this 
show transcend its medium.

American Horror Story:  
Season 3 (2014)
My favorite season yet! The bitchcraft flows in 
this highly-entertaining storyline set amongst a 
coven of witches in new orleans. show-stoping 
performances from Jessica lange, kathy bates 
and angela bassett. let’s face it—the show is 
rewardingly trashy, but this is the only vehicle 
providing substantial roles for women, of a 
“certain age” and in general.

King Tuff – Black Moon Spell 
(sub pop)
glam meets garage in the mind of king tuff and 
wonderful, sparkly, dark things happen.

Apple Bonkers  – Joel Gion  
(tHe reverberation appreciation society)
new classic sounds for a not-so-classic world.

Tip:
Check out my TV-on-the-Internet show, Speakeasily  
(Speakeasily.TV) and podcast, Molly Mills, Paranormal 
Librarian (iTunes). 

brent James 
Prince – Art Official Age  
(warner bros.) 
this long-awaited and solid as-a-rock record 
marks prince’s return to warner bros. and, 
apparently, to decent album making. that’s not 
to say that He’s released nothing but garbage 

in the last decade or so, but on AOA, one can 
tell prince is having fun. you can almost see him 
grinning ear to ear on “this could be us,” or 
gently caressing the small of your back during 
“time.” “the gold standard” mashes lovesexy-
era b-sides into one song and washes its mouth 
out with a little “dmsr.” wonderful album for a 
spring romp or a raging road-trip at 100 mpH 
with the windows down.

Marilyn Manson – The Pale 
Emperor (loma vista)
lovely new set from the self proclaimed god of 
F*ck! by now, manson has perfected his recipe 
for reinvention and never fails to deliver. collab-
orating with tyler bates (best known for his 
work on rob zombie soundtracks) has given a 
very cinematic feel to Emperor, and songs almost 
come off as being performed for theater. His 
best work in years.

Davina & The Vagabonds – 
Sunshine (roustabout)
each new release from twin-cities based davina 
& the vagabonds gets more solid, and Sunshine is 
no exception. instantly, the title track transports 
us back in time and vibes us perfectly with girl-
group realness. From there, it’s a tour through 
musical history. it’s all there. all the time we 
know it’s only a ride, and it has to stop. we pray 
that we never have to get off. “away From me” 
is our reality check. davina hisses & purrs her 
way through this set with such conviction that 
there’s no doubt she’ll go down in history as 
a vocalist to be reckoned with. she goes from 
torch to vaudeville at the drop of a hat, and 
has the chops to back it up, not to mention the 
band—these guys know what time it is and will 
make you forget what year it is! “red shoes,” 
“Heavenly day” and “sunshine” are standout 
tracks. being hailed as the “Queen of monterey” 
at the monterey Jazz Fest two years in a row, 
let’s see what the future holds for these kids. Fall 
in love with davina and the vagabonds ...

Run The Jewels –  
Run The Jewels 2 (mass appeal)
i’m already looking forward to RTJ3! i loved the 
first one, but for some reason No. 2 makes the 
clothes come off. yup, it’s a perfect record for, 
um, working out. wanna get popped? this is 
your disc ...

Madonna – Rebel Heart  
(interscope)
out of pure respect for madonna, i put her 
latest album on my list. At first I thought I really 
didn’t like this record, but a few parts of have 
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Primus – Primus & The Choco-
late Factory With the Fungi 
Ensemble (ato)
brilliant fusion of roald dahl’s original dark 
vision and the newley/briccusse score from the 
movie. more like classic residents than anything 
else, including the last few residents releases.

Grateful Dead – 11/18/72 
Hofheinz Pavilion, Houston TX 
(rHino/elektra)
when my friend paul epstein of denver’s premier 
record store twist & shout gave me a copy of 
this show in 2003, he described the playing in 
the band from this night as “26 minutes of pure 
fucking bliss.” couldn’t have said it better myself. 
also available on cd from dead.net.

King Crimson – Live At The 
Orpheum (discipline global mobile)
snapshot of most recent tour by perennial prog-
rock dinosaurs. Ferocious and startling unfet-
tered Fripp. more please.

Los Angeles Plays Itself 
(2003) – Directed by Thom 
Anderson

One-Eyed Jacks (1961) –  
Directed by Marlon Brando
Kudos to Duncan for finding this widescreen, 
140-minute print of this often-maligned work, 
for years cursed with awful public domain 
copies. though not perfect, this is as good as 
you’re likely to ever see at this point.

David James 
MUSIC!!!

D’Angelo & the Vanguard – 
Black Messiah (rca)
it has been a very long time, yes. and if you’re 
thinking that after 14 years, this should’ve been 
the best album ever, well, you’re entitled. but what 
if it’s just the best funk/r&b album in 14 years? 
Would that suffice? I mean, just the harmony 
vocals on the very first song, “Ain’t That Easy,” 
represent some of the funkiest non-clinton 
singing i’ve heard!! (i remember once i had a 
sound engineer friend listen to “playa playa,” 
the first track on Voodoo, and he swore that it 
must’ve been a computer program that pushed 
the “group” vocals so far behind the beat!!) 
Funky, swinging, sometimes murky, sometimes 

Skwrly D 
Nuts To You!

Jethro Tull – WarChild  
[40th Anniversary Edition] 
(parlopHone)
steven wilson unearths more wonderment 
from the tull archives, including a half hour of 
symphonic sketches intended for the never-
produced film of the same name.

Todd Rundgren – At The BBC 
1972-1982 (esoteric)
three cds and a dvd of primo todd. an early 
short set from the Something/Anything era and 
two prime Utopia appearances from 1975 and 
1977 make up the cds. the dvd has priceless 
footage from the RA tour as well as a rare solo 
show from 1982.

The Rolling Stones –  
From The Vault: Hampton  
Coliseum (Live in 1981) (eagle)

Cannonball Adderley –  
The Black Messiah (real gone)
there was another recent “black messiah” that 
got a lot of attention. this is also well worth 
checking out.

Henry Mancini – The Cop Show 
Themes & Symphonic Soul  
(vocalion ltd)
Symphonic Soul is so-so, but Cop Show Themes 
knocks it out of the park. roll down the 
windows and cruise down market with “streets 
of san Francisco” cranked, and know you are 
hipper than a thousand programmers.

Gov’t Mule – Dark Side Of  
The Mule (evil teen)
warren Haynes, matt abts and co. explore the 
world of pink Floyd, going so far as to rent the 
quad sound system and back-up singers used by 
the Floyd themselves. extra points for playing 
both lengthy halves of “shine on ...”

William Shatner – Live  
(cleopatra)
at last, the shat man’s legendary stand-up/
spoken word lp from 1978 makes its cd debut. 
nerds, rejoice!

The 5th Dimension –  
Earthbound (real gone)
Their final album found them switching labels 
and gears, with a slightly funkier sound and 
mostly weird and wonderful production/songs 
from Jimmy webb. killer stones and beatles 
covers make this a sleeper keeper.

Edwin Starr – Involved (gordy)
Seminal Norman Whitfield-produced album, 
stacked with bitchin’ bonus tracks. psychedelic/
politico soul at its best.

Steve Hackett – Genesis  
Revisited: Live at the Royal 
Albert Hall (inside out u.s.)
At this point, the sole keeper of the flame. Well 
done, steve, and thank you.

Jimi Hendrix – The Cry Of 
Love/Rainbow Bridge  
(sony legacy)
in the beginning, aJd, there was Cry Of Love and 
Rainbow Bridge, and they were good.

Loudon Wainwright III – 
Haven’t Got the Blues (Yet)  
(429)
another winner from one of our more under-
valued national treasures. laugh ’til you cry, or 
cry ’til you laugh.

Little Feat – Rad Gumbo:  
The Complete Warner Brothers 
Years 1971-1990 (warner bros.)

King Crimson – Starless  
(discipline global mobile)
box set of the penultimate touring period of 
the king crimson of the ’70s. bone-rattling 
sound direct from mostly reel-to-reel source 
tapes, this music does indeed wound time. not 
for beginners. approach with caution, but by all 
means, do approach.

Paul Parrish – The Forest Of 
My Mind (cHerry red)
obscure gentle sounds from ’60s southwestern 
michigan. walikin’ in The Forest Of My Mind is 
right up there with porter wagoner’s Rubber 
Room for best use of reverb/delay/echo ever.

The Ides Of March – Vehicle 
(real gone)
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Sorceress (1982) –  
Directed by Jack Hill
What a beautiful mess of a film this is. Scor-
pion releasing is a name you should know well 
if you are into drive-in cinema of the ’70s and 
’80s. while waiting for “game of thrones” to 
return, throw this on in between viewings of 
Conan the Barbarian, Beast Master, The Sword and 
the Sorcerer, and Deathstalker. with bad dubbing, 
horrible effects and ample boobage, this movie 
cooks and delivers so many wtF moments that 
you cannot live without it.

A Sunny Day In Glasgow –  
Sea When Absent (leFse)
Faintly reminiscent of the cocteau twins yet 
undeniably its own animal. this is my favorite 
album of 2014. check out “crushed” and “the 
body it bends.”

Greg 
On two wheels preferably.

Various Artists –  
UKF Bass Culture 3 (ukF)
Found in the dubstep section @ amoeba music, 
this release features the sound of the london 
underground. great for dancing or just blowing 
your head.

Quadrophenia:  
Live in London by The Who 
(2014)
Recorded live in 2013, this film captures a 
performance of the who’s masterpiece Quadro-
phenia from start to end. Frustrated by working 
with tape loops on stage in the ’70s, techno-
logical advances have allowed pete townshend’s 
vision to be accomplished live. also, a few cuts of 
greatest hits. blu-ray release.

Budos Band – Burnt Offering 
(daptone)
everything on daptone is awesome. can’t go 
wrong! perfectly capturing the gritty sound of 
’60s soul. this latest release from the budos 
band does not disappoint.

Caribou – Our Love  
(city slang)
another great release from this multirhythmic 
electro-rock outfit. For a special treat, be sure 
to catch them live sometime.

Roland Alphonso – Humpty 
Dumpty: Singles Collection 
1960-62 (dynamite)
the “ace Hot shot” of Jamaica ska. roland 
alphonso was a musical prodigy with the saxo-
phone and went on to be a founding member 
of the skatalites, one of the originators of the 
music that evolved into reggae. this collection 
is made up of early recordings before he went 
on to record @ studio one. a must-have for 
serious lovers of the ska. chika-dup!

Tip:
Learn to play banjo; it’s easy!

Ian 
Hank Wood &  
The Hammerheads –  
Stay Home (toxic state)

Fury – Kingdom Come 7”  
(triple b)

Face The Rail – Learning To 
Die (katorga works)

Scalped – Scalped 7”  
(wartHog speak)

Radioactivity – Danger 7”  
(secret mission)

Hard Stripes – Hard Stripes 7” 
(triple b)

Gutter Gods – Innersense  
(cool deatH)

Response – Demo  
(video disease/Fine print)

The Flex – Wild Stabs In  
The Dark (video disease/Fine print)

Ajax – Ajax 7” (katorga works)

The Coneheads –  
Total Conetrol (selF-released)

Gas Rag – Beats Off  
(beacH impediment)

noisy, sometimes flat-out beautiful, with more 
guitars (if less intelligibility) and more p-Funk 
influence mixed with his Prince-ishness—it all 
adds up to a most welcome return!!

Meta Meta – MetaL MetaL  
(mais um discos)

Various Artists –  
The Afrosound Of Colombia 
Vol. 2 (vampi soul)

Fatima – Yellow Memories (eglo)

Steve Wilson and Lewis Nash 
– Duologue (mcg Jazz)
Jazz. drums and saxophone. that’s it. you’ll be 
amazed by how much you don’t miss when 
these two are filling the space. It’s a lot of fun!

Dereck 
Ariel Kalma – An Evolutionary 
Music (rvng intl.)
a great double lp of long lost kalma jams!! if 
you love Osmose, you will surely dig this.

Cybotron – Cybotron 12”  
(dual planet)
not to be confused with the equally awesome 
cybotron with Juan atkins in it. this is the ’70s 
australia cybotron who worship at the altar of 
t.d. and schulze. the guy wears a cape and is 
serious about it!!

Bernard Szajner – Visions of 
Dune (inFine)
another long lost reissue!!! this one deserved 
to be reissued.

Peter Michael Hamel –  
Voice of Silence (waH waH)
Reissue of way too hard to find minimal psych 
masterpiece.

Dylan 
Alain Goraguer – La Planete 
Sauvage (superior viaduct)

Sinoia Caves –  
Beyond The Black Rainbow  
(JagJaguwar/deatH waltz)

Brigitte Fontaine –  
Brigitte Fontaine (superior viaduct)

Holly Herndon – Chorus 12” 
(rvng intl.)

Circle – Leviatan (ektro)

OOIOO – Gamel  
(tHrill Jockey)

 Gabriel 
In-stores man, in-stores. 

Le Butcherettes –  
Cry Is For the Flies (ipecac)
i caught le butcherettes as the opening act for 
melvins last fall, and i was completely blown 
away. i can’t get enough of teri gender bender’s 
vocals. Her voice mixed punk-tinged mangled 
circus organs make for a driving yet dark record. 
stand outs include the title track “cry is For the 
Flies,” “boulders love over layers of rock” and 
“my child.”

Eraserhead (1977) –  
Directed by David Lynch 
criterion brings us david lynch’s quintessential 
midnight movie, Eraserhead. it looks amazing. if 
you are a fan of “twin peaks,” i highly recom-
mend watching eraserhead, featuring Jack nance 
and charlotte stewart. there was a defect in the 
initial run of the dvd and blu-ray. if at approxi-
mately the 65-minute mark you encounter five 
seconds of black, you should be seeing a reac-
tion shot of Henry (Jack nance) surrounded 
by fades of white. drop a line to mulvaney@
criterion.com to get instructions on how to get 
a replacement disc.

Blonde Redhead – Barragan 
(kobalt)
the subtle gem has worked its way into my 
heart. it may be one of the best overlooked 
records of 2014.
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james aaron 
dillon 

100 MILLION BUTTONS  
CAN’T BE WRONG!

Pee-wee’s Playhouse  
(1986-1990) – Created by  
Paul Reubens
all 45 episodes, the christmas special and other 
goodies. still the greatest show on tv. (sorry, 
“breaking bad.”)

Batman: The Complete  
Television Series (1966-1968)
For the first time anywhere, all 120 original tele-
vision broadcast episodes and guest stars like 
Frank gorshin, burgess meredith, Julie newmar, 
eartha kitt, cesar romero and many others. na 
na na na na na na na na na na na na na na na ... 
batman!

Negativland – It’s all in your 
head (seeland)
our favorite culture jammers take on religion. 
two-cd set packaged inside an actual Holy 
bible. limited edition Quran version also avail-
able. copyright infringement is your best enter-
tainment value.

Omar Khorshid and His Group 
– Live in Australia 1981 12”  
(sublime FreQuencies)
You can still travel the world on your hi-fi with 
Sublime Frequencies radio and field recordings 
of earth. these are sounds that you have never 
heard before. the newest one is by omar khor-
shid and his group, Live in Australia 1981. it is a 
real mindmelder! also A Distant Invitation: Cere-
monial Street Recordings from Burma, Cambodia, 
India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. and the 
Travelling Archive: Folk Music from Bengal. these 
are all issued on long-playing records for supe-
rior sound, your best entertainment value!

ReAction Figures from Funko
These are brand new action figures designed to 
look like vintage Star Wars figures. Funko has 
made some great universal monsters, featuring 
dracula, Frankenstein, bride of Frankenstein, 
the creature, wolfman, mummy, phantom of 
the Opera and Invisible Man. Also figures from 
“the twilight zone,” Alien, Terminator, Pulp Fiction, 

Back to the Future, Nightmare Before Christmas, 
“buffy the vampire slayer” and even a Freddie 
krueger. collect them all!

Charizma & Peanut Butter 
Wolf – Circa 1990-1993 12” 
(stones tHrow)
this is it ya’ll—a four-lp box set of mc charizma, 
the rebel on the mic, and peanut butter wolf 
on the beatbox from 1990 and 1993. so many 
great songs on here! only on vinyl for improved 
sound, your best entertainment value!

Various Artists – The Rise & 
Fall of Paramount Records Vol. 
Two 12” (revenant/tHird man)
six lps for superior sound, two books and 800 
digital tracks from the 1920s and ’30s, all housed 
in a polished aluminum case. Featuring king 
oliver, Jelly roll morton, louis armstrong, blind 
lemon Jefferson, alberta Hunter, blind blake, 
ethel waters, ma rainey and other great artists. 
if you don’t know by now, don’t mess with it!

Andy Kaufman: The Truth, 
Finally by Bob Zmuda  
(benbella books)
the only difference between a happy ending and 
a sad ending is where you decide the story ends. 
books are your best entertainment value! 

Technicolor Dreams and 
Black and White Nightmares 
(1917-1947) – by Thunderbean 
Animation
let the cartoon begin! Featuring “dolly doings,” 
“the wrong track,” “alice rattled by rats,” 
“playing with Fire,” “the snowman,” “the wizard 
of oz,” “tea pot town,” “the magic mummy,” 
”to spring” and many more in this amazing set 
of cartoons from 1917 to 1947. Another fine 
thunderbean animation release!

Tip:
Please follow our Siamese Cat, alliecat_in_alameda on 
Instagram

The Impalers – Psychedelic 
Snutskallar 12” (selF-released)

Bl’ast! – The Expression of 
Power [Reissue] (soutHern lord)

Vexx – Give and Take 7”  
(katorga works)

The Spits – Kill The Kool  
(in tHe red)

Total Control – Typical System 
(iron lung)

Gag – Locker Room 7”  
(iron lung)

Battle Ruins – Battle Ruins 
(rock ’n’ roll disgrace)

Jacob Pena
Electronica dept. manager/buyer,  

resident DJ at Sweater Funk  
(Boogie, modern soul & steppers.  

FREE every Sunday at The Knockout SF.)  

Arca – Xen (mute)

Ike Release – Noir  
(m>o>s recordings)

Plaza – Party Games 12”  
(voltaire)

Ras-G – Down 2 Earth Vol. 2 
(The Standard Boom Bap Edition) 
(leaving)

Moniquea – Yes No Maybe  
(moFunk)

Theo Parrish  –  
American Intelligence  
(sound signature)

Shabazz Palaces –  
Lese Majesty  (sub pop)
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Lee Dorsey – Working In the 
Coal Mine (amy)
a classic reissue of funky sounds from new 
orleans. nobody does it better than lee dorsey, 
with alan toussaint producing and writing most 
of the tunes. along with the title tune you get 
“ride your pony,” “get out of my life, woman” 
and “Holy cow” plus others. i don’t think lee 
gets the respect that he deserves.

Shelby Lynne – I Am Shelby 
Lynne [Reissue] (rounder)
Haven’t seen it yet, but i heard this has been 
reissued on vinyl. if you’ve never heard it, get the 
old cd from 1999, or this vinyl reissue. this is 
one of those perfect albums that meld country 
and rock without being the least bit cheesy. 
another album that succeeds similarly would 
be steve earle’s Guitar Town. imo, shelby hasn’t 
approached those heights since. the produc-
tion is brilliant and compliments the singing and 
songwriting. i don’t think she had any hits from 
it, but as they say, the critics loved it.

Boyhood (2014) – Directed 
by Richard Linklater
i can’t wait to see this one again on dvd. loved 
it at the movies. Filmed over 11 years, it follows 
a boy (and his family) growing up.

Tip:
Check out everything vinyl at my website Vinylbeat.com.

John O 
Panda Bear – Panda Bear 
Meets The Grim Reaper (domino)
bubbly pop music at its best.

Grouper – Ruins (kranky)

Antony And The Johnsons – 
Turning (secretly canadian)
live versions of some of his best songs, plus a 
dvd!

Perfume Genius – Too Bright 
(matador)
angry beautiful pop music.

Lydia Ainsworth –  
Right From Real (arbutus) 
think grimes meets kate bush.

Jordan 
Kenny Barron & Dave  
Holland – The Art Of  
Conversation (impulse)
kenny barron and dave Holland play beautifully 
together in their new album. a personal favorite 
is one of barron’s original compositions, “rain,” 
although they do an excellent job on monk’s “in 
walked bud.” the dynamic between Holland’s 
bass and barron’s piano makes this an album you 
can listen to nonstop.

Nels Cline & Julian Lage – 
Room (mack avenue)
another great duo this year and, of course, 
it’s a nels cline album! cline seems to do no 
wrong with his distinct tone and phrasing. lage 
is definitely no slouch either. They play incred-
ibly together with beautiful melodies and solos 
while still pushing the boundaries enough to 
make things interesting.

The Cookers – Time And Time 
Again (motema)
billy Harper is doing his thing, and the rest fn 
the band is a great match for Harper’s powerful 
playing.

Horace Tapscott Quintet – 
The Giant is Awakened  
(Flying dutcHman) 
From the opening lines of the title track, you will 
be hooked. This classic is finally back for a short 
time, so get it while you can!

Orlando Julius with  
The Heliocentrics –  
Jaiyede Afro (strut)
this album is fun, upbeat and catchy, with each 
song getting better than the last. the Heliocen-
trics are a perfect backing band; it seems like 
there’s a lot going on, but it’s all very balanced 
and sounds so natural.

Tip:
The Answer Is Always Pork

Jeff 
Bill Burr – Live at Andrew’s 
House (tHird man)

J-Zone – Lunch Breaks (old maid)
J-zone on the live drums!

J-Zone – Mad Rap/Stickup 7” 
(old maid)

Dr. OOP & The Red, Gold & 
Green Machine – The Look of 
Love 7” (selF-released)

Andy Kaufman: The Truth 
Finally by Bob Zmuda and 
Lynne Margulies (benbella)

Depressor – Filth/Grace  
(Fuck yoga)

Jefferson  
The Invisible Hands – Teslam 
(abduction)

Ariel Pink – Pom Pom (4ad)

Channel One –  
Satta Dub [Reissue]  

(deeper knowledge)

Channel One – Full Charge Dub 
[Reissue] (deeper knowledge)

Omar Khorshid and His Group 
– Live in Australia 1981  
(sublime FreQuencies)

Tony Allen – Film of Life  
(Jazz village)

Sir Richard Bishop/Bill Orcutt 
– Road Stories  
(unrock)

Night Drives – Night Drives 
(burger)

Reigning Sound – Shattered 
(merge)

Tip:
Try a Po’boy over at Couyon Cajun. Located inside Eli’s Mile 
High Club in Oakland.

Joe 
Roots Music Maven

Chuck Prophet – Night Surfer 
(yep roc)
chuck prophet has to be the hardest working 
and most prolific rocker in S.F. He keeps 
churning out masterful lyrical albums. i’ve only 
heard Night Surfer a couple of times (just got it), 
and songs like “Ford econoline” are still jumping 
out at me. chuck is a true wordsmith, and i 
daresay a poet. the imagery, combined with real 
solid r&r, make this album groove.

The Beatles – The Beatles In 
Mono (apple)
i’m sure you’ve heard about this 11-album 
beatles box set. all the albums are in glorious 
mono, and they’re the album versions that were 
originally released in the u.k. the eleventh album 
is a triple lp of all the tunes and alternate cuts 
that didn’t make it onto an album, plus a book. 
It is pricey, but it’s finally been done right. The 
sound is terrific, and it’s obvious that much care 
was taken for every aspect of production. if you 
are a beatles fan and love vinyl, treat yourself—
you won’t be disappointed.

Grateful Dead –  
American Beauty (Original 
Master Recording)  
(mobile Fidelity sound lab)
a friend who knows way more about audio-
phile fidelity than I do remarked that with these 
45-RPM master recordings, “they” finally figured 
out how to get the best possible audio. He was 
referring to jazz albums, but fortunately it trans-
lates to other genres. it sounds like the dead are 
in your living room. you can hear every nuance, 
and you’ll marvel at how the vocals sound so 
good, even though the voices are rough. this 
album, along with Workingman’s Dead, are from 
the dead’s country phase in the late ’60s and 
early ’70s. the tunes are all pretty wonderful and 
include the classics “Friend of the devil,” “sugar 
magnolia” and “truckin’.”
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Julian 
Eucalyptus, Ginger Beer  

& Banana Bread

Lee Gamble – Koch (pan)

Afrikan Sciences – Circuitious 
(pan)
recommended if you like Hieroglyphic being.

Fourth World Magazine  
Vol. 2 – Pinhead in Fantasia  
(paciFic city sound visions)

Grouper – Ruins (kranky)

Copeland – Because I’m Worth It 
(selF-released)

Laurel Halo – Behind the Green 
Door 12” (Hyperdub)

Ariel Kalma – An Evolutionary 
Music (rvng)

Kathy 
American Horror Story:  
Coven (2013-2014)
i am not a big fan of horror movies or shows, 
but this was great. what a cast: Jessica lange, 

kathy bates and angela bassett, to name a few, 
and also a special appearance by stevie nicks. it 
takes place in new orleans, so what more do i 
need to say?

Mr. Peabody & Sherman 
(2014) – Directed by  
Rob Minkoff
as a kid i loved watching Rocky and Bullwinkle 
and always enjoyed mr. peabody and sherman. i 
also love kids movies, so this was a no-brainer. 
of course i had to see it. any story that includes 
a dog that adopts a child is worth a watch. Find 
your inner child.

Finding Vivian Maier (2013) 
– Directed by John Maloof & 
Charlie Siskel
this is a documentary about a nanny who took 
more than 100,000 photographs. Her photos 
are amazing, and no one knew her talent until 
a box of photos were purchased at an auction 
in chicago in 2007. she is now among the 20th 
century’s best street photographers.

The Killing: The Complete 
Third Season (2013)
this is one of those tv shows that you will really 
binge watch. you just have to see what happens 
next. This show was so good that Netflix will do 
a six-episode final season. The plots are riveting, 
and the actors are great. it is set in seattle, so 
be prepared for rain! it’s a police drama like you 
have never seen before.

KINDlE 
  (((smokeacidnotweed)))

Monolord – Empress Rising  
(ridingeasy)
simply...crushing.

Brant Bjork and the Low  
Desert Punk Band –  
Black Flower Power (napalm)
soundtrack to an unmade cheech & chong 
movie.

Goat – Commune (sub pop)
worshipping satan gets its groove back.

Warcry – Warcry (selF-released)
skate and destroy.

The Well – Samsara  
(ridingeasy)
Big black shape with eyes of fire, telling people 
their desire. o.osbourne - 1970.

Hannibal: Season Two (2014)
the tipping point. other shows should just stop 
now.

Tip:
Coming up at 6 on the nightly news, kids saying “vinyls.” 
Should parents be worried?

SHARIFI 
Girl Power!! Everything else sucks.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari 
(1920) – Directed by  
Robert Wiene
Digitally restored! 1920 German film. Prob-
ably the most significant influence on German 
expressionism.

The Dance Of Reality (2013) 
– Directed by Alejandro 
Jodorowsky
Jodorowsky is back after 23 years, and he breaks 
the Fourth wall!

Nekromantik (1987) –  
Directed by Jorg Buttgereit
includes transfer from original super 8mm nega-
tive and 35mm theatrical version! the last 
scene is great, if you can make it all the way 
through!

Broad City: Season One 
(2014)
i wrote about “broad city” in the last music 
we like, but it’s just too goddamn good not 
to write about it again! season two has started 
since then, and it rules!

Leviathan  (2012) –  
Directed by Lucien Castaing-
Taylor & Verena Paravel
not to be confused with the 2014 russian 
drama of the same name! experimental docu-
mentary about fishing industry, but without any 
exposition or context ... just watch it.
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of return to primeval spawning grounds, after 
decades without access. DamNation’s majestic 
cinematography and unexpected discoveries 
move through rivers and landscapes altered 
by dams, but also through a metamorphosis in 
values, from conquest of the natural world to 
knowing ourselves as part of nature.

Tip:
Support your local music scene! Whether it’s going to 
shows, buying records or shopping local, you are at the 
heart of what makes music what it is. Without your 
support, there’s nothing. Keep the faith!

Mark  
Pittman

Boyhood (2014) – Directed 
by Richard Linklater
believe the hype.

Under The Skin (2013) –  
Directed by Jonathan Glazer
Creepy/awesome sci-fi.

Force Majeure (2014) –  
Directed by Ruben Ostlund
uncomfortable family drama.

Obvious Child (2014) –  
Directed by Gillian  
Robespierre
watch this now! rom-com, heavy on the com.

20,000 Days On Earth (2014) 
– Directed by Iain Forsyth and 
Jane Pollard
amazing documentary about an artist (nick 
cave) that still matters.

Michael  
Chominski 

Redacted redacted.

Brant Bjork & The Low  
Desert Punk Band –  
Black Power Flower (napalm)
chillest dude returns with his best record in 
years. solid.

Chrome – Feel It Like A  
Scientist (king oF spades)
Helios creed melts your brain, for the 
320,459,389,234th time.

Godflesh – A World Lit Only  
By Fire (avalancHe)
you can’t convince me that it’s not actually 1993. 
this album is proof.

Chris Forsyth & The Solar 
Motel Band – Intensity Ghost 
(no Quarter)
spaced out american guitar jams. 

Gong – I See You (mad FisH)
daevid allen just can’t quit! 

King Crimson – Starless (dgm)
this absolutely absurd box set is everything 
perfect about everything ever.

Mitch 
Dragon emperor of the Sun

Black Breath – Heavy  
Breathing (soutHern lord)
after returning from the ice planet Hoth, i note 
the fact that this album kept me warm, mostly ...

Center Of The Sun –  
Machine Gun (bitter melody)
being someone that dreams about cold morn-
ings on the west side of the moon, i can only 
imagine center of the sun’s album, Machine 
Gun, is nothing but similar in taste.

Title Fight – Shed (sideonedummy)
cool dudes in a cool band. drink some iced tea 
and understand this album. 

Suicide Silence – The Cleansing 
(century media)
r.i.p. mitch lucker, lead vocalist of the hardest 
band, ever ...

Camp Lo – Uptown Saturday 
Night (proFile)
groove rhythms set to the key of life. camp lo 
ice rolls to the top of the rap game. 

Akon – Smack That 12”  
(universal)
All on the floor!

len Del Rio 
Prince Buster –  
I Feel The Spirit [Reissue]  
(dynamite)

Flesheaters – A Minute  
To Pray, A Second To Die  
(superior viaduct)

24-Live Another Day (2014)

Dave Clark Five-Glad All Over 
(2014)

Can – Unlimited Edition  
[Reissue] (mute)

 
Eric Dolphy – Out To Lunch! 
[Reissue] (blue note)

Audiovoid 
The Hundred In The Hands 
– The Hundred In The Hands 
(warp)
the Hundred in the Hands are a synth pop/
electronic band on warp records. they have 
a very trashy electro, post-punk type of sound 
while incorporating super pretty synth lines. 
my favorite tunes from this self-titled album are 
“commotion” and “dressed in dresden.”

Cut Copy – In Ghost Colours 
(modular)
all kinds of great tunes on this album. a few of 
my favorites are “Far away,” “strangers in the 
wind” and “lights & music.” electro synth pop 
’80s-sounding goodness!

MTNS – Salvage EP  
(create/control)
i haven’t really listened to the other tracks on 
this ep, but i’m listing it because of the song 
“Fears.” a very pretty yet melancholy slow-
tempo vocal tune with a warm, refreshing 
sound. i am very excited to check out their 
other stuff.

Anoraak – Chronotropic  
(endless summer)
anoraak is a French producer-turned-three-
piece-band associated with the valerie collec-
tive (a group of French synth pop artists all 
sharing a similar sound). all of their tunes are 
super melodic yet driving and super catchy. my 
favorite tunes anoraak tunes are “behind your 
shades,” “morning light” and “Falling apart.”

Small Black – Limits Of Desire 
(JagJaguwar)
small black are a chillwave/synth pop group with 
a little bit of a dreamy shoegaze sound. “only a 
shadow” and “breathless” are my two favorite 
songs off of this album. both with similar vibes.

Ladyhawke – Ladyhawke  
(modular)
the song “my delerium” is the only one that i 
know on the self-titled 2008 ladyhawke album. 
super rocking tune with a very pretty yet heavy 
chorus/hook.

City Calm Down – Pavement 
(oH you)
these guys are an australian electronic new 
wave band. there’s only one song that i really 
like from what i have heard of this group. the 
tune “pavement” is wicked though. it sounds like 
a new-school billy idol with catchy arpeggiated 
key lines and lush synth pads. Definitely one of 
my favorite tunes at the moment.

Skindy 
OI! OI! Mindy From Baltimore!

Reducers SF – Backing The 
Longshot [Reissue] (pirate press)
originally released in 1999 on tko records, 
this classic album set the bar and was a core 
part of the soundtrack to many people.

DamNation (2014) –  
Directed by Ben Knight,  
Travis Rummel
DamNation is a film odyssey across America that 
explores the sea change in our national attitude 
from pride in big dams as engineering wonders 
to the growing awareness that our own future is 
bound to the life and health of our rivers. dam 
removal has moved beyond the fictional Monkey 
wrench gang to go mainstream. where obso-
lete dams come down, rivers bound back to 
life, giving salmon and other wild fish the right 
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Batman: The Complete First 
Season (1966)
It didn’t take too long for an official release, just 
... 50 years!!! one devoted fan called amoeba 
sF once a week (at least) for over two years 
asking for this. When the day finally came for its 
release, i thought the gentleman would surely 
have a “bat heart attack.” seriously, though, i 
watched the koFy tv 20 marathons of Batman 
as a kid. Fun stuff ... for an orphan whose parents 
were murdered ...

Mac Dre as Andre Macassi 
Bobblehead Doll from Thizz 
Nation
This action figure/bobblehead was originally 
produced in 2006 and limited to 6,000. my 
woman left me right before my birthday, so to 
cheer myself up, i went over to the amoeba sF 
collectables showcase & picked the coolest 
thing to ever be sold in this store! Officially 
produced by Thizz Nation, this figure features 
mac dre “as” andre macassi! thizz in power, 
mac. i have my lil’ homie shrine kicking it in my 
kitchen ...

Tip:
Fun fact: Fun facts are FREE at the Amoeba SF Video Room 
Info Desk! And ... all hail, Bob.

Ryan 
aneristic/eristic

Gene Rains – Far Away Lands 
(real gone)
a must-have for exotica fans who can’t afford 
the original lps on ebay. somehow never on 
cd, even in those ’90s exotica reissue days, Far 
Away Lands combines tracks from gene’s three 
albums circa 1960. aloha.

Robert Fripp & Brian Eno – 
Live in Paris May 28, 1975 (dgm)
after years of lower-quality boots from this tour, 
this release is crisp and sounds great. in ’75, this 
shit freaked people out. 40 years later i suppose 
old people will like it. Fans of (No Pussyfooting) 
and Evening Star need this.

Don Cherry – Modern Art: 
Stockholm 1977 (mellotronen)
1977 sweden-era fourth-world don cherry. 
as a fan of the studio Hear & now, these live 

recordings present a more stripped-down, 
less produced feel. sort of a Hear & now 
unplugged.

Clifford Jordan, Prince Lasha, 
Sonny Simmons, Don Cherry – 
It Is Revealed (doxy)
a session of free jazz lore, nyc 1963 ”live 
import,” nice packaging, clear vinyl etc.

The Institute – Directed by 
Spencer McCall
my favourite documentary of 2014. Just drink 
the kool-aid.

William Shatner – “Live!”  
(cleopatra)
the sagan of stand up, from James t. to Joseph 
campbell, 1977 shatner, genius.

Alejandro Lodorowsky –  
The Holy Mountain [OST]  
(real gone)
Recorded in 1973 and on record for the first 
time. it sound is from this earth, but not from a 
part to which many go. First thoughts recapture 
the mood of leonard nimoy hosting “in search 
of...”

William Onyeabor –  
Atomic Bomb (wilFilms)
m.i.a. in u.s. record shops since 1978. not your 
typical “’70s nigeria sound.” A lo-fi affair for fans 
of no wave. (reissued by luaka bop as part of 
lp/cd box 1.)

Tip:
After you have seen our fog, bridges and lovely condos here 
in San Jose’s most northern suburb, come check out some 
records, way more fun.

Nick@Nite 
The Dark Prince of the catwalk.

Hundred Waters – The Moon 
Rang Like A Bell (owsla)
this album invokes so much emotion from me in 
the best way possible. Hands down my favorite 
album of 2014.

Nicki Minaj – The Pinkprint 
(casH money)

Ibeyi – Ibeyi (xl)

The Acid – Liminal (mute)

Shamir – Northtown EP  
(godmode)

Alain Goraguer – La Planete 
Sauvage [OST] (superior viaduct)

Trent Reznor and Atticus 
Ross – Gone Girl [OST]  
(columbia)

Looking: The Complete First 
Season (2014)

Chelsea Wolfe – Abyss  
(sargent House)

Andy Stott – Faith In Strangers 
(modern love)

Tip:
Bed, Bath & Beyond coupons never expire!

Robert Edwin 
Haines 

Grown ass man in baby man land.

Tony Rettman – NYHC:  
New York Hardcore 1980-1990  
(bazillion points)

Chris Stein – Negative:  
Me, Blondie, and the Advent  
of Punk (rizzoli)

Clothes, Clothes, Clothes. 
Music, Music, Music. Boys, 
Boys, Boys.: A Memoir by  
Viv Albertine (macmillan)

Filmage: The Story of  
Descendents/All (2014) –  
Directed by Matt Riggle, 
Deedle LaCour –  Produced  
by Justin Wilson & James 
Rayburn

Looking For Johnny:  
The Legend Of Johnny  
Thunders (2014) –  
Directed by Danny Garcia

El Dopey loco 
My daddy was a rattlesnake,  

and my mama packed a six-gun.

The Legend of Billie Jean:  
“Fair Is Fair” Edition (1985)
“Fair is fair.” i remember this always being on 
tv when i was a kid, and after re-watching the 
blu-ray, i can say it’s even better than i remember. 
an underdog/hero story of “poor trailer trash,” 
including super young christian slater & “super-
girl” Helen slater (no relation) standing up for 
what’s fair! very ’80s, very cult and very fun!

White Lightning (1973) –  
Directed by Joseph Sargent
you see, gator mcklusky doesn’t want to help 
kill any federal agents, he just wants to get who 
killed his brother willie! so, the moonshine 
runner goes after the corrupt cops who did. 
Classic film with a classic cast: Ned Beatty, Bo 
Hopkins, r.g. armstrong.

Gator (1976) – Directed by 
Burt Reynolds
sequel to White Lightning. the tv show “archer” 
featured “a sequel to gator made by archer”—
just saying a lot of funny, smart people love this 
movie. Even Tarantino is a big fan! It definitely 
has more laughs, i mean reynolds is rocking 
his ’stache so it has to be—it’s the law of the 
’stache—but the action really kicks ass as well. 
High-speed boat chases/crashes. Fights and 
stunts galore. also features a very early appear-
ance of a “crazy cat lady,” Fyi.
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Cecilia Bartoli, I Barocchisti, 
Diego Fasolis – St. Peterburg 
(decca)
italian opera works from mid- to late-18th 
century, written by lesser-known italian 
composers and with one russian composer for 
a performance in the russian capital, st. peters-
burg.

Bizet-Carmen (2014)
starring Jonas kaufmann and vesgelina kasarova 
in lead roles. set in contemporary 21st century, 
it features Franz welser-most conducting the 
opera Haus zurich.

Simon bazan
Earth – Primitive and Deadly 
(sub pop/soutHern lord)
kings of distortion and feedback, earth is a band 
made to see live. However, if you can’t, just sit 
back and turn it up to 11 ... let earth handle 
the rest. a truly dying breed. one of the last 
honestly talented bands left.

The Blood Brothers – Crimes 
(epitapH)
the same beautiful screaming and screeching 
vocals of Jordan billie and Johnny whitney 
are back from the breakup in ’07, and they’re 
sounding better than ever! this re-release is just 
as amazing as the day it originally dropped. also 
re-released is Burn, Piano Island, Burn, as well as 
Jaguar Love and Past Lives.

Satan Is Real: The Ballad  
of the Louvin Brothers  
by Charlie Louvin with  
Benjamin Whitmer (igniter)
one of the most legendary country duos of all 
time. this is a must read, if you’ve heard their 
music you know these brothers were the real 
deal.

Sean  
Murphy

Irish drinker, Jewish thinker.

Curtis Harding – Soul Power 
(burger records)
the kids at burger records have once again 
made the world a better place by putting out 
this album. curtis blends old school raw soul 
with a cool socal vibe and the results are 
outstanding!

Mutoid Man – Helium Head 
(magic bullet/cobraside)
the guitarist/singer of cave-in and the drummer 
from converge have a new band that’s all super 
heavy riffs and insane beats melting your face 
off?!? yes, please!

The Both – The Both (superego)
aimee mann and ted leo are two artists whose 
work i’ve always appreciated, but this collabo-
ration between them is quite possibly the best 
thing either of them have done. “milwaukee” 
gets my vote for song of the year.

Louis C.K. – Oh My God  
(vagrant)
let’s face it: the man is a genius. He’s already 
secured his legacy as one of the greatest comics 
of his era, if not ever, yet he continues to be 
incredibly prolific and consistently hilarious. A 
must hear!

Black Mirror (2014)
Holy shit! one of the darkest, most disturbing 
things i’ve ever seen on television, “black 
mirror” explores our increasing dependence 
on technology and how it affects us as human 
beings. Hopefully a domestic dvd release will 
be available by the time you read this, but if not: 
Netflix!

Tip:
Listen to podcasts! There’s a ton of great ones out there, 
and most can be subscribed to for free! Here are some 
that I heartily enjoy: “Jonah Raydio,” “Savage Lovecast,” 
“Doug Loves Movies,” “WTF With Marc Maron,” “The 
Dana Gould Hour,” “Nerdist,” “The Pod F. Tomkast,” “The 
Indoor Kids,” “How Did This Get Made,” “Comedy Bang 
Bang,” “Affirmation Nation With Bob Ducca,” “Skarlbro 
Country,” “The Todd Glass Show,” “Professor Blast Off,” 
“Who Charted?”

Sheryl 
John Luther Adams – Become 
Ocean (cantaloupe)
performed by the seattle symphony, ludovic 
morlot conducting. 2014 pulitzer prize-winning 
work.

San Francisco Symphony,  
Michael Tilson Thomas –  
Masterpieces In Miniature (sFs)
michael tilson thomas conducting. orchestral 
short favorites. NY Times top 10 of 2014.

Rameau – Pieces de Clavecin 
(Hyperion)
mahan esfahani, harpsichordist.

Marc-Andre Hamelin –  
Schumann: Kinderszenen & 
Waldszenen; Janáçek: On the 
Overgrown Path I (Hyperion)
robert schumann. waldszenen, op. 82, kinder-
szenen op. 15./ leos Janacek, on the over-
grown path, book 1.

Del Sol Quartet, Stephen 
Kent – Sculthorpe: The  
Complete String Quartets with 
Didjeridu (sono luminus)
2014 grammophon winner.
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Tom lynch 
Buried alive beneath  
the mountains of 45s.                                                                                                                    

Kim and Leanne – True West 
(bang!)
kim salmon (the scientists, beasts of bourbon, 
the surrealists]) back in action with his good gal 
kicking the tubs. A fine return from The King of 
swampland: one part hillbilly, one half punk, nine 
parts water, one part sand. sludgey snarl, rickety 
reverb and a primitive throb, throb, throb.

The Unrelated Segments – 
The Story of My Life: Complete 
Recordings (guerssen)
the unrelated segments came from the same 
downriver neighborhood as the mc5 and blazed 
a trail of tore up teen clubs with their take on 
the detroit “tough rock” sound. a handful 
of singles released on liberty records would 
be their only national pitch for the brass ring. 
locally, ron stults & band were top dogs in a 
highly competitive music scene of bands that 
were no slouches and audiences that demanded 
only the best in high-energy rock ’n’ roll. Frantic, 
angst-ridden and attitude-laden, the unrelated 
segments will forever be known for the classic 
“where you gonna go?”, as unique a sound as 
the 13 Floor elevators’ “you’re gonna miss me.” 
Four slabs of plastic that is the last word on this 
legendary detroit group.

Various Artists – Lost Souls 
Vol. 1: 1960s Garage and  
Psychedelic Rock ’n’ Roll  
from the Un-Natural State – 
Arkansas (get Hip)
strange emanations from a dozen indie labels 
from the least likely place to get dosed on some 
high-grade zardoz lab acid! it was in the air, 
they say, maybe the water supply, too? some 
fine teenage D.I.Y. from below the Mason Dixon 
line.

Magic Sam – Live At The Avant 
Garde June 22, 1968 (delmark)
i can’t get enough of magic sam, such a soulful 
powerhouse of blues guitar & voice. but not 
nearly enough recorded in his tragically short 
career. then this comes out. red hot sam 
glows in this jewel of newly earthed live date 
recording.

Various Artists – Ain’t It  
The Truth: The Ric & Ron Story 
Vol. 2 (ace)
two of new orleans’ important labels, ric & 
ron, collected for a second volume of cres-
cent city soulful sounds. Johnny adams, eddie 
bo, tommy ridgley, to name a few. included also 
are demos by barbara lynn and al Johnson, 
whose “carnival time” is just about the greatest 
earworm you could ask for.

The Falcons – The World’s First 
Soul Group (tHe Falcons)
eddie Floyd. sir mack rice. Joe stubbs. wilson 
pickett. robert ward. detroit. Four cds. 
complete recordings. low price. you have now 
found a love. ’nuff said!

Various Artists –  
Boppin’ by the Bayou Vol. 9: 
Made In The Shade (ace)
still more cajun rock ’n ’roll, swamp pop and 
r&b from louisiana, a place where too much is 
still not enough!

Various Artists –  
Gotta Have Love: The Best Of 
Chase Records Vol. 2 (nigHt train)
rare and unreleased rock, soul and r&b 1965-
1970. deacon John steals the show here with his 
outstanding vocals and rocking soul, but fans of 
blue-eyed soul rock (box tops, gants) will also 
dig paul varisco & the milestones.

Stephanie 
Perfume Genius – Too Bright 
(matador)

FKA Twigs – LP1 (young turks)

Obvious Child (2014) –  
Directed by Gillian Robespierre
this still might be my favorite movie that came 
out this year. Jenny slate is amazing as a book-
store employee/attempted comedian who finds 
herself pregnant after a one night stand. the 
story is really refreshing and interesting—for 
once, nobody makes the expected decisions.

The Grand Budapest Hotel 
(2014) – Directed by  
Wes Anderson

God Help the Girl (2014) – 
Directed by Stuart Murdoch
band belle & sebastian’s movie musical is whim-
sical and endearing. emily browning and Hannah 
murray are so charming! also the movie exudes 
an awesome pseudo-’60s art school vibe (espe-
cially costume-wise.)

Peacock 
Thergothon – Stream From  
The Heavens  
(peaceville)

Bethlehem – Dark Metal  
(propHecy)

Popol Vuh – Hosianna  
Mantra [Reissue]  
(waH waH records supersonic sounds)

Drexciya – Harnessed The 
Storm (tresor)

Queen: Live At The Rainbow ’74 
(2014)

Carnage – Dark Recollections 
[Reissue] (earacHe)

Suzanne  
lee James

Horace Tapscott Quintet – 
The Giant Is Awakened  
(Flying dutcHman)

Hadley Caliman –  
Hadley Caliman  
(mainstream/boplicity)

Orlando Julius with the  
Heliocentrics – Jaiyede Afro  
(aFrostrut/strut)

Scientist – Jah Life In Dub 
(deeper knowledge)

Les Blank: Always For  
Pleasure (1968-1995) –  
Directed by Les Blank
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Elmore James –  
The Final Sessions (Fuel 2000)
elmore’s last recordings for the enjoy label 
before succumbing to heart disease are stunning 
proof of the power of the human spirit. listening 
to this hard-bitten slide blues, you wouldn’t think 
the man was at death’s door. Fierce and firey, 
elmore will forever be known as the greatest 
slide guitarist there was.

The Avantis – Gypsy Surfer/
Wax ’Em Down 7” [Reissue] 
(sundazed)
blue vinyl reissue of the chancellor label surf 
group’s sublime release. don’t be a Ho dad, pick 
it up!

Tony 
$7 is my price ceiling on a new shirt.

Alvvays – Alvvays  
(polyvinyl)
“Jangly” = dirty word? not when the tunes are 
this good and non-twee, and the sound is so full 
and crunchy. toronto popsters running hot and 
cold, their second lp should be this good!

Outrageous Cherry –  
The Digital Age (burger)
thanks to thomas lynch for hipping me to this 
band. matthew smith delivers another crackin’ 
lp of garage/psych/pop nuggets, you’ll be 
humming like a dork after a coupla listens.

FKA Twigs – LP1  
(young turks)
tahliah barnett has made an lp with so much 
going on that it’s still opening up for me after 
about 20 listens ... it’s soul, it’s dance, it’s trip-
hop circa 1992, it’s even a bit rock ... but it’s the 
grower (not the show-er ...) of the year!

Various Artists – I’m Just Like 
You: Sly’s Stone Flower 1969-70 
(ligHt in tHe attic)
short-lived but amazingly consistent label 
masterminded by mr. stone, just before he 
launched into his epochal “there’s a riot 
goin’ on”... the airy, bassy, wide-open sound 
is amazing, and the comp is worth buying just 
for the skeletal “down & out in g & a,” years 
ahead of its time.

Supermensch: The Legend of 
Shep Gordon (2014) – Directed 
by Mike Myers
it was a different era ... gordon wings it with 
his natural charisma surplus ... parts of this are 
unbelievable!

Tip:
The greatest book ever written: tales of time square by 
Josh Friedman ... refreshingly squalid. Now in stock!

Vinnie Esparza 
www.djvinnie.net

Melody’s Echo Chamber – 
Melody’s Echo Chamber  
(Fat possum)
outstanding new psych produced by the folks 
behind tame impala. stellar.

Various Artists – 90 Degrees 
Of Shade: Hot Jump-Up Island 
Sounds From The Caribbean 
(soul Jazz)
lovely comp of all things carribean. soul Jazz 
digs deep and releases an instant classic.

Earl Sixteen – Natty Farming 
(ernie)
excellent album from this underrated singer. 
Heavy roots sound circa 1978.

The Como Mamas – Out Of 
The Wilderness 7” (daptone)
gospel soul perfection. get it while it’s still avail-
able.

Echo Party (2014) – Directed 
by Edan
prepare to have your mind blown with trippy 
visuals to accompany the already trippy echo 
party album.

Notes:
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LOVE  
Forever Changes (1967)

MADONNA 
Like a Prayer (1989)

M.I.A.  
Kala (2007)

BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS  
Catch a Fire (1973)

VAN MORRISON  
Astral Weeks (1968)

JONI MITCHELL  
Blue (1971)

MY BLOODY VALENTINE  
Loveless (1991)

NAS 
Illmatic (1994)

NIRVANA  
In Utero (1993) 
Nevermind (1991)

NOTORIOUS B.I.G. 
Ready to Die (1994)

OUTKAST  
Stankonia (2000)

PAVEMENT  
Slanted and Enchanted (1992)

PINK FLOYD  
Dark Side of the Moon (1973)

THE PIXIES  
Doolittle (1989)

PORTISHEAD  
Third (2008)

ELVIS PRESLEY  
Elvis Presley (1956)

PRINCE  
1999 (1982) 
Purple Rain (1984)

PUBLIC ENEMY 
It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us 
Back (1988)

QUEEN  
A Night at the Opera (1975)

R.E.M.  
Murmur (1983)

RADIOHEAD  
Kid A (2000) 
OK Computer (1997)

RAMONES 
Ramones (1976)

THE ROLLING STONES  
Beggars Banquet  (1968)  
Exile on Main Street (1972)

ROXY MUSIC 
For Your Pleasure (1973)

SEX PISTOLS  
Never Mind the Bollocks,  
Here’s the Sex Pistols (1977)

SIMON & GARFUNKEL  
Bridge Over Troubled Water (1970)

PAUL SIMON  
Graceland (1986)

FRANK SINATRA  
In the Wee Small Hours (1955)

SMASHING PUMPKINS  
Siamese Dream (1993)

PATTI SMITH  
Horses (1975)

THE SMITHS  
The Queen Is Dead (1986)

SONIC YOUTH  
Daydream Nation (1988)

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD 
Dusty in Memphis (1969)

THE STROKES  
Is This It? (2001)

T. REX  
Electric Warrior (1971)

TALKING HEADS 
Remain in Light (1980)

TELEVISION  
Marquee Moon (1977)

THE VELVET UNDERGROUND  
The Velvet Underground & Nico (1967)  
The Velvet Underground (1969)

TOM WAITS  
Rain Dogs (1985)

MUDDY WATERS  
The Best of (1958)

WEEZER  
Pinkerton (1996)

KANYE WEST 
My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy (2010)

THE WHO  
Quadrophenia (1973)

STEVIE WONDER  
Innervisions (1973)

WU–TANG CLAN  
Enter the Wu–Tang (36 Chambers) (1993)

NEIL YOUNG  
Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere  
(1969)

THE ZOMBIES 
Odessey & Oracle (1968)

THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND –  
Live At Filmore East (1971)

APHEX TWIN 
Selected Ambient Works 85-92 (1992)

ARCADE FIRE 
Funeral (2004)

THE BAND  
Music From Big Pink (1968)

BEASTIE BOYS   
Paul’s Boutique (1989)

THE BEACH BOYS  
Pet Sounds (1966)

THE BEATLES 
Revolver (1966) 
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 
(1967) 
The White Album (1968) 
Abbey Road (1970)

BIG STAR  
Third/Sister Lovers (1978)

BLACK SABBATH  
Black Sabbath (1970)

BLONDIE 
Parallel Lines (1978) 

DAVID BOWIE 
Ziggy Stardust (1972)

JAMES BROWN 
Live at the Apollo (1963)

THE BYRDS 
Sweetheart of the Rodeo (1968)

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART 
Trout Mask Replica (1969)

THE CARS 
The Cars (1978)

JOHNNY CASH 
At Folsom Prison (1968)

RAY CHARLES 
The Genius of Ray Charles (1959)

THE CLASH 
London Calling (1979)

JOHN COLTRANE 
A Love Supreme (1964)

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL 
Green River (1969)

MILES DAVIS  
Kind of Blue (1959)

DE LA SOUL 
3 Feet High and Rising (1989)

DR. DRE 
The Chronic (1992)

NICK DRAKE 
Pink Moon (1972)

BOB DYLAN  
Blood on the Tracks (1975) 
Highway 61 Revisited (1965)

FLEETWOOD MAC  
Rumours (1976)

ARETHA FRANKLIN 
I Never Loved a Man the Way I Love You 
(1967)

FUNKADELIC 
Maggot Brain (1971)

MARVIN GAYE 
What’s Going On (1971)

AL GREEN  
Let’s Stay Together (1972)

THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE 
Are You Experienced? (1967)

IGGY & THE STOOGES 
Raw Power (1973)

LAURYN HILL 
The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill (1998)

MICHAEL JACKSON 
Thriller (1982)

JAY-Z 
The Blueprint (2001)

ELTON JOHN  
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road (1973)

ROBERT JOHNSON 
King of the Delta Blues (1961)

JANIS JOPLIN  
Pearl (1971)

JOY DIVISION 
Closer (1980)

CAROLE KING 
Tapestry (1971)

KRAFTWERK 
Trans-Europe Express (1977)

LED ZEPPELIN 
IV (1971)

JOHN LENNON 
Imagine (1971)

your essential vinyl starter kit
starting a record collection? or trying to round out the one you have?  

here's a list of 100 records, in alphabetical order, that most people  
can agree are essential listens.

from the amoeblog  from the amoeblog 



No Matter Where You Are — Amoeba.com is Your Neighborhood Record Store!

Over 150,000 Cds, vinyl & movies with fREE ShIppINg in the U.S. — plus a growing selection of dOWNLOAdS!
AMOEbA.COM

Cds & Vinyl
Shop New, Used, Rare and Collectible  
CDs, LPs, 12”s, 45s, 78s & more.  
Free shipping to U.S. addresses;  
no minimum purchase required.

downloads
We offer an ever-expanding selection of 
digital downloads for sale in MP3, as well as 
higher quality M4A (ALAC/ Lossless) & WAV 
formats. Listen to and download free MP3s 
from new releases, remixes, and exclusive  
“Live at Amoeba” tracks, too!

Vinyl Vaults
Vinyl Vaults is our boutique, curated  
collection of digitized vinyl and 78s, available 
for download exclusively here! Enjoy the 
depth and warmth of these vinyl masters, 
and for the full sonic impact – upgrade to 
M4A (Lossless) or WAV Files.

Music & Movies Ship free
Music and movies always ship free to U.S.  
addresses with no minimum purchase 
required.

Movies
Not just music! Amoeba.com has a wide  
selection of new and used DVDs and  
Blu-rays. 

What’s In My bag?
Artists, Customers and Staff share some of 
their recent discoveries from Amoeba racks 
in our Webby-award winning video series.

Live At Amoeba
View photos and videos from live, in-store 
performances on the Amoeba stage at all 
three of our stores.

posters, books & More
Explore our selection of new & collectible 
posters as well as books, t-shirts and more 
merch including Amoeba logo gear.
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Alison 
“I specifically ordered persian rugs  

with cherub imagery!!!  
What do I have to do to get a simple 

persian rug with cherub imagery 
uuuuugh.”  

~ Kanye West

Nite Fields –  
Depersonalisation (Felte)

Marine Girls – Beach Party 
(cHerry red pHonograpH)

Iceage – Plowing Into the  
Field of Love  (matador)

Lust for Youth –  
International  
(sacred bones records)

Pharmakon –  
Bestial Burden  
(sacred bones records)

White Lung – Deep Fantasy 
(domino recording co)

Black Bananas –  
Electric Brick Wall (drag city)

Dean Blunt – Black Metal 
(rougH trade)

The Soft Moon – Deeper  
(captured tracks)

Ashrae Fax – Never Really 
Been Into It (mexican summer)

April 
 ?

Gaussian Curve – Clouds  
(music From memory)

Tempelhof & Gigi Masin –  
Hoshi (Hell yeaH recordings)

Matt Baldwin – Golden Twins 
(sloow tapes)

Andy Stott – Faith in Strangers 
(modern love)

Donato Dozzy & Tin Man – 
Acid Test 09 12”  
(absurd recordings)

Björk – Vulnicura  
(one little indian)

Steinbruchel –  
Parallel Landscapes (12k)

Vashti Bunyan – Heartleap  
(di cristina stair builders)

Sean Nicholas Savage –  
Bermuda Waterfall  
(arbutus records)

HOLLYWOOD
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away! she has a silent power to her in this 
film. Her romantic interest (yes, this is also a 
love story) is played with cool innocence by 
arash marandi. perhaps innocence isn’t the 
right word, but his character invokes the “stay 
gold” mantra of The Outsiders. their mostly 
silent chemistry is palpable on screen, and 
the silence only adds to the romantic tension. 
their scenes are so erotically charged, and yet 
we don’t even see them kiss. we don’t need to. 
we also don’t need drawn out dialogue like so 
many other love stories beat us over the head 
with. their connection is intrinsic to their char-
acters. they seem instinctively drawn to each 
other. it’s fantastic. and the whole thing goes 
at a dark and somber pace to compliment the 
film’s shadowy homicidal subject matter which 
is further enhanced by its rich black and white 
presentation.

Beyond Creation – Earthborn 
Evolution (season oF mist)
genius and virtuosity tend to defy descrip-
tion. the admirer tends to be so overwhelmed 
by the art that they can get lost in their own 
prose trying to describe it. beyond creation 
are certainly victims of this phenomenon, and 
their sophomore effort, Earthborn Evolution, is 
no exception. what is up with canada’s tech 
death scene?! it seems that all the best stuff 
is coming from the Quebec area. Specifically 
the bands archspire (amazing and also with 
a 6-string fretless bass player) and beyond 
creation. these two bands are debatably 
producing the best tech death metal on the 
planet. all the members of beyond creation 
are clearly masters of their respective crafts, 
but the stand-out talent has to be dominic 
“Forest” lapointe, their left-handed 6-string 
fretless bass player. combining traditional 
death metal ferocity with advanced jazz fusion 
and an extremely relaxed picking hand, his 
talent is intimidating to say the least. Just watch 
his youtube videos! the whole band’s talent 
needs to be seen to be believed. simon girard 
on vocals and 8-string guitar, kevin charté 
on 8-string guitar, and philippe boucher on 
drums. this album, as its title implies, shows 
an evolution for the band without departing 
from its core dna. the most glaring differ-
ence would be the absence of the high pitched 
inward vocals from the first album. I see this 
as a marked improvement since those vocals 
were the only thing i didn’t like about the aura. 
they just seemed forced and out of place. well 
none of that here. on this album they focus on 
brutality and song writing to amazing effect, and 
this whole package is offered up on a beautiful 
translucent gold double 12” vinyl that spins at 
45rpm for maximum sound quality.

Revocation – Deathless  
(metal blade)
Have you ever known a band that can just do 
no wrong? well meet revocation! their new 
album Deathless is a perfect example of how to 
aurally kick someone in the pants. of course 
all their albums seem to have that effect. their 
sixth effort (if you include their awesome Terato-
genesis EP) comes flying out of the gate. As a 
graduate of the berklee college of music, lead 
singer/guitarist david davidson knows how to 
grab the listener’s ear fast and hard. He also 
knows how to pick the right bandmates. dan 
Gargiulo of the sci-fi tech death band Artificial 
brain provides rhythm guitar and backing vocals. 
brett bamberger lays down solid and melodic 
bass parts, and phil dubois-coyne pummels the 
drums. their particular brand of metal has been 
up for debate, but i think it’s best described 
as highly progressive death-thrash. these guys 
picked up where classic thrash metal left off an 
then jumped light years ahead. Fluid technical 
passages thoroughly impress you, and then a 
crushing straight forward thrash riff flies in to 
make you jump out of your seat. david’s vocal 
approach is also not quite death metal and 
not quite thrash, but almost punk rock in its 
approach, and is becoming more melodic with 
each album while maintaining its aggressive core 
element. oh!—and guitar solos! Holy shit this 
guy can shred! an it’s not just fast, it’s musical 
and lyrical and inspiring. david davidson reminds 
us of the days when guitarists were gods. this 
is music that is immediately enjoyable, but also 
improves upon each listen as quality music tends 
to do. it’s also offered up on a handsome double 
vinyl of see through blue/grey marble wax! get 
it or any one of their other albums. Just listen 
to this band!

Rings of Saturn – Lugal Ki En 
(uniQue leader)
this is a genuinely amazing album. an other-
worldly shred-fest of galactic proportions! too 
bad lucas mann didn’t want to learn it to play 
it live. check out former r.o.s. guitarist Joel 
omans’ explanation of what happened and why 
he left the band for further details on what i’m 
referring to. it’s on his Facebook or on metal-
sucks.net. let’s get into this for a second. i 
don’t really care how the album was recorded. 
as long as human hands played the notes, it’s 
cool. as far as the rumor about lucas playing at 
half speed and then speeding it up in pro-tools? 
that’s ridiculous! you can’t do that with a guitar. 
all he bends and slides and vibrato will sound 
completely unnatural. it just doesn’t work that 
way. and it doesn’t matter if it was recorded bit 
by bit. reputable musicians have been recording 
songs one measure at a time since the analogue 

-MEZZADETH- 
I enjoy music because it’s impressive.  
Not necessarily because it’s enjoyable.

Vital Remains – Dechristianize 
(olympic)
there have been several incarnations of this 
band, but the dechristianize album boasts what 
most fans consider to be the premium vital 
remains line up, and just might be the best 
satanic blackened death metal album of all time. 
glen benton of deicide on vocals. tony lazaro 
on rhythm guitar. and dave suzuki doing triple 
duty on drums, bass and lead guitar! His forte is 
clearly the drums though. dave’s stamina defying 
blasts keep your jaw on the floor throughout 
this album. not to mention solid & lyrical guitar 
performances from both tony & dave. (not balls 
out shredding, but more of a traditional melodic 
lead approach.) as well as a thoroughly evil/
career-highlight vocal performance from glen. 
as if this weren’t enough vital remains voilently 
hurls its staunch anti-christian/fuck-the-church 
stance shamelessly in your face from beginning 
to end. this is tHe metal re-issue to get! blood 
red vinyl! epic, unrelenting blasts about how 
christ is a lie and the church has made slaves of 
us all. Fuck ya!!!

The Neverending Story  
(30th Anniversary Edition) 
(1984) – Directed by  
Wolfgang Petersen
The Neverending Story is more than just a fantasy 
film. This movie invokes some very serious 
subject matter, and has a deep reservoir of analo-
gous content. it begins with a boy named bastian 
(barret oliver) who’s just suffered a great loss 
& can’t seem to get past it. His being consumed 
by this sets up the main theme of the film which 
is actually depression and it’s inhibitive influence 
upon creativity and imagination. this is repre-
sented by “the nothing”— a destructive force 
that starts small and grows devouring every-
thing around it until everything is nothing. the 
g’mork (a great wolf who helps the nothing) 
represents the self-fulfilling prophecy of depres-
sion. That cycle we find ourselves in when our 
negativity becomes so encompassing that it 
only manifests more malcontent. it deals with 
issues of despair and loss through the swamps 
of sadness, a place where if you let the sadness 
overtake you, you’ll sink into the swamp. and 
it shows the feeling of being powerless when 
the rock-biter refers to his “big strong hands.” 
that’s a poignant scene. look out for that one. 

it is with this story that bastian tackles these 
issues through the boy warrior atreyu (noah 
Hathaway) whose adventures bring him face to 
face with his own fears, and shows him that it 
is only by finding the strength within yourself 
that you may overcome these obstacles. so for 
anyone who has dealt with depression in their 
life, i think this movie holds added resonance 
and depth of meaning. This film has a mentality 
that couldn’t have been made in america. it’s 
wolfgang petersen’s follow up to Das Boot! and 
even if you miss all of that, you can still enjoy this 
as a great fantasy/adventure film with an incred-
ible soundtrack, beautiful/all physical effects, 
and some of the best child acting in cinematic 
history. noah Hathaway’s performance will rock 
you to your core! plus, this new 30th anniver-
sary edition on Blu-ray is the first edition of the 
movie to have full-blown special features! For 
the first time you’ll get interviews, behind the 
scenes/making of documentaries, and in-depth 
explanations of the special effects! get it!

The Babadook (2014) –  
Directed by Jennifer Kent
A Herculean start for first time writer/director 
Jennifer kent, The Babadook boasts an emotional 
and intellectual side to it’s terror that no man 
would have thought of. it’s also an australian 
film which makes it that much more unique. 
the aussies have a singular way about them. Just 
watch Farscape (tv show), Stone (biker movie), 
Wake in Fright (thriller), or The Loved Ones 
(horror). The Babadook concerns one woman’s 
grief combined with the insurmountable stress 
of being a single mother, and the psychosis that 
this deadly combination can manifest. i don’t 
want to give too much away here. please just 
watch it... in the dark!

A Girl Walks Home Alone  
At Night (2014)  – Directed by 
Ana Lily Amirpour
where do i begin?! writer/director ana lily 
Amirpour’s debut feature length film (she 
has a solid resume of shorts) is pure slow-
burn poetry. it’s also one of the more unique 
vampire films EVER made. Technically a foreign 
film (it’s in Farsi) it was shot on the outskirts 
of Bakersfield, CA! Imagine that- all Persian 
actors, speaking Farsi, with street signs written 
in Farsi- set in the barren rural industrial 
suburbs of central california. this helps to give 
the movie a haunting and undefinable fantasy 
setting that only draws you further into a place 
that the characters refer to as “bad city.” the 
titular girl is played hypnotically by sheila vand. 
this movie could easily be a 90 minute shot 
of her face and you wouldn’t be able to look 
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Joe (2014) – Directed by  
David Gordon Green
welcome back david gordon green to brutal 
southern drama-—i’ve missed ya. and thank you 
for bringing along the best serious nic cage 
performance since Leaving Las Vegas.

Oculus (2014) –  
Directed by Mike Flanagan
my favorite horror movie from last year—a 
supernatural magic mirror horror flick that 
really is a gruesome family drama underneath. 
echoes of The Shining, The Exorcist, and Rose-
mary’s Baby.

Gone Girl (2014) –  
Directed by David Fincher
the ulitmate soap opera thriller from Fincher in 
the best mainstream studio picture of 2014. 

Dear White People (2014) – 
Directed by Justin Simien
the most important social satire of the year. 
where classical spike lee ends this is where 
Justin Simien filmmaking career begins.

John Wick  (2014) –  
Directed by David Leitch, 
Chad Stahelski
like a cold ice pick to the face—this is a great 
and bloody action. the best underworld action 
movie since Payback.

The Raid 2 (2014) –  
Directed by Gareth Evans
100 percent pure grade epic action. kitchen 
fights, car chases, bloody bats, and a whole lotta 
of gushing wounds.

days. steve vai, eddie van Halen—they all did it. 
an artist wants his product to be perfect on 
the recording. what matters is that when the 
time comes, you can lay it down live. lucas 
mann did this consistently for two albums. i’ve 
seen r.o.s. live 3 times. they absolutely can 
play that shit. lucas also put up a blinding play 
through video of the song “shards of scorched 
Flesh” that easily dispels any notion that that the 
boy can’t play. so why all-of-a-sudden would he 
put practice and performance on the wayside 
right before the release of a new and amazing 
album? i don’t know. it’s just sad when genuinely 
talented people lose sight of what’s important. 
He’s already found a new guitarist to replace 
Joel and promises a tour of the new album soon, 
but i wonder if it’s too late. if he would just issue 
a statement acknowledging what Joel spoke 
up about and admitted his mistakes it would 
only endear him to the metal community. it’d 
be better if he hadn’t made his band lie about 
why they weren’t able to play the new material 
though. people love you when you admit your 
mistakes, but it takes maturity and humility to 
do that.

Obvious Child (2014)  –  
Directed by Gillian  
Robespierre
not just a hilarious movie, but also a positive 
step forward in the depiction of a woman’s right 
to choose. Obvious Child sets itself apart from 
other recent prego-comedies like Knocked Up 
or Juno (both directed by men) in that there’s 
no debate about our main girl’s course of 
action. the decision is hers and hers alone, as 
it should be. we don’t spend the movie getting 
everyone’s opinion on what she should do 
with Her vagina. the nurse gives her the news, 
she decides what she wants to do and that’s 
it. period! it also doesn’t make the subject 
matter trite or glib in its humor. the comedy 
is whip-smart and supplies much warmth and 
relief to what is otherwise a very serious topic. 
A topic that, despite the hilarity of the film, is 
still treated with the respect it deserves. this is 
made possible in great part by the talent of lead 
actress Jenny slate (formerly of SNL), whose 
character in the movie is a stand-up comedian 
(a good one) and by the brilliance of first time 
writer/director gillian robespierre. i can only 
hope that this is merely the first in a long line 
of intelligent and progressive films from this 
woman.  

Tip:
Music is nothing more than the manipulation of emotion 
through sound. ~ Ben Ricci 

benji  
(Guerrilla  

Movie Hopper) 
“The whole world is a circus, if you look 
at it the right way. Every time you pick 
up a handful of dust, and see not the 
dust, but a mystery, a marvel, there in 

your hand, every time you stop and think, 
‘I’m alive, and being alive is fantastic!’ 

Every time such a thing happens. You are 
part of the Circus of Dr. Lao.”  

~ Dr. Lao from the 7 Faces of dr. lao 

The Battery (2013) –  
Directed by Jeremy Gardner
the best zombie apoclapyse road trip buddy 
movie you’ll ever see!!! made for only 5000 
dollars to top it off on its total indy awesome-
ness!

A Girl Who Walks Home 
Alone At Night (2014) –  
Directed by Ana Lily  
Amirpour
The best hip Iranian vampire film. A film so cool 
it’s cold to the touch on new neo horror. 

Birdman/Nightcrawler (2014) 
– Directed by Alejandro  
Gonzalez Inarritu/Dan Gilroy
the two best male dominant performances 
of the past year. Nightcrawler–a stir of echoes 
since deniro in Taxi Driver. a totally original 
frightening performance from Jake gyllenhaal. 
Birdman–a full blooded take my bleeding heart 
and step on it performance by michael keaton. 
The film is dense wild ride that he keeps afloat 
and is always in command of as his reality crum-
bles around him.

Chef (2014) – Directed by 
Jon Favreau
director/actor/writer Jon Favreau achieves the 
ulitmate cooking dream of a late night butter in 
the pan dish for scarlett Johansson and eating 
out with Sofia Vergara for this lighty sweet road 
movie.
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gaze godfather kevin shields (my bloody valen-
tine), members of progenitors cocteau twins 
and the Jesus and mary chain, and bands like 
ride, slowdive, lush, catherine wheel and the 
boo radleys. with ride, swervedriver, J&mc, 
slowdive and my bloody valentine all reunited 
and touring (c’mon, cocteaus! let’s go, lush!), 
and great new bands like tennis system, a sunny 
day in glasgow, roses, the war on drugs, 
melody’s echo chamber and the slumberland 
gang drawing inspiration from the genre, beau-
tiful Noise makes for a fitting tribute to all that 
crashing, cavernous noise we still love.

Tip:
All of these bands are local to L.A. and the Bay Area. 
Support local music!

bobby 
 “I’m your ghost with most ”  

~ Beetlejuice

American Horror Story:  
Coven (2014) – Created by 
Ryan Murphy
the best of all seasons in my opinion. with an 
all-star cast including angela bassett and kathy 
bates.

Halloween [Complete Box 
Set] (2014) (sHout Factory)
a shout Factory release, so you know the 
transfer to blu-ray is good! best part is that 
Halloween: Curse of Michael Myers comes comes 
with the director’s cut, which explains a little 
more about michael myers himself! it also 
includes the two rob zombie versions as well.

Demons  (2014) –  
Directed by Mario Bava
an ’80s classic restored to blu-ray. better quality 
sound.

Demons 2  (2014) –  
Directed by Mario Bava

Night of The Demons (2014) 
– Directed by Kevin Tenney
kick ass ’80s movie transferred to blu-ray

Phillip Glass – The Music of 
Candyman (one way static)

Ritual Howls  – Turkish  
Leather (Felte records)

Tip:
- Lethal Amounts –  punk rock gallery in Los Angeles, 
owned by Danny Fuentes. Kim Fowley to Tuna Sutura 
exhibits are some events to name a few (1226 W.7th St 
DTLA 90017)

- Glitter Death  –  vinyl, fashion,art ,live bands and online 
shop all in this vintage store. ask for owners manny and rio 
war (1443 N. Highland Ave Hollywood)

- Records Ad Nauseam – Underground record label for the 
coolest obscure punk bands you’ll ever hear. 
      recordsadnauseam.bandcamp.com

- Museum of Death –  take death and makes it a tour. you 
gotta see it to believe it  (6031 Hollywood Blvd    www.
museumofdeath.net)

check out BOY at the Lash on Fridays in DTLA. DJ Guano 
brings the dance floor 

check out PRISM at the Lash on Thursdays . DJ Nowhere 
Girl and DJ Reanimator brings you the dark wave /post-
punk/80s  
 
check out the band Terminal A by Records Ad Nauseam 
label

brad
Nite Fields – Depersonalisation 
(Felte)

Jessica Pratt – On Your Own 
Love Again (drag city)

Sufjan Stevens –  
Carrie & Lowell  
(astHmatic kitty)

Ibeyi – Ibeyi (xl)

Mourn – Mourn  
(captured tracks)

Inherent Vice/ The Long 
Goodbye (2014/1973) –  
Directed by Paul Thomas  
Anderson/ Robert Altman
the neon la ’70s noir tango between these two 
melodic masterpieces complement each other 
like a good bourbon and soda. while The Long 
Goodbye has a more satisfying ending to wrap 
up its mad cap dash of corruption and crime, 
Inherent Vice is a breath blowing, free wheeling 
watch that made me not want it to ever end.

Kingpin (1996) – Directed by 
Peter Farrelly, Bobby Farrelly
well i’ll be munsoned...my favorite bowling 
hustler road trip comedy to Reno, NV—finally 
comes to blu-ray. a career best for woody 
Harrelson, randy Quaid, and the Farrelly 
brothers.

Cheap Thrills (2014) –  
Directed by E.L. Katz
the darkest independent la comedy of the 
year. great twisted and hilarious turns by david 
koechner, pat Healy, sara paxton, and ethan 
embry. a great double watch with michael 
Haneke’s Funny Games, either version is fine.

billy Gil 
I write all the time.  

I play guitar for a shoegaze band called 
Crystales (crystales.bandcamp.com).  

And I DJ darkwave/new wave/obscure 
pop hits the last Monday of the  

month at La Cuevita.

Jessica Pratt – On Your Own 
Love Again (drag city)
Jessica pratt’s voice is something special, a 
breathy, elfin coo that calls to mind Marc Bolan’s 
spirited yelp as well as vashti bunyan’s inward-
facing whispers, channeled through pratt’s own 
wry, observational tone. Her guitar playing draws 
inspiration from Joni mitchell and nick drake, 
though the way she contorts her voice from 
a floating, teetering high register to a discon-
certing low feels entirely unique. the songs 
themselves are allowed to meander, though 
never indulgently; rather, On Your Own Love Again 
feels exceptionally well edited, its serpentine 
arrangements remaining relatively coiled. it 
leaves you turning over her curious phrases and 
mystical voice to uncover their secrets.

Girlpool – Girlpool (wicHita)
with just an ep out, this scrappy l.a. duo has 
managed to get just about everyone’s attention. 
it’s not hard to see why—girlpool pack more 
smarts and attitude into 15 minutes than most 
bands do in a lifetime here. they touch on great 
female-fronted rock bands of yore like the slits, 
young marble giants, the breeders and bikini 
kill without being beholden to any of them. 
what comes out is a sort of minimalist, play-
fully feminist record about girls who don’t put 
up with shit—they’ll punch a dude for talking 
out of both sides of his mouth, as they sing on 
the seething “Jane,” or call out a guy for being 
a superficial baby, on “Blah Blah Blah.” Some of 
their work is really beautiful, too, like the spar-
kling “plants and worms,” relying on Harmony 
tividad and cleo tucker’s bass and guitar inter-
play and unison vocals. this ep promises great 
things to come from girlpool.

Wand – Golem (in tHe red)
Guitars shatter and high-flying glam vocals soar 
on wand’s white-hot second album. sludge-pop 
at its finest.

Sarah Bethe Nelson –  
Fast Moving Clouds (burger)
burger-signed singer/songwriter goes between 
airy rock ’n’ roll (“impossible love”), primitivist 
folk (“snake shake”) and sweetly melancholic 
dream-pop (“paying”) on her lovely debut. 

Tennis System – Technicolour 
Blind (papercup)
l.a.’s tennis system play a brand of psychedelic, 
dreamy rock ’n’ roll that should please any fan 
of the shoegaze movement, yet they’ve got their 
own thing going, as new album Technicolour Blind 
trades between rocketing guitar noise and shim-
mering ambience.

Death Grips – The Powers  
That B (tHird worlds/Harvest)
I’ve only heard the Björk-sampling first disc of 
this two-lp set, plus the super-intense “inani-
mate sensation,” but since this is the (suppos-
edly) last death grips album, i’m sure it’s going 
to be incredible. rip to the most uncompro-
mising hip-hop/industrial/noise band out there.

Beautiful Noise (2014) –  
Directed by Eric Green
This Kickstarter-funded film documents the 
development of the shoegaze music scene of the 
late ’80s and early ’90s, featuring interviews with 
such luminaries of the genre as de facto shoe-
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to be heard in the mix; pure noise catharsis. a 
chiming glockenspiel hook highlights track eight, 
“pills i swallow”—among the album’s catchier 
tracks, the song’s elements belie the lyrics of 
regret (a classic sad trait). “leave the House” 
is like a lullaby-turned-nightmare, as the gentle 
caress of the song’s first half comes crashing 
down in a dramatic and dizzying rush; and 
closing track “sometimes i wished i could Fall 
asleep” is a stunning end to a remarkable album. 
musically, the song is quietly stripped-down to 
piano and heartbeat-like percussion, and is all 
the more powerful for it; lyrically, graham is 
at his most direct and laid-bare, and sounds 
both suspect and victim in his subtle approach: 
“leaving you just to be cruel / you don’t want 
me anymore / you don’t need me anymore ... 
we’ve been left behind / there’s nothing left for 
us / there’s nothing left for us.” Nobody Wants To 
Be Here And Nobody Wants To Leave is a triumph, 
an album that demands to be listened to front 
to back, with gorgeously sinister artwork by 
frequent designer dave “dlt” thomas to 
accompany. this is the result of a band honing its 
skills and flexing its creative muscles, a record of 
such potent, devastating catharsis and beguiling, 
enthralling intensity that makes it not only one 
of the best albums of 2014, but of all time.

The Twilight Sad – Oran Mor 
Session EP (selF-released)
available thus-far only at the twilight sad’s live 
shows is a limited edition ep entitled Oran Mor 
Session, a CD of acoustic renditions of five tracks 
from Nobody Wants To Be Here And Nobody Wants 
To Leave: the title track, “last January,” “it never 
was the same,” “pills i swallow,” “i could give 
you all that you don’t want,” and an arthur 
russell cover, in an individually-numbered card-
board sleeve (emblazoned with a hand-stamped 
meat hook on the cover). James graham and 
andy macFarlane recorded the songs at the 
oran mor in glasgow, a concert venue that 
was converted from a church. the wide-open 
atmosphere and reverb lend the songs a perfect 
resonating quality; “nobody wants to be Here 
and nobody wants to leave”’s remorseful 
pleas of “i don’t know where it all went wrong” 
are rendered all the more painful, confused and 
forlorn, while macFarlane’s skeletal guitar and 
graham’s echoing voice give “i could give you 
all that you don’t want” an urgency rivaled by 
the full-band album version. the arthur russell 
cover, “i couldn’t say it to your Face,” is an aptly-
chosen cover song that finds MacFarlane trading 
in the acoustic guitar for a wheezing organ. 
Oran Mor Session is an invaluable companion to 
the album that accentuates another important 
aspect of the twilight sad’s music.

brian Davis
Okay. You people sit tight,  

hold the fort and keep the home fires 
burning. And if we’re not back  
by dawn...call the president. 

http://youtu.be/3_wzOtDr5sI

Ex Hex – Rips (merge)

Fear Of Men – Loom (kanine)

Ty Segall – Manipulator  
(drag city)

Temples – Sun Restructured  
(Fat possum)

Lulu – The Atco Sessions  
1969-72 (real gone music)

Various Artists – Hall Of Fame 
Volume 3 (kent)

Gene Clark – Two Sides To  
Every Story (HigH moon records)

brian G. 
The Twilight Sad – Nobody 
Wants To Be Here And Nobody 
Wants To Leave (Fatcat)
late october 2014 came and saw my favorite 
miserable scottish trio the twilight sad release 
their fourth studio album, Nobody Wants To Be 
Here And Nobody Wants To Leave, a record that 
encapsulates all of the best bits of their sound 
across the years, from ear-splitting shoegaze 
to dark, insular balladry; from atmospheric folk 
to chilly, industrial-leaning angst, for an album 
that’s an incredible step forward yet unmistak-
ably twilight sad. it just might even be the best 
album they’ve made to date—lead singer James 
graham’s thick scottish-brogued vocals and 
lyrics are stronger than ever and truly excel 
throughout; guitarist/producer andy macFar-
lane’s musical direction is equal parts sympa-
thetic foil and brink-of-disaster harbinger; and 
drummer mark devine’s locked-in and spot-on 
booms and blasts underline and capitalize the 

ferocity; not to mention touring members 
Johnny docherty’s driving and snaky bass, and 
Brendan Smith’s keyboard flourishes adding to 
the momentum. searing opener “there’s a girl 
in the corner” ushers in a looping guitar pattern 
and hefty rhythm accompaniment as graham 
grimly intones, “she’s not coming back.” every-
thing coalesces into what i can only describe 
as epic and amazing, a smashing introduction. 
Following is depressingly anthemic first single 
“last January,” a classic post-punk brooder—a 
wintry and desolate scene permeates the stabs 
of macFarlane’s reverb guitar and graham’s inde-
script lyrics of unrequited romance and impos-
sibilities, ranking high amongst classic sad tracks 
like “i became a prostitute,” “mapped by what 
surrounded them,” and “kill it in the morning.” 
second single “i could give you all that you 
don’t want” is one of the band’s catchiest 
moments, with a lighter sonic palette that soars, 
while Graham first bemoans, “I could give you 
all that you don’t want / i’ll give you all that you 
don’t want” then decries, ”How dare you decide 
what’s right? / no you won’t / no you won’t!” 
things turn bleak(er) by track four, “it never 
Was The Same,” a song definitely influenced by 
a tragedy not only pertaining to the protagonist 
but to the masses (“you don’t say a thing as we 
lose them all ... it never was the same in this old 
town”); graham’s double-tracked chorus goes, 
“we danced to save them all / we asked to save 
them all / we tried to save them all / you didn’t 
have to kill them all,” while musically, there’s an 
even more-downtrodden atmosphere to the 
building guitars and pulsing drums. Following is 
“drown so i can watch,” another of the band’s 
dare-i-say poppier moments (only cleverly 
bolstered and perhaps even self-sabotaged by a 
song title like that), which finds Graham singing, 
“i put you through hell / but you carry it oh so 
well,” to a ringing chorus that pleadingly repeats 
“carry me away from here.” track six shows 
that the foray into industrial/dark wave featured 
on the sad’s previous album, 2012’s criminally-
underrated No One Can Ever Know, wasn’t for 
naught or novelty—“in nowheres” combines 
frigid keys with an explosive guitar and eerie, 
bump-in-the-night atmospherics; there’s a mid-
song break where graham hauntingly sings “no 
more nightmares / no more nightmares” before 
the track erupts. the album’s title track follows; 
beginning with stuttering programmed beats, 
macFarlane raises an impenetrable wall of mbv-
esque shoegazing guitar as graham mournfully 
sings, “can we go back? / can we go back? / can 
we go back? ... can you stay tomorrow? / you 
won’t leave tomorrow / i don’t know where 
it all went wrong.” devine’s massive drum-
ming carries the song to the end, as graham’s 
lamenting and a beautiful cornet part compete 

Open 10am-midnight every day.

MAKE MUSIC
YOU LIKE

213.673.1473
www.bedrock.la

Lots of music we like is 
created and perfected at 
BedrockLA every day.
 
We have everything musicians 

need under one big creative roof. 

Check us out virtually at 

www.Bedrock.LA or better yet, 

drop by!
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Moon Wiring Club – Leporine 
Pleasure Gardens (LP Version)  
(gecopHonic audio systems)

Jonny Nash – Phantom Actors 
12” (melody as trutH)

Chris  
Curtis 

Vinyl Pricer to the Stars

YEAH! YEAH! YEAH!  
The Story of Pop Music  
from Bill Haley to Beyoncé  
by Bob Stanley (w.w. norton)
chock full of insightful connections, fascinating 
anecdotes, and humorous asides, this weighty 
tome tells the story of modern pop with lots of 
style and verve. opinionated but even-handed, 
bob stanley (of beloved indie popsters saint 
etienne) describes dozens of songs you’ve never 
heard but will immediately want to seek out. He 
also details and explains tracks you’ve heard a 
zillion times before in such a way that you will 
hear them again with fresh ears. a hugely enjoy-
able read, i was sad to reach the end.

Los Angeles Plays Itself 
(2014) – Directed by Thom 
Andersen
if you live in and/or love los angeles (and even if 
you hate it) this documentary is essential viewing, 
offering a fascinating perspective on the city and 
its relationship to the film industry. Illustrated 
with 200-plus clips, civic and cinematic history 
intertwine and create interesting juxtapositions 
of reality vs. artifice. Though the narration can at 
times be a bit dry or overly academic, and a few 
of filmmaker Thom Anderson’s arguments come 
off as half-baked, overall this a very entertaining 
and perceptive work.

Christina 
Haiku reviews for you 

The Babadook (2014) –  
Directed by Jennifer Kent
unexpected book
invites mister babadook
he’s staying. are you?

Birdman (2014) –  
Directed by Alejandro  
Gonzalez Inarritu
all the world’s a stage
in this smart, taut, walk and talk
one name: lubezki

Boyhood (2014) – Directed 
by Richard Linklater
aging in real time
with evolving family ties
a successful risk

Force Majeure (2014) –  
Directed by Ruben Östlund
an avalanche hits
a patriarch is tested
can he be redeemed?

Los Angeles Plays Itself 
(2003) – Directed by Thom 
Andersen
hidden l.a. gems
live forever on the screen
a completist’s dream

Merchants of Doubt (2014) – 
Directed by Robert Kenner
global warming, true?
the business of denial
fast-paced and whip-smart

Mommy (2014) –  
Directed by Xavier Dolan
delinquent comes home
an unlikely trio forms
how long can it last?

Nightcrawler (2014) –  
Directed by Dan Gilroy
if it bleeds, it leads
this sociopath is told
how far will he go?

Miss Kizmiaz 
“I think you need to get 
your own poodle...”

The Cramps – Blues Fix 10”  
(big beat)
The first time ever on vinyl....The Long-out-of-
print cd ep of Blues Fix came out in 1992 – 
featuring “Hard working man” from Look Mom 
No Head album + 3. i feel like big beat kinda 
missed the boat when they did not press this 
10 inch on blue vinyl but… this ep is still the 
cat’s pajamas. black or blue - it’s mighty crazy….

The Cramps –  
Vengeance catalog reissues 
(vengeance records) 
The Smell of Female, A Date With Elvis, Stay Sick, 
Rockinnreelininaucklandnewzealandxxx, Look Mom 
No Head, The Big Beat From Badsville and Fiends 
From Dope Island — the cramps classic 
catalog all back in print and available domes-
tically in the usa on [ltd ed] colored vinyl 
lp and compact disc on the cramps very own 
vengeance label! out of print and unavailable 
domestically for what seems like ages... keep 
rock n roll unhealthy!  buy them all [again] 
now while you can! stay sick!

L7 – Hollywood Palladium LP 
(easy action)
live recording from classic palladium show 
– back in the day. there’s nothing better! did 
i mention that the seminal line-up of sparks, 
gardener, Finch and plakas are back together 
and touring tHis summer! accept no substitute! 
smell the magic...

Lucinda Williams –  
Where The Spirit Meets  
The Bone  
[2CD set and 3LP Vinyl set] 
(HigHway 20 records)  
o.k. – so i listed this one for the last music 
we like book but this album is so good – i 
am still listening to it every day! so i am listing 
it again. rock, blues, country, pop, Folk – what 
is it? It is Lucinda Williams new “all killer, no fill-
er” double album! buy it now while you can 
still get the 3xlp vinyl! oh yeah - support 
live music! lucinda and her stellar band 
[butch norton, stewart mathis & david sutton] 
my favorite line-up of her band to date—are a 
joy to behold live! one of the best bands tour-
ing today! catch them when you can!  

Marianne Faithfull –  
Give My Regards to London  
(vanguard records)
Her best since Before The Poison which featured 
collaborations with pJ Harvey and nick cave. 
she co-wrote most of the songs on this album 
with the likes of nick cave, roger waters, steve 
earle, and anna calvi. Her studio collaborators 
are equally impressive and include: brian eno, 
adrian utley (portishead) and Jim sclavunos 
(the cramps, the bad seeds).

For those fans waiting for her to record another 
Broken English—what would be the point of that? 
she’s been there; done that, dahling…..

Chris Carmena 
Deaf Center – Recount  
(sonic pieces)

NeoTantrik – Blue Amiga  
(pre-cert Home entertainment)

Otto A Totland – Pinô  
(sonic pieces)

HTRK – Body Lotion EP  
(sleeperHold publications)

Deepchord – Electromagnetic 
Dowsing: The Lost D Side  
(ecHospace (detroit))

The Humble Bee & Players – 
Snowflake (otHer ideas)
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compilations? i hope not. this one really opened 
my eyes to the glories of early dancehall, espe-
cially the rub-a-dub tracks which have a special 
phasey mid-range resonance, and plenty of 
winsome pre-rap toasting and chanting.

Orlando Julius With  
The Heliocentrics –  
Jaiyede Afro (aFrostrut/strut)
nigerian saxman, songwriter, and bandleader 
Julius helped bring the James brown sound to 
Africa in the ’60s and ’70s, influencing Fela Kuti 
and everything after. modern funkateers Helio-
centrics bring him back into the spotlight on 
this excellent set of vintage-sounding afrobeat, 
abounding in snakey riffs, dirty grooves and 
irresistible stomp. a wonderful fusion of afro 
sounds old and new, and an inspiring return to 
form.

K. Leimer – A Period Of  
Review (Original Recordings: 
1975-1983) (rvng intl.)
excellent deep-digging brooklyn reissue label 
rvng brings us this moody, scintillating set of 
forgotten ambient masterworks recorded in 
the Pacific Northwest in the ’70s and ’80s by 
the mysterious k. leimer. inspired by brian eno, 
leimer melds electronic sounds and percus-
sion in a cerebral, obliquely systematized way 
to produce loops and miniatures that open a 
window in your mind to a wide and cloudy 
sky.

Broncho – Just Enough Hip  
To Be Woman (dine alone)
not sure what that title means, or the band 
name either (seems a portmanteau of “bro,” 
“brunch” and “bronco”), but this young trio 
from oklahoma throws down one of the most 
shakin’ sets of jittery jangly power pop gems i’ve 
heard in quite awhile. they have a natural knack 
for a trashy new wave hook and an ebullient way 
of bashing it out. get on this ok party train!

Aphex Twin – Syro (warp records)
who knew that after a 14-year absence, one of 
the true geniuses of modern music would return 
with a new album that is his most fun and acces-
sible yet without sacrificing a jot of sonic crafts-
manship or compositional surprise? if you’ve 
never appreciated or understood richard d. 
James, this is a great place to start. these tunes 
are lush and purring, with a control, complexity, 
and virtuosity that barely conceal his grinning 
core of fear and loathing. take this futuristic 
monorail ride into the heart of weirdness!

Various Artists –  
Native North America  
(Vol. 1): Aboriginal Folk, Rock, 
and Country 1966-1985  
(ligHt in tHe attic)
light in the attic outdoes themselves again with 
this excellent new set of folk and rock nuggets 
from unknown native american bands. they can 
be a bit raw in execution, but the blend of native 
traditions and classic rock sounds is really inter-
esting and quite moving. so many mainstream 
bands and singer-songwriters of the time gravi-
tated to themes of suffering, authenticity and 
liberation—it’s great to hear it from people who 
really know what that’s about, and you can hear 
it in the music. knockout package and booklet 
design too, full of amazing archival photos.

Viento Callejero –  
Viento Callejero (selF-released)
new urban cumbia from east l.a. with raw elec-
tric sounds and irresistible grooves. party time 
cumbia time!

King Tuff – Black Moon Spell 
(sub pop records)
It took me awhile to get past scoffing at this 
local badass but now i’m a believer! He used 
to play junky, whiny garage-punk with J. mascis’ 
witch and on a few solo records, but this one 
really graduates to the big time. pure ac/dc 
devil rock riffs blasting out of a giant marshall 
stack, camaro-ready anthems that’ll put a smile 
on your face and a bong in your hand. Black 
Moon Spell carries on the grand tradition of bar-
fight rock from Deep Purple to Judas Priest, a 
little worse for the wear but in that same classic 
spirit.

Various Artists – Santa’s Funk 
& Soul Christmas Party Pt. 2 
(tramp records)
the good folks at tramp records give you 
another set of vintage groovers to get your 
christmas party funkin’! shakin’ southern soul, 
blues vamps, gospel funk and straight up disco 
boogie with the true yuletide spirit. this will 
definitely get you some action underneath the 
mistletoe! suitable for playing all year long.

Obvious Child (2014) –  
Directed by Gillian  
Robespierre
pregnant by mistake
slate brings honesty and heart
plus side-splitting laughs

We Are the Best! (2013) –  
Directed by Lukas Moodysson
teen Swedes find punk rock
coming-of-age with guitars
you’ll root for these grrrls

Whiplash (2014) – Directed 
by Damien Chazelle
sadist band leader
seeks drummer with pain threshold
tense and well acted

Finding Vivian Maier (2013) 
– Directed by John Maloof & 
Charlie Siskel
worth a thousand words
each print gives a glimpse of this
mysterious miss

Daniel Tures 
Floor manager, Aquarius,  

totally with-it guy.

Various Artists – Late Night 
Tales Presents After Dark 2: 
Nightshift (late nigHt tales)
unbelievably groovy new mix of italo pool-
side grooves from bill brewster, uk label head, 
music writer, bon vivant and dJ culture historian 
(Last Night a DJ Saved My Life). what he lacks in 
mastermix blends he more than makes up for with 
a peerless ear for tunes and an amusing, down-
to-earth sense of the dance scene. and every 
tune’s a synthy, funky krautdisco spacecotheque 
boogaloo. summer is comin’ so act now!

Peaking Lights – Cosmic Logic 
(weird world)
i have recently gone from casual peaking lights 
appreciator to rabid frothing peaking lights 
worshipper. it took me a minute but now i 
totally get it. aaron coyes and indra dunis play 
early ’80s-inspired dubby minimal wave with 
dry, haunting vocals, plenty of echo and burbling 
vintage synths, and it’s some of the best music 

being made today. the dub reggae foundation 
in every song is what lifts it out of the realm 
of synthpop and into a spacey astro-loop bliss 
perfect for the celestial dentist’s office waiting 
room in the sky. this new one is poppier and 
more freestyle-influenced than the previous few, 
but even with the added accessibility it’s just as 
wondrous as ever.

Jessica Pratt – On Your Own 
Love Again (drag city)
this groovy gal doesn’t just mimic that wistful 
’60s folk sound—her new record is a time-
less set of beautifully-penned tunes that truly 
deserves to go on the lp shelf next to nico, 
marianne Faithfull, karen dalton and the lot. 
Her voice is distinctively odd but unaffected, the 
acoustic melodies are transportive and there’s 
a realness and depth here that make this one a 
keeper. if you love classic folk music, this one will 
win your heart.

King Gizzard & The Lizard 
Wizard – I’m In Your Mind Fuzz 
(castle Face)
wow!!! totally awesome new vintage-sounding 
space boogie moustache fuzz from a large 
ensemble out of australia, on John dwyer’s 
castle Face imprint (thee oh sees). motorik 
wah wah boogaloo with fuzz vox and harmonica 
(!), occasionally breaking down into some 
surprisingly melodic sensitivo psych a la early 
bowie. let the lizard wizard rock you!

Various Artists – Studio One 
Dancehall - Sir Coxsone In The 
Dance: The Foundation Sound 
(soul Jazz records)
another amazing set from studio one, lovingly 
curated as always by soul Jazz with amazing 
sound and notes. is there no end to these 
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Devin 
Detox just to retox

together PANGEA – Badillac 
(Harvest records)
From your very own los angeles, california 
Badillac comes screeching to a broadside halt 
outside your apartment door and holds a 
speaker to your bedroom window until you 
get up and come outside to buy everybody 
beer. rowdy and raucous but at times satisfying 
groovy, pangea serves up sun-bleached and 
frayed rock n’ roll sunglasses and jean shorts 
type jams across the board. interesting tempo 
changes, chuggy guitar riffs, and vocals that 
range from beardy oh Fuck yeah! headbanging 
to smoother coastline gazing choruses will 
keep you plugged in and down to clown with all 
twelve tracks. Falling somewhere between the 
black lips’ most recent effort (Underneath the 
Rainbow) and some of king tuff ’s always excel-
lent work, together pangea is great rock n’roll 
whiskey with a spoonful of honey and a dash of 
thrash. get in the car and crank it—standout 
tunes include “alive,” “river,” “make myself 
true,” “why,” and (obviously) “badillac!”

Enemy (2013) – Directed by 
Denis Villeneuve
2013 was a great year for doppelganger movies, 
and the at first creeping then completely over-
whelming existential dread that comes along with 
them. there was Jesse eisenburg in the moody, 
silly, Brazil-esque The Double, completely awash in 
self-mortification and crippling meekness, there 
was the under seen but well made house party-
turned-horror-show +1, and then there was 
denis villeneuve’s mind bending Enemy. starring 
Jake gyllenhaal in duality mode as both a mild-
mannered college history professor with a void 
where his soul should be and a self-confident, 
unfaithfully married actor, Enemy takes place in 
a yellow tinted toronto haunted by visions (or 
are they?) of spiders. no other movie in recent 
memory drags you in, lulling you into a false 
sense of security as the identity intrigue unfolds 
and turns in on itself. The title card of the film 
reads “chaos is order yet undeciphered,” and 
indeed it’s up to you, dear viewer, to make 
sense of the motives and imagery at play here. 
as one Jake meets the other and they begin to 
grasp that they may not be twins at all, iden-
tity becomes fluid, spiders walk the earth and 
pause under the heels of secret invitation-only 
sex show women, and choices are made. there 
is an answer buried beneath all that webbing for 
the studious viewer, but occasionally chaos is its 

own reward when presented properly. serenely 
hypnotic and packed with tension and confusion, 
Enemy is the movie someone, an acquaintance 
even, casually suggests to you on a nothing day, 
and when night falls and you finish it alone, 
you’re left gasping for air and wary of mirrors. 
who are you? who knows.

Crocodiles – Sleep Forever  
(Fat possum records)
in the wake of the war on drugs’ hit release Lost 
In the Dream, discovering a band like crocodiles 
comes off as fortuitous. If you’re into the five-ish 
minute runtimes and wide-angle sound of that 
album, then Sleep Forever will likewise let your 
thoughts noodle away into the open spaces it 
tears in your head. sorta fuzzy, sorta electric, 
vocals coming at you through a conch shell made 
of steel wool, this sd group really wants you to 
get your foot stuck in their swampy sinkhole of 
sounds. a solid, steady backbeat keeps the eight 
track album from meandering too much, and 
the surprisingly layered wall of sound advances 
methodically and gracefully. there’s menace and 
melancholy in equal measure, and static clouds 
of sparky noise pass right through you like 
ghosts. softer tracks like “girl in black” and “all 
my Hate and Hexes are For you” soothe like 
dark ice, and somewhere around song #5 you’ll 
fall into a mandala of animal collective/wood-
stock era psychedelia twang. Sleep Forever is 
great background music that eventually becomes 
foreground music, and that’s a compliment.

Kill la Kill (2013)
we need to talk about Kill la Kill. earlier this 
year, after successfully sneaking into the 2014 
Anime Expo in downtown LA, I had my first 
exposure to this groundbreaking new anime. 
i heard it was exhilarating, that it was light-
ning fast and thought outside the box, that it 
was clever while riffing on deeply entrenched 
tropes in classic Japanese anime and being 
very well drawn to boot. but what i never 
expected after watching all 24 episodes was 
that it would crystallize into a forward thinking, 
multi-layered, matter-of-fact statement on the 
nature of the consequences of a homoge-
neous humanity while casually reinforcing the 
idea of a non-traditional family and the power 
of feminine influence and bonding. In light of 
the recent praise of the very excellent finale 
of nickelodeon’s Avatar: The Legend of Korra, 
trigger’s Kill la Kill positions itself as a crucial 
follow-up in what could very well be a new 
renaissance of animated programming that’s 
readily available to younger demographics. 
a brief synopsis: Kill la Kill is a recent anime 
series (and the very first! to be) produced by 

Dave  
Andrews 

Jimi Hendrix –  
Rainbow Bridge (reprise)

Gov’t Mule –  
Dark Side of the Mule  
(evil teen)

5th Dimension – Earthbound 
(abc records)

Los Angeles Plays Itself 
(2003) – Directed by  
Thom Andersen

Fargo (2014)

Henry Mancini –  
Cop Show Themes (rca)

Cannonball Adderley –  
The Black Messiah  
(capitol)

Steve Hackett –  
Genesis Revisited:  
Live At Royal Albert Hall  
(inside out)

Loudon Wainwright III – 
Haven’t Got the Blues (Yet)  
(429 records)

Richard Thompson –  
Acoustic Classics  
(beeswing)

Todd Rundgren –  
Live At the BBC 1972-1982  
(cHerry red/esoteric)

Little Feat – Rad Gumbo:  
The Complete Warner Bros. 
Years (1971-1990)  
(rHino)
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and completion of purpose, ryuko is a messy, 
hard-headed person who slowly learns to accept 
and believe that people are willing to accept and 
believe in her. That she can inspire confidence, 
loyalty, and even sacrifice in those she holds 
dear. she is completely fallible, inclined to give in 
to her emotions and impulses, and initially both 
overly skeptical and sarcastic. the series does 
its audience a great service by not pinning their 
spirits to a single character—flipping the script 
multiple times and letting you breathe and ulti-
mately root for a wide range of players, not just 
the obvious ones. what other show will give you 
a bombastic, smart send-up of the ’stronger! 
stronger!!’ style of traditional shonen anime, 
while poking conscious fun at the skimpy outfits, 
thin mythology, gratuitous (animated) flesh, and 
total impracticability of magical girl anime? no 
other. with a thrilling modern score and theme 
song, a darkly intense tale of subjugation, free 
will, and evolution at the hand of mad, mind-
less, outer space monoliths, undercurrents of 
gross fetishization and covetousness, and ulti-
mately the freeing nature of what it means to 
accept and embrace the ridiculous along with 
the respectful aspects of human nature, Kill la Kill 
takes you on a 24 episode journey with almost 
no filler. It barely pulls its punches, embracing its 
feminine appreciation, its love of the middle class 
and the right to choose, the ecstasy of submis-
sion and the fallout of gaudy, material mindsets. 
most importantly it preaches being in sync with 
what you feel is your true self, and ends in a way 
that satisfies your cataclysmic yearnings while 
appealing to your deeper gender-neutral side. 
it’s a smart show that covers all its bases and will 
leave you yearning for more of its kind. Humanity 
is only defined by the clothes it feels the need to 
wear, after all, and the show succeeds by making 
you appreciate the family you wove around you, 
instead of the family you were born into. life 
Fiber synchronize! go!

Straw Dogs (1971) –  
Directed by Sam Peckinpah
i watched a lot of horror movies this past 
october. but none of them came close to the 
sweaty palms, the sense of “oh god no,” the 
queasy stomach, queasy throat and just pure 
ooki-ness of peckinpah’s almost unbearable 
Straw Dogs. what other movie forces you to get 
outside the natural habit of associating with a 
particular character and really think about what 
that says about you? there’s no correct choice, 
and there’s no easy way out—it’s a morality trap 
either way. Straw Dogs doesn’t have a protago-
nist. dustin Hoffman and susan george are basi-
cally antagonists to each other the entire time, 
and the action unfolds in precisely the way you 
hope it doesn’t. The colors are flat and ugly, the 

violence is casual at first and can be detected 
in a passive aggressive phrase or simple action, 
the motives are mean and selfish, and there isn’t 
a happy ending. basically, it’s real life, with the 
occasional bold lettering and exclamation point. 
the movie lays out how we allow ourselves to 
be splintered, driven apart through a combina-
tion of selective sight and hearing, blurring the 
line between the conscious and unconscious 
decision, letting things slide past the point of 
reason, and reaching a breaking point when 
it’s far too late to really change anything. Straw 
Dogs is scary like nothing else because it’s the 
reflections in the mirror we don’t want to see. 
violence can be a thrown-away word, spite can 
be unlocking a door, and retribution can simply 
be a masquerade of hurt masculinity. Straw Dogs 
proves that just because something is difficult 
to watch, doesn’t make it any less necessary 
to see—quite the opposite in this case. all hail 
peckinpah.

Black Mirror (2011)
be wary of your turned off television screen. 
tremble before the blank gaze of your idle 
iphone. ponder the world around you and how 
defined and insulated it is by the things that bring 
you entertainment. bbc’s powerful miniseries 
Black Mirror does that, and takes six intriguing 
concepts to lengths that are in turn prophetic, 
cautionary, and devastating. described usually 
as a Twilight Zone for the information age, Black 
Mirror gives the viewer two seasons of three 
episodes each, all around an hour in length, that 
play out some dark fable of our relationship to 
media and its relationship to us. It’s difficult to 
review a show that is more effective the less 
you know about each episode going in, but the 
series covers: political issues with regard to 
the influence and effect of “popular opinion” 
and online message boards, the self-destructive 
ability to be able to record every thing all the 
time, what happens to loved ones’ social media 
presence after they die (and the problem it 
creates for the grieving), the more despicably 
passive side of filming something instead of 
taking action, the benefits of fame and fortune 
over convictions and morals, and the disruptive 
power digital avatars can have in the real world 
when people give them strength. respectively. 
utilizing a potent mix of newbies and veteran 
british actors, the show is lush in its produc-
tion value, believable in its vision, and thought-
provoking in its depth and quality of questions 
posed. Available for streaming on Netflix, this is 
must see tv that rises above most other avail-
able content. And after you finish it all, you can 
stare at your murky reflection in your laptop 
screen and think about what you would do in 
the situations you just witnessed.

trigger, a Japanese anime company, centered 
around the quest of a vagrant teenaged girl 
named Ryuko Matoi to find her father’s killer. 
by splicing together and playing off on tradi-
tional beats of both shonen style and “magical 
girl” storylines, Kill la Kill weaves a fast-paced 
tale of oppression, objectivism, matriarchy, hive 
mind-mentality and absurdism. it even borrows 
heavily from certain aspects of kubrick’s 2001: 
A Space Odyssey regarding human evolution. 
Taking place in the city built around fictional 
Honnouiji academy, ryuko utilizes the power of 
her sentient school-girl outfit Senketsu and the 
scissor blade (both designed by her murdered 
father) to unravel the mystery behind Honnouiji 
academy’s darker machinations- in particular 
its manipulation of its students through power-
enhancing uniforms and the 
shadowy revocs clothing 
corporation. along the way 
ryuko befriends a lower-
class family who takes her 
in, and encounters various 
academy students each with 
distinct and special ties to 
the school’s supreme ruler: 
student body president 
satsuki kiryuin. the genesis 
for Kill la Kill comes from the 
observation that the Japa-
nese manner of pronouncing 
“fascism” (fassho) and 
“fashion” (fasshon) are very 
similar. this, along with the 
fact that the Japanese words 
for “school uniform” (seifuku) 
and “conquest” (seifuku) are 
totally identical, and that the titular kiru may 
mean “kill,” or “to cut,” or “to wear.” so our 
setting is the most typical landscape for an 
apocalyptic drama: high school. where students 
wear military-influenced uniforms woven with 
special fibers that bring out their best or worst 
abilities. For the casual reader, were you aware 
that Japan’s school system is modeled after their 
armed forces? did you ever wonder why Sailor 
Moon was named as such? because in Japan 
female school uniforms are modeled after navy 
attire (sailors), and male uniforms are modeled 
after army attire (soldiers). therefore, a key 
element in any Japanese high school drama 
derives its roots from the shadow of imminent 
military confrontation. you apply that to the 
american way of simultaneously glorifying and 
vilifying the high school system as the climax of 
a free-will, democratic system, and you get the 
perfect satirical setting in which the academy 
of Honnouji High dominates every aspect of 
socio-economic status within the city to the 
the point where it is the students themselves 

that hold power and sway over all residents—
instead of the principal or faculty. students 
can advance their families’ status by joining 
or forming clubs and extracurricular activities, 
and the school even conducts raid trips where 
they engage schools in other regions in over-
the-top warfare. when raw, impulsive ryuko 
emerges at Honnouji academy to challenge 
satsuki for knowledge of her father’s death and 
her own mysterious past, she is thrust into a 
world dominated and controlled by teenagers 
who seem light-years ahead of their own matu-
rity—to the point where any other adult seems 
buffoonish and, yes, cartoonish by comparison. 
From the very outset we have a setting that 
includes all the typical “chosen one” attributes 
and young-adult fantasies and places them in 

a setting where they are 
allowed to be enhanced and 
completely dominate the 
dramatic stage: ridiculous 
costumes, heavy emotional 
monologuing, and over-the-
top reactions to traditional 
tropes like loyalty, family, 
and duty. except the focus 
here is totally female centric. 
unlike former anime hits like 
Yu Yu Hakusho, Dragonball/Z, 
Naruto, Full Metal Alche-
mist, and Deathnote, trig-
ger’s series places all of its 
emotional and dramatic 
stock purely in the wheel-
house of female bonds. 
whether that be between 
competitive friends, mother-

daughter relations, really fucked up mother-
daughter relations, sisters, and even tentative 
lovers, Kill la Kill shines the most when it frankly 
pushes to the foreground how these threads 
bind us, and can drive us to the most extraor-
dinary actions and revelations. there are zero 
legitimate romantic male-female relationships 
in this show, and the story is more streamlined 
for it—males being relegated to nudist assas-
sins (if fashion is going to represent fascism 
then nudists might as well represent revolu-
tion), loyal subordinates, and silly tertiary char-
acters. one could argue that ryuko’s uniform 
and source of power is a “male” entity created 
by a man and catering to the male gaze, but 
ultimately this relationship is more of a mutu-
ally convergent awakening of inner power than 
anything diametrically controlling, and that the 
real drama springs from ryuko (only 17!)’s rela-
tionship to her sisters, quasi-sisters, mother, and 
role as a life-bringer/death-dealer/figurehead 
to others. part katniss, part vengeful tomboy, 
wholly unique individual seeking peace of mind 
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@Dillon 
ThugNasty  

Oneohtrix Point Never –  
Replica (soFtware)
listen to the track “power of persuasion” 
alone... in your car... driving down a dark myste-
rious road. the feeling you get listening to the 
track will make your skin crawl. “up.”

Com Truise – Wave 1  
(gHostly international) 
trying to throw that perfect ’80s party and 
you want to play new music that sounds like 
it was from the ’80s? look no further because  
Wave 1 by com truise is a party starter. “in love 
with the girl, but he’s kind.”

Ducktails – The Flower Lane 
(domino recording co.)
this band does not have scrooge mcduck, Huey, 
dewey, or louie in it. “i will walk with you and 
you will walk with me walking hand in hand in 
concrete fantasy.”

Beyond The Black Rainbow 
(2010) – Directed by Panos 
Cosmatos
i have no idea what the plot is but the visuals are 
amazing. buy the soundtrack that was put out by 
death waltz records. 

Black Moth Super Rainbow – 
Dandelion Gum (graveFace records)
this album is a straight up brain melter!  
“Chewing On Bubblegum living in the field” 

Horse The Band – Pizza EP 
(kocH records)
this album is all about pizza... “i can’t resist so 
i persist in this. so delicious, pizza’s powerful 
taste.” 

Edyie 
 Minneapolis transplant  

who sometimes wants her money back.

Terminal A – Pacific Water & 
Power EP (records ad nauseam)
terminal a is colin peterson and lee busch—
two talented, young, energetic and (extremely) 
handsome lads from san pedro’s industrial 
avenues. summoning their own transgression 
alongside simple yet righteous synth/punk melo-
dies, they have recently appeared on LA Weekly’s 
15 bands to watch in 2015. you’ll want a copy 
of their album after hearing even one track and 
you’d be a fool to miss them live. they’ve been 
compared to everything from suicide to Fad 
gadget but have a sound that is a truly special 
and unique product of the west coast. this is 
music for one to dance, fight, sing and do just 
about everything else to.

Ritual Howls – Turkish Leather 
(Felte)
during a short interview with the group before 
seeing them play at glitter death a couple of 
months back, i heard the most unpretentious 
answers to simple questions about touring, 
recording and music; i knew i was going to like 
what i was about to hear. and i did! i’m unfa-
miliar with the current music scene in detroit, 
but this one here is a gem and their new album 
would be a treat for post-punk and darkwave 
fans.

Perfume Genius – Too Bright 
(matador)
i’d like to fantasize that if gary numan and 
david bowie were both sexless aliens that 
produced offspring, mike Hadreas (perfume 
genius) would be their lovechild. i can’t even 
begin to explain the allure of the album, which 
shifts from sounding like a synthy power-ballad 
to tracks that could score a John Carpenter film. 
in short, its fun and menacing at the same time 
which is pretty cool. 

Ssleaze – The Thirst Is Real  
(selF-released)
it’s sex incarnate with this dizzying blend of 
synth/punk, electro and ebm. From provocative 
song titles and lyrics to an entrancing presence 
that literally translates to a sense of musical 
throbbing, this local group is sure to delight and 
make you dance!

The Thrills – Let’s Bottle  
Bohemia (virgin records)
For a band from ireland, they sure have the 
california vibe down to a t. acting as one long 
bittersweet sigh, Let’s Bottle Bohemia glows with 
earnest, heartfelt guitar-driven sensibilities, and 
plays like a wilco album from another dimen-
sion. the thrills have the pluck of an indie movie 
soundtrack, as in, you would hear “you can’t Fool 
old Friends with limousines” over the fence in 
the suburban dramedy starring emma roberts 
lounging in a lawn chair, and they pick up the 
tempo slightly from their debut So Much For The 
City, but either album is great solitary music for 
hiking or doodling and passing the time. a little 
twang, a little drawl, a few strangled emotional 
syllables, and mostly uncomplicated arrange-
ments turns Bohemia from casual listening into 
an essential traveling cd—or whenever you 
feel like you’re coming of age all over again. 
standouts include “Faded beauty Queens,” 
“saturday night,” “Found my rosebud,” and “tell 
me something i don’t know.”

Hannibal (2012)
grisly and operatic, this haunting show has the 
style and cunning of a predator, and plays out 
like the slow unsheathing of a knife. a dark ode 
to what is intimately shared by the hunter and 
the hunted, it’s simply the best show on tv 
right now—although we’ll have to wait until 
the summertime for season 3 to return. that 
gives you plenty of time to catch up with bryan 
Fuller’s mad genius and take in mads mikkelsen’s 
definitive take on everyone’s favorite cannibal.

The Babadook (2014) –  
Directed by Jennifer Kent
An utterly compelling Australian horror flick 
written and directed by a woman featuring 
excellent performances and effective, practical 
effects all done in camera? what a novel idea. 
Far surpassing the most recent movie to grab 
everyone’s attention with it’s back-to-basics 
approach (James wan’s super-mediocre The 
Conjuring), The Babadook takes its cue from 
taboo subject matter and grounds its demonic 
force in the shortcomings of human nature in 
the face of grief. a widowed mother lives with 
her precocious young son, who was born the 
day her husband died—driving her to the 
hospital. obsessed with imaginary monsters 
and building homemade self-defense weaponry 
the boy, samuel, is constant handful and head-
ache who leaves his mother amelia no time to 
sleep, no time to herself, and is an ever-present 
reminder of her dead husband. Upon finding 
and reading a rather grim and gruesome chil-
dren’s book that magically appears one day, titled 

mister babadook, both mother and son embark 
on a nightmarish descent into madness that 
taps into themes of repression, loneliness, and 
anger. the babadook tells amelia via book that 
he’ll get under her skin and make her kill her 
son and herself, but are the events that follow 
really supernatural? or has amelia just reached 
her breaking point in a big empty house with 
a basement of locked away memories, a bottle 
of medication, and a drawer full of knives? 
ultimately a story about facing your darkest 
thoughts head on and living with disaster and 
ruin made manifest, Jennifer kent’s movie is the 
best horror movie with heart to come out in a 
long while, and you’d best keep an eye on what 
she does next.

SOME RECENT AND SOME 
NOT-SO-RECENT GRAPHIC 
NOVEL FAVORITES:

Seconds by Bryan Lee O’Malley

The Graveyard Book by  
Neil Gaiman

The Wrenchies by  
Farel Dalrymple

Sex Criminals by Matt Fraction

The Rise of Aurora West by  
Paul Pope

The Fountain by Darren 
Aronofsky 

Cages by Dave McKean

Seven Soldiers of Victory  
by Grant Morrison
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music insiders such as david geffen, irving azoff, 
Glyn John and Bill Szymczyk—to their difficult 
demise, and rebirth—all laced with tension, 
bitterness, resentment, lawsuits, jealousies, rival-
ries, and an enormous cascade of accomplish-
ment and monetary success beyond what most 
could ever imagine. History Of The Eagles works 
because it stands as yet another tale on the lust 
and passion of individuals looking to accomplish 
something within themselves as well as the 
world, a story we can all relate to, with its own 
cautionary moments of clarity every thinking 
person most likely experiences sometime in 
their life. the eagles just worked it out in full 
view, on the radio, and in magazines, providing 
fascination as much as fodder, elation as much 
as entertainment.

Dirty Eyes – Dirty Eyes (2014) 
(N/A)
Exploding from the same feral, flailing, snot caked 
gutter rock you get when crossing the dead 
boys and Flamin’ groovies with a few modern 
kicks, you get dirty eyes; Four young, good time 
city kids careening down the distorted riff ride 
of sonic elevation—punk inspired and cranked 
up really high, more subtle clicks and clacks 
portraying a sweeter thing beyond mere ener-
gized buzz blasts. while opener “get me outta 
Here” pins you to their immediate influences 
and speed hard directives, no sooner do you 
slam into “good times are gone”—a tough as 
leather rocker that continues working a nasty 
attitude to a warm lather, more punch and 
drive as a mid tempo strutter that helps define 
a few others—“you don’t stick to your guns,” 
“another Fix of you”—as pressure relief from 
the more full throttle hissing and pissing you 
receive, in kind, on jammers like “no action” 
or “everybody knows”—which expresses the 
more blur drenched aspects of dirty eyes’ 
approach. both “shakin’ in my boots” and 
“ridin’ straight to Hell” get inside the heart of 
the matter, as dirty eyes stretch out with some 
credible hooks they can call their own, adding 
dialogue to the musical conversation, demon-
strating their place in this distorted mass of over 
used chords and familiar progressions, proving 
they have ground to stand on apart from dozens 
of bands traveling down a similar road. dirty 
eyes have just begun.

The Whispers – Headlights 
(solar)
one of the great r&b vocal groups of the early 
’70s, the whispers came right into their own 
during the late-’70s disco era, creating slick, 
tight product full of soul and songs of distinc-
tion beyond much of the product flooding the 

market. though another full year before their 
absolute Huge break out success, the whis-
pers had already become a minor sensation on 
the soul circuit for their amazing show—a high 
energy performance that attracted largely black 
audiences, with an emphasis on pimps and their 
stable of frisky foxes, who reveled in the whis-
pers’ rich harmonies, cool dance moves, and up 
to date street fashion. Headlights represents a 
band descending into a new sound, a new direc-
tion- moving away from the more regional r&b 
of their early-’70s output to a more streamlined, 
near cross over disco funk that popped and 
projected a sophisticated slickness that would 
characterize the band’s sound for the following 
five years. From top to bottom this record is a 
flawless example of that style—from the furious, 
elastic funk of the opening title track, to the 
sheer brilliance of “olivia (lost & turned out)” 
a story song about a girl who was turned out 
by a pimp, warning the young woman to use her 
brain rather than her body. the pimps in their 
audience did not like the message, but both 
artistically and commercially it was a plus for the 
whispers. as they name check the astrological 
star signs in “planets of life” (virgo, sagitarius, 
scorpio, leo) and get breezy on “(let’s go) all 
the way,” or groove hard on the mid tempo 
funk of “try and make it better”—admonishing 
complainers and promoting positive progres-
sion- you realize just how wonderful the whis-
pers truly are—how, like the spinners—their 
music and sound exists beyond much product 
of the era as much as being a friendly reminder 
of an era gone by, always an exciting, inviting, and 
igniting place to visit.

Red: My Uncensored Life  
In Rock by Sammy Hagar  
(!t/Harpercollins)
sammy Hagar—the red rocker, professional 
workman for rock n roll, is one hell of a likable 
guy here in this book, the tale of his “uncen-
sored life in rock.” Spanning five decades of 
hard earned success, Hagar ruminates about his 
incredibly tough, dirt poor upbringing in Fontana, 
california—his father was a brutal drunk—a 
tough man who would fight everybody, making 
young Sammy’s life a difficult one, to say the 
least. impoverished, he took jobs as soon as he 
could earn, and found rock n roll music, which 
lead him to forming the band montrose with 
guitarist ronnie montrose, leading to his hard 
slog to the top of a major solo career, colliding 
with him joining van Halen—an experience that 
made all involved enormously successful, as well 
as unraveling into a crazed nightmare beyond 
control, petty jealousies and paranoia mucking 
up the mix. throughout the book Hagar speaks 
in a very direct, pragmatic tone, displaying his 

The Bitter Tears of Petra 
von Kant (1972) – Directed by 
Rainer Werner Fassbinder
criterion’s new release of a masterpiece from 
one of germany’s great directors that is impor-
tant in the timeline of gay cinema and simply a 
wonder to behold. 

Guilty of Romance (2011) – 
Directed by Shion Sono
the long-awaited release of shion sono’s 
colorful psycho-sexual masterpiece. 

Tip:
Explore the gems of L.A.’s ever-growing Goth, Industrial and 
Electronic scenes! Places to go include: Hyperion Tavern on 
Wednesday nights, The Complex in Glendale, Glitter Death. 
Not to be missed musicians include: Terminal A, Bestial 
Mouths, Band Aparte, The Centimeters, Ritual Howls, La 
Drones (L.A. Drones), Ssleaze and High-Functioning Flesh.

Felix a.k.a Sigils 
sigils-sigils.tumblr.com/ 
sigils.bandcamp.com/

Gazelle Twin – Unflesh  
(last gang)

Robot Koch – Tsuki 12”  
(monkeytown)

The Handsomest Drowned 
Man – Inuminous EP1  
(track number)

FKA Twigs – LP1  
(young turks)

Ibeyi – Oya EP 12” (xl)

Proxima – Alpha  
(tempa)

Various Artists –  
Hyperdub & Teklife Present: 
Next Life (Hyperdub)

Jabu – Kwaidan 12” (ramp)

Byrdsol – Pierreponte  
(minpin music)

Snow Ghosts –  
A Small Murmuration  
(HoundstootH)

Tin Man – Ode (acid test)

SIR FRANKIE 
DElMANE

where angel dust fears to tread

Supermensch: The Legend of 
Shep Gordon (2014) –  
Directed by Mike Myers
a documentary celebrating the career of shep 
gordon, manager to the stars, one of the few 
men in the entertainment industry in which 
many speak only good things of. From his early 
days as alice cooper’s manager and co-conspir-
ator, he took that band to the top, helping shape 
the over all alice character, from costuming to 
stunts, then managing clean adult contemporary 
singer anne murray, followed by many more 
successes in many different areas of entertain-
ment, and beyond. shep’s story is the amer-
ican fantasy many live for, in hopes that such 
wonderful happenstance and hard work could 
elicit the same results as this man’s storied, 
fantastic, engaging story. a great rock n roll 
documentary that transcends the genre itself.

History of the Eagles:  
The Story Of An American Band 
(2013) – Directed by Alison 
Ellwood
For fans and non-fans alike, this documentary—
at over three hours—is a wealth of entertaining 
egos on display. comical, excessive, engaging—
the story of one of the single most commercially 
successful bands in the history of rock music, 
loved by many—reviled by some—their music 
represents both the free flowing freedoms of it’s 
era (the 1970s) and the solipsistic decadence of 
chauvinist delight. we follow the band from their 
early years—principle members don Henley and 
glenn Frey’s roots in texas and detroit- how the 
two came to los angeles, separately—eventually 
joining forces, meeting along the way the char-
acters that would populate their existence—
from band members such as bernie leadon, 
randy meisner, don Felder, and Joe walsh, to 
kindred musical spirits in linda rondstat, J.d. 
souther, Jackson browne, and Jack tempchin, to 
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knack for business, joy for life, and generally 
upbeat, brass tacks approach to getting things 
done. His pejorative use of the word “fag” and 
“gay” could use a little rest, however—as he 
runs down david lee roth with such termi-
nology—betraying his hypocrisy, as he’d just 
spent earlier parts of the book braying about his 
slick glitter fashions inspired by bowie; i’d say a 
yellow jump suit with red headband is as ques-
tionable fashion etiquette as anything roth ever 
slipped into. Hagar’s insider stories, however— 
especially concerning eddie van Halen and david 
lee roth—are totally priceless, and worth the 
read alone—he captures his time with these 
individuals candidly, vividly, and—what appears—
truthfully, pointing to the most likely reality that 
he was always the most sane and stable pres-
ence in a sea of lunatics of great talent, but little 
else. a delightful read.

Black Mambas –  
Black Mambas (2013)  
(wild records)
razor sharp rock n roll sweat job from bell 
Gardens, California’s finest angst ridden young 
men, burning up the coast with their full length 
debut, merging the high point, full throttle 
madness of ramones and the saints, rolled into 
a direct proto punk fury that recalls the best in 
stripped back, bullet to the heart, hip shaking, 
gum smacking, wall smashing alley way rock n 
roll music. a great saturday night soundtrack.

Face The Music: A Life  
Exposed by Paul Stanley  
(Harperone)
paul stanley, lead singer/songwriter/starchild of 
rock band kiss, tells his story in all its revealing 
candor, detailing his early life on through to his 
enormous successes in music, to adult interests 
and concerns, painting a vivid picture of rock n 
roll action in life. stanley reveals being born with 
a deformity called microtia, in which his left ear 
was deformed, leaving him deaf in that area, open 
to the slings and arrows of outrageous bullies. 
From his rather emotionally remote family life, 
to his wealth of insecurites over his deformity 

and lack of social prowess, stanley lays bare 
the demons that ate him up, even while main-
taining one of the most famous characters in 
the history of rock n roll. the behind the scenes 
tales of kiss are amazing, and give balance to 
the more ego driven tomes written by his band 
mates; stanley’s book lacks the hyperbole of his 
band member’s books in favor of a more direct 
narrative that tells his story flatly and unroman-
tically, inviting the reader into a world that is as 
relatable as it is enjoyable.

Tip:
* 365 Demos in 365 Days!!! I am posting a song a day, 
with a cool video of MY OWN music I am writing and 
recording daily, for your entertainment purposes. Check out 
my YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/frankiedelmane
  
Go to www.facebook.com/frankiedelmane or www.twitter.
com/frankie delmane to hear the latest song! A NEW 
SONG EVERY DAY of the  year 2015!! Come along with 
me on this crazy adventure!!
 
*BUY a copy of the rant zine TRASH — found exclusively 
at the Hollywood store.
 
*Visit our award-winning blog trashmagnow.blogspot.com
 
* Best TV Channels to watch: Antenna TV 5.2/BOUNCE 
TV 13.2

Giuseppe 
Mark Lanegan – Imitations  
(vagrant)
a sweet down-tempo covers collection of 
ballads and torch songs. stand out tracks include 
a version of chelsea wolfe’s “Flatlands” and a 
stirring rendition of the neil sedaka penned 
classic “solitaire.” not to be missed.

The Nymphs – The Nymphs 
(geFFen)
the only studio album ever recorded by the 
doomed la rockers. key tracks included the 
richard ramirez inspired track “the Highway,” as 
well as the powerhouse single “sad & damned.” 
big guitars, low lows, and vicious vocals by the 
one and only ingre lorre. a crucial and under-
rated slice of ’90s rock.

X-TG – Desertshore /  
The Final Report (mute)
in the wake of founder genesis p-orridge’s 
departure, and the unexpected death of peter 
christopherson in 2010, remaining throb-
bing gristle members chris carter and cosey 

Fanni tutti join forces with the likes of antony 
(antony & the Johnson’s), marc almond (soft 
cell), blixa bargeld (einsturzende neubauten, 
ex-bad seeds), and sasha grey for a complete 
reworking of nico’s terrifying 1970 epic master-
piece Desertshore, as well as a The Final Report, 
a complete and separate work of new material. 
what results is a lush and disorientingly beau-
tiful set of recordings. Horns, synthy drones, 
churning rhythms, and wafting vocals take you 
an a journey only those of the tg sect could 
chart.

Sam Cooke – Night Beat  
(rca - victor)
nobody sang it and spoke to the heart like 
sam cooke, a true revolutionary and all around 
magic man. Night Beat, released in 1973—just a 
year prior to the tragic death of the legendary 
singer—sets a darker scene. the content of this 
album is intensely personal and at the same time 
universal. choice tracks such as “pilgrim of 
sorrow” and “get yourself another Fool” put 
on no airs, and leaves the listener as raw as the 
picture cooke paints. the delivery is intimate, 
and his vocals contain the power to take you 
through the darker themes, feeling as though he 
is right there with you. an absolute necessity for 
any collection.

Hank Williams –  
Hank Williams as Luke  
The Drifter: Beyond The Sunset 
(mercury nasHville) 
Hank williams never shied away from the truth, 
no matter what. as luke the drifter, Hank was 
free to indulge his love of spiritually tinged reci-
tations, imparting crucial wisdom and life lessons 
like only Hank could. songs such as “pictures 
From life’s other side,” “too many parties 
and too many pals,” “everything’s okay,” and 
“be careful of stones that you throw” serve 
as poignant glimpses into not only the heart of 
Hank williams the man, but into the hearts of 
people everywhere the world over. an untouch-
able work of pure genius.

hiland. 
The Compleat Al (1985) –  
Directed by Robert Weiss,  
Jay Levey

Malcom Middleton &  
David Shrigley –  
Music And Words  
(melodic)

Various Artists –  
Ghostriders In The Sky  
ultra eczema)
edition of 200 copies. 

Sparks – Kimono My House 
(40th Anniversary Edition) 
(ume)

Dream Deceivers: The Story 
Behind James Vance vs. Judas 
Priest (1992) – Directed by 
David Van Taylor

Hilary 
Professional Girl.

Ty Segall – Manipulator  
(drag city)
sounds good and fun and i don’t want to stop 
listening to it. 

Alt-J – This Is All Yours  
(inFectious)
didn’t think they could top the last one but they 
did and i applaud them for it. mellow with a few 
bouncier numbers. 

D’Angelo – Black Messiah  
(rca)
Finally. 

Led Zeppelin –  
Houses of the Holy (atlantic)
old favorite, new sound, certainly plays better 
than my old copy. Happy to see it reissued. 
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Whiplash (2014) – Directed 
by Damien Chazelle
A twisted film chronicling a relationship 
between an aspiring jazz drummer & his aggres-
sive teacher. the dialogue is acerbic & the drum-
ming sequences are maniacally edited.

Nightcrawler (2014) –  
Directed by Dan Gilroy
realistic la thriller. can’t help but hate to love 
Jake gyllenhaal’s lou bloom, a guy just trying 
to make a living selling grisly video footage to a 
local news producer.

The Guest (2014) – Directed 
by Adam Wingard
dan stevens does an amazing job shedding his 
gentleman-like, Downton Abbey persona to play 
a tough & mysterious badass. great goth sound-
track. another winner from wingard/barrett. 
(check out 2013’s You’re Next if you haven’t 
already)!

Tip:
Look out for these films in theaters (scheduled 2014):  
we are the best, Jodorowsky’s dune, blue ruin,  
the sacrament.
Support your local repertory theaters!
Cinefamily.org
Newbevcinema.com
Americancinematheque.com 
RIP Philip Seymour Hoffman

Jane W. 
Warpaint – Warpaint  
(rougH trade)
i’ve been a huge fan of this band since their 
debut album Exquiste Corspe in 2007. i wish i 
could pay them the proper homage by writing 
a true musical literary review but alas! all i can 
say is they are amazing. every album they put 
out is magical from beginning to end (no skip-
ping necessary) and Jenny lee lindberg plays the 
bass like it is a part of her soul and that makes 
me very happy. dare i say they are my favorite 
band! music i love.

Dead Man’s Bones –  
Dead Man’s Bones (anti-)
umm. . . this album was spawned out of a mutual 
obession with ghosts and monsters. need i say 
more? zach shields and ryan gosling collabo-
rated with the conservatory children’s choir 

and the result was epic. angelic children’s voices 
singing cryptic lyrics will sound good to me any 
day of the week. i know i’m bit late in the game 
seeing as this was released in 2009 but it’s been 
a favorite of mine and my enthusiasm has not 
faded.

Sleater-Kinney – No Cities  
To Love (sub pop)
after a eight year hiatus they are back and i 
couldn’t be happier about it. their sound is 
cleaner and more mature but they have truly 
stayed true to the sound that i have grown to 
love. From the beginning of the album to the 
end they had me hooked. if you have access to 
a record player, i recommend vinyl. you won’t 
regret it. 

Little Dragon –  
Nabuma Rubberband  
(because music)
little dragon has sweet beats, amazing vocals, 
great lyrics and every album they put out gets 
better and better. i don’t like this band i love 
them. if you like to dance like a silly bird when 
no one is looking or take over the dance floor 
you’ll love them too. 

Javier  
Johnston-

Marquez 
In honor of Mother’s Day,  

I’ll be reviewing for you my mother’s 
favorite artists and albums.  

Dad-Rock is a legitimate, respected 
genre of music, so why not Mom-Rock? 

Also, I have no idea  
when Mother’s Day is. 

Paul Simon – Graceland  
(warner bros.)
what mother doesn’t love this album? i suspect 
there exists some sort of secret mail order 
system that sends you a copy of graceland on 
cassette in exchange for a used placenta. How 
else could everyone’s mother own this? seriously, 
every mother. sensitive male paul simon’s evoca-
tive lyrics over the mambazo harmonies were 
like crack-cocaine to the aging baby boomer in 
the late-’80s. and those highlife guitars are so 

Boyhood (2014) – Directed 
by Richard Linklater
even if it’s not really up your alley, you have to 
admire all the effort that went into this film. It’s 
the only way that i can think of in which you 
can literally watch somebody grow up before 
your eyes, which was probably what i was most 
facinated by. 

Broad City (Season One) 
(2014) – Created by Abbi  
Jacobson & Ilana Glazer
this show is awesome! a shitload of girl power 
and comedy all in one. it’s like girls but less 
glamourous and more funny. 

Jessica Lea Mayfield & Seth 
Avett – Seth Avett & Jessica 
Lea Mayfield Sing Elliott Smith 
(ramseur)
this album is not out yet as i am writing this, 
but it will be out on march 17th and i already 
know it’s going to amazing. as a big fan of all 
three of the artists, this collaboration is practi-
cally godsent and to amp up the excitement, the 
two will be going on tour to share their great-
ness with the world (or at least the u.s.) 

 Jackie  
@TNTjackieG 

I watch a whole lotta movies &  
will go just about anywhere to see them!

Wild Tales (Relatos Salvajes) 
(2014) – Directed by Damián 
Szifron
Anthology film from Argentina showcasing 
human behavior when pushed to extremes. 
wickedly sharp script with a strong cast. most 
memorable wedding reception you’ll ever see! 
also, seek out szifron’s 2005 feature On Proba-
tion (Tiempo de Valientes).

Mommy (2014) –  
Directed by Xavier Dolan
Powerful and humorous film about a mother’s 
devotion to her son. exhilarating use of aspect 
ratios mixed with music. Anne Dorval is fierce—
best performance i’ve seen by an actress in 
many years.
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Melissa Etheridge – Yes I Am 
(island)
yes you are, melissa. yes you are. did i mention 
my mom’s gay? because knowing that she’s a 
lesbian and a mother, you should have guessed 
that this album was on high rotation in the old 
marquez household in the 90s. lesbian parents 
become more and more common every year. 
sure, it means more gaybies, (not my term. 
i prefer Queerspawn.) but you get two more 
moms for every new kid, so the number of 
potential lesbian-mom-rock consumers rises 
at an exponential rate. and melissa cornered 
that market with her own brand of heartland 
americana so early and completely that there is 
a large contingent of lesbian mothers out there 
who believe that melissa is the only one who will 
walk across the fire for them. They may be right. 
who else do they have, really? k.d. lang? sure, 
if she would stop trying to be a tony bennett 
cowboy or whatever and just admit that when a 
lesbian mom fantasizes about someone coming 
to their window, they want that someone to be 
a rocker, lang. a mom rocker.

Tip:
Seriously, when is Mother’s Day?
 

Jelani 
Very active events and street promoter, 
owner of Higher Ground Promotions & 
Ent, LLC and founder of Da ILL Spot.  
http://www.highergroundpromo.net 

http://www.daillspot.com 
http://www.beatswapmeet.com

Run The Jewels –  
Run The Jewels 2 (mass appeal)
For the second year in a row, the most creative 
duo in hip-hop made a damn near unskippable 
album. the pairing of killer mike and el-p is 
the awesome story of two of Hiphop’s hardest 
workers coming together and finally getting 
their due. every show they rock sells out now, 
and that’s dope! run the Jewels crosses genres 
and is that new age party music. get hype! 

Ab-Soul – These Days  
(top dawg ent)

Flying Lotus – You’re Dead 
(warp)
Flying lotus is just that dude when it comes to 
neck snapping beats. He is loved and accepted 
by hip-hop and electronic fans alike. and if you 

ever hit a Flylo show, it just might blow your 
mind. the 3d visuals are top notch and insanely 
entertaining. get yourself a ticket next time he’s 
in town! 

Slimkid3 & DJ Nu-Mark – 
Slimkid3 & DJ Nu-Mark  
(delicious vinyl)
i just realized that half of my reviews are for 
collabo albums. i guess collabs in 2014 really 
did it for me. nu-mark and slimkid3 dropped a 
very soulful and nostalgic album that’s definitely 
worth purchasing. these two hip-hop vets know 
the formula to crafting music to vibe too. and 
this is just that!

PRhyme – PRhyme  
(prHyme records)
my only complaint about this album is that it’s a 
9 track ep. the duo of hip-hop ogs, dJ premier 
and royce. the 5’9 have great chemistry and 
the guest appearances were very strong overall. 
this is for those of you looking for that boom 
bap sound, i’d imagine that there will be more 
prhyme to come in the future, and hopefully it 
will be a full-length release.

Ras Kass & Apollo Brown – 
Blasphemy  
(mello music group)
Hands down, ras kass is an all-time great in 
hip-hop. However, most people have always 
griped about his beat selection on previous 
albums. Blasphemy, however, is full of banging 
head nodders produced by apollo brown. this 
is the best overall album ras has released since 
probably 1998’s Rasassination, if not better.

Vince Staples – Hell Can Wait 
(deF Jam)
long beach native vince staples is one of the 
dopest young mcs repping the west coast. He 
has a gift for uncanny imagery and storytelling in 
his rhymes. He’s probably too street to ever fully 
blow up, but the kid is definitely a star. 

Ghostface Killah – 36 Seasons 
(tommy boy)
ghostface killah is by far the mvp of the wu-tang 
clan. this is album number 11, released a week 
after the wu’s last album, A Better Tomorrow, 
which flopped badly. 36 Seasons is full of vivid 
storytelling and straight fire. Ghost crafted 36 
Seasons with the help of brooklyn based band 
the revelations, az, kool g rap, and others. 
this is a concept album but the dope part about 
it is that it’s light on the skits. if you’re a ghost 
head, you’ll love this album!

clean in the mix, they smell like laundry deter-
gent. that’s a pretty decent summation of paul 
simon’s career in the ’80s. laundry detergent. 
that sounds like i’m talking shit but i’m not. i 
love this album. i’m serious. i got diamonds on 
the soles of my shoes.

Carole King – Tapestry (ode)
talk about your all-time mom rock classic 
heavy-hitters! i suppose once you’ve gone a few 
rounds with life, plopped out a few kids, done 
your wandering and your soul-searching, you 
start to feel like your life’s been a tapestry. you 
start to be all, “doesn’t anybody stay in one place 
anymore?” i get it. i’m starting to feel that way, 
too. i don’t have any kids yet, but when i do i 
need to make sure my wife’s got this album on 
cycle when the kids are around to soak it in. 
they’re gonna need to know that most moms 
enjoy feeling like a natural woman. who doesn’t, 
really? but especially moms for some reason. 
this album kills, though. it’s good all the way 
through. No filler. But then Ms. King went on 
to never make another good album. it’s a steep 
decline and she never recovers. i don’t under-
stand why. it must be another mom-secret.

Various Artists – La Bamba/
Stand By Me/The Big Chill 
boomers love nostalgia. we know this. every-
body gets misty for when they were younger 
(i’m doing it right now) but the boomers do it 
in a mean way. it’s tough to explain. they have a 
lot of pride. maybe they should. they made a lot 
of good music. what would a modern wedding 
reception be without the feel-good sounds of 
the ’60s and ’70s? my mother was no excep-
tion to the nostalgia disease. while my father hit 
the ’90s listening to kroQ and making us sit 
through sonic youth albums once we outgrew 
they might be giants, my mother was bumping 
motown, girl groups, doo wop and ’60s soul. 
bizarre then, that she preferred the slick los 

lobos versions of the ritchie valens catalogue, 
but who am i to judge? she likes soundtracks. 
this is my favorite era of my mom’s taste. 
the one by which i can still strongly stand. it 
shaped my tastes, in a way. it’s the reason i still 
take home those cheapy-looking cholo comps 
we keep in the soul section. the cds with the 
covers that look like they were drawn in prison 
and should come with a free copy of Teen Angels 
magazine. they’re great.

Whitney Houston/ 
Celine Dion
what is it about motherhood that makes a 
woman desire to hear the gut-wrenching primal 
scream of another woman? maybe not just other 
women, i suppose you could put michael bolton 
on this list, but there is something strange about 
sitting down and enjoying the sound of someone 
screaming at the top of their lungs. i guess if 
you’re into metal or noise or something, but in 
pop music? Okay, Whitney’s first two albums are 
pretty solid. Good, even. (Maybe the first three?) 
but she did invent the modern style of pop-
belter that gives a lot of pop music it’s nails-on-
a-chalkboard quality. i imagine singers like katy 
perry get notes from their producer that just 
say, “scream louder! louder! like someone’s 
murdering you!” celine, though. whoo-boy did 
she take it to the next level. i mean, i suppose 
this was at a time when my siblings and i were 
getting a little too hard to handle, the joint 
custody thing wasn’t really working out all that 
great and years of being a working professional 
and a mother were beginning to take their toll. 
maybe she just needed a little catharsis. maybe 
she needed to make sure we got up before noon 
on saturdays and the vacuum cleaner alone 
wasn’t cutting it anymore.

Elton John – The Lion King 
Soundtrack (Spanish Language 
Version) (disney)
A long time ago my family got in this huge fight 
where my mom’s wife (my mom’s a lesbian, by 
the way) started yelling about how we never 
forgave her for selling the “damn Lion King cd” 
for Heroin. i yelled back about how i never cared 
about the Lion King soundtrack and that despite 
the obvious abilities of elton John on full display, 
tim rice was no bernie taupin. then my mom 
started crying. it was, after all, her cd, not ours. 
we didn’t even speak spanish. then my brother 
exploded with the admission, “i broke that damn 
cd! i didn’t think anyone would notice! i put it 
in the microwave to see what would happen! it 
was awesome! i don’t regret it!” we didn’t talk 
for weeks. (and by “a long time ago” i mean, like, 
two years ago. at the most.)
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Leonard Cohen –  
Popular Problems (columbia)
leonard cohen could put out a record of farts 
and it’d be great. this is way better than farts!

Beethoven
obsessed with beethoven. technically 
Beethoven’s 9th was my first concert. (I usually 
say Duran Duran which was my first rock 
concert.) it was on the embarcadero in san 
diego, beautiful with the ocean behind the stage 
and as the sun set the final Ode to Joy was played. 
man o man. still moves me to tears when i 
think and dwell upon it. i was a former violin 
player and couldn’t play after a short childhood 
illness and dire poverty. so classical music always 
resonated deeply with me. very emotional and 
complex but i honestly didn’t listen to much as 
it stirred the senses too much and reminded 
me of this lost love. but after meeting a huge 
beethoven lover i decided to dive into classical 
again and start with beethoven. i still have not 
been able to move on!!! and yes, i’ve listened to 
Haydn, bach, mozart, etc etc but i am not ready 
to leave the great master. if you want an inspiring 
story, beethoven has got it all. the new biog-
raphy, Beethoven: Anguish & Triumph by Jan swaf-
ford is stunning. brilliant, tormented, lonely, poor 
and to top it all off complete and total stone 
deafness in the end. can you imagine???? you’ve 
got all this music in you, and you can’t ”hear” 
it. but oh lovely beethoven could. some of the 
piano’s in his later years had all had the legs cut 
off so he could Feel the music and i assure you 
he could Hear it. why??? when you’ve played 
those notes a million zillion times, you can hear 
them. when the 9th was performed they had 
to turn him around so that he could see the 
crowd going nuts and tears streaming down 
cheeks. wishin’ for my time machine again. oh 
to be in that room! *sigh* read a book why 
don’t cha? i tell you. listen to beethoven’s 9th 
every day on the way to work. delight in the joy. 
embrace the love. you’ll feel better i swear. a kiss 
for all mankind. and seize fate by the mother 
fucking throat.

White Bicycles: Making Music 
in the 1960s by Joe Boyd –  
(serpent’s tail)
really great book about a man who was witness 
to so many music revolutions. From his first gig 
stage managing for muddy waters to the uFo 
club in london with a little band called pink 
Floyd, boyd participated in the making of this 
timeless music before it became all about hooks 
and dollars. can you imagine being handed a tape 
of an unknown singer called nick drake? what 
about that 1965 newport Folk Festival? some 

serious livin’ & workin’ here! this book really 
captures the essence of that time. what is was 
really like to make music in an era of unprec-
edented change and new freedom. read tHis 
book (if you like music) (and i think you do).

Various Artists –  
White Bicycles: Making Music 
in the 1960s (Fledg’ling uk)
really nice compilation to remind you of the 
songs while you read the amazing book!!! 

Tip:
The Incredible String Band, The Purple Gang, Soft Machine, 
Fairport Convention, Nick Drake and many more all show 
up for this CD party! 
 
New band to look out for... DEATH EYES. San Diego punk 
band that will rip your face off cause they kill so hard!!! 
 
Little Jewel on Ord street in Chinatown.   THE BEST NEW 
ORLEANS food outside of New Orleans!!! SO GOOD!!!!

Jon 
Various Artists –  
Charred Remains  
(radio raHeem records)

Nick Cave – From Her to  
Eternity (mute)

Paul Nice & Pooky –  
Bohemian B Boys 12” (2 dogs)

Ka – Iron Works (iron works)

A-villa – Carry On Tradition 
(closed sessions)

Frankenstein – Science of 
Sound (ill adrenaline)

Kandice Springs – West Coast 
(blue note)

Joey Bada$$ – B4.Da.$$  
(cinematic music group/pro era)

NehruvianDOOM –  
NehruvianDOOM (lex records)
prior to listening to this album, i had slightly 
heard of up and coming nyc mc, bishop 
nehru. but i hadn’t actually heard him. i was 
instantly impressed. this is a dope collabo album 
between nehru and universal fan favorite mF 
doom. it’s dope to see doom guiding a young 
prospect in the right direction. i’m excited to 
see what’s next for nehru. 

J. Cole –2014 Forest Hills Drive 
(dreamville/roc nation/columbia)

Open Mike Eagle –  
Dark Comedy (mello music group)
open mike eagle’s debut release with mello 
music group is quite the adventure. this dude 
is the epitome of “keeping it real.” give Dark 
Comedy a chance to be enlightened by the genius 
of open mike eagle.

Tip:
We are both teacher and student, for life.

Super Cooper 
Soon to be Dead and Gone

Jessica Pratt – On Your Own 
Love Again (drag city)
super sweet folk rock. like you just beamed into 
1965 on an astral plane of love. Highly recom-
mend the first self-titled record too!

Hot Coffee (2011) – Directed 
by Susan Saladoff
everyone knows about this case right? it’s about 
the court case involving stella liebeck, the albu-
querque woman who spilled coffee on herself 
and sued mcdonalds. its not at all what you 
think. you were misled and the facts obscured. 
this movie is about tort reform which is way 
not sexy and way not easily understood by the 
public. damage caps and mandatory arbitration 
are included in this movie using other cases 

including the gang rape of a kbr Halliburton 
employee and the boy born with permanent 
brain damage due to the doctors error. is it ok 
for a company to serve a product after receiving 
Hundreds of complaints (more than 700!!!) 
about the too hot coffee? it’s one thing for 
coffee to be hot but quite another when people 
suffer 2nd and 3rd degree burns when it spills 
in your lap. the case is clearly laid out in this 
movie and is a revelation. i could write and 
write about this. what are the consequences for 
companies that are allowed to let employees 
get gang raped and then get fired? What about 
companies that let other employees physically 
intimidate them? sexually harass them? bully 
them? this case alone is a revelation in how 
we treat women especially if you are abused. 
it’s no wonder most rape cases go unreported 
and sexual harassment statistics are a joke. the 
shocking story of how this woman was treated 
is the same story over and over again in every 
city and in every job for thousands of women. 
it’s a well crafted movie and i urge people to 
see it so the next time some asshole makes a 
quip about suing over hot coffee you can spread 
a little trutH.

Björk – Vulnicura  
(one little indian)
this record is what happens when you are a bril-
liant artist and go thru a bad break-up. you also 
made an epic record with your last break-up 
didn’t ya? nah, i didn’t think so. an empowering 
record that reminds you when you embrace the 
bad shit you do become stronger & better. it’s 
gonna hurt like hell but your gonna kill yourself 
if you stay. and yes, it’s killing me.

Gang Of Four –  
What Happens Next (metropolis)
gang of Four is like a gang of Fun on my 
melodic no-wave brain button. ummm that 
sounds weird. Hey kids, check out all the early 
records. super good 

Black Submarine – New Shores 
(kobalt)
Former band mates of verve created this super 
stellar melodic rock record for chillin’! engaging 
and textural with sweet bass lines. if you like 
Jessie ware or the band rhye then you’ll love 
this!!!! 

D’Angelo – Black Messiah (rca)
d’angelo made everyone change their best of 
year lists for 2014 which is pretty awesome. this 
record was well worth the wait. inspired and 
wonderful album. 
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Twin Peaks: The Entire 
Mystery (2014) – Directed by 
David Lynch
every episode, every deleted scene, Fire Walk 
With Me, and enough special features that will 
make any fan and newcomer want to shout 
about the coffee. this is one hell of a set that 
is bundled in a gorgeous packaging in beautiful 
Hd.  a must own.

The Muppets Most Wanted 
(2014) – Directed by  
James Bobin
Following a successful reboot is tough, but 
Muppets Most Wanted is able to bring the 
muppets back to their cinematic roots by 
taking them on a global adventure. Filled with 
great humor and even better musical numbers, 
Muppets Most Wanted has proven to be a great 
addition to the muppets catalog. it’s time to see 
the muppets, again.

Phantom of the Paradise  
(1974) – Directed by  
Brian De Palma
This cult classic finally gets the Blu-ray treat-
ment it deserves thanks to the good folk at 
scream Factory. sporting great new features, 
great artwork and a gorgeous transfer, the film 
shines. paul williams’ songs ever sounded so 
good and Brian De Palma’s early film-making 
style pop. a combination of Faust, phantom of 
the opera, and a hint of Rocky Horror Picture 
Show, the film critiques the evolution of rock 
and human greed.

Weird Al Yankovic –  
Mandatory Fun (rca)
weird al is back in a time when anyone with a 
basic music program and youtube page can make 
music parodies. al has not only taken on this 
challenge, but has in fact embraced the change. 
the result is some of his best material he has 
come up with in years. once again he has proven 
to be the king of parody music, and it looks like 
no one will be able to take him or his accordion 
down.

Hannibal: Season 2 (2014)
the best show on tv is back and better! the 
second season takes everything from the first 
season to the next level. gorgeous cinematog-
raphy, great acting and great writing. of course, 
tons of blood really help make the show a cine-
matic experience with each episode.

Korea 
Poster boy for ADHD.  

Movies, dinosaurs, Space Jam,  
music, Waffles.

Primus – Primus &  
The Chocolate Factory  
(ato records, song prawn records)
an awesome update/homage to the classic 
film, Primus works excellently with the Fungi 
ensemble to give the soundtrack to Willy Wonka 
and the Chocolate Factory a great psychedelic 
funky twist with a fat bass line. perfect for fans 
of the original film/soundtrack, Primus, and far 
out music.

The Monster Squad (1987) – 
Directed by Fred Dekker
Goonies meets South Park meets the universal 
classic monsters. an absolute cult classic that 
gets better with age. with a sharp script written 
by Fred dekker & shane black, creatures 
designed by stan winston and a great cast, this 
film will bring out the inner adolescent in any 
genre fan.

NightBreed: The Director’s 
Cut (1990) – Directed by 
Clive Barker
After many years this cult classic is finally put 
back together the way it was meant to be. 
rocking an excellent score by danny elfman, the 
director’s cut of NightBreed adds 40 minutes not 
seen in the theatrical cut of the film showing 
more monsters and really driving home the 
theme of man as the villain and not the monsters. 
A fun film that should not be missed.

Guardians of the Galaxy 
(2014) – Directed by  
James Gunn
Marvel’s latest film takes the audience to the 
other side of a galaxy, but don’t worry, they 
brought and awesome mix tape with them. the 
film serves more than just Avengers in space 
thanks to a great attention to detail in char-
acter development, a great color palette, and of 
course, hilarious dialogue. a must see for fans of 
action, comedy, and scifi westerns.

Various Artists – Class of 
Nuke’ Em High [OST]  
(sHip to sHore pHono co.)
For the first time the soundtrack to Troma’s cult 
classic, Class of Nuke Em’ High, is presented on 
180 gram vinyl. The first released from Ship to 
shore phono co. really brings out the awesome-
ness of this soundtrack. the vinyl sounds great, 
but even better is the epic artwork. the set 
also comes with download of the soundtrack 
including track by track audio commentary by 
director lloyd kaufman. a must own for fans of 
the film and genre fans alike.

22 Jump Street (2014)–  
Directed by Phil Lord &  
Chris Miller
While the first film took a few jabs at reboots, 
the sequel trashes the idea and formula of 
sequels. This film is hysterical with break out 
performances by wyatt russell and the lucas 
Brothers. This uber meta film shows that 
modern comedy sequels can be better than 
their predecessors.

The Strain: Season 1 (2014)
With a slow build in the first episode The Strain 
quickly ramps up the crazy and doesn’t let go! 
the show was created by chuck Hogan and 
guillermo del toro, seeming to take various 
themes, elements, and style from del toro’s 
complete work. the show keeps fresh with a 
great cast not being afraid to genre jump and 
introduce pure insanity into its formula. its been 
a while since i have seen a show build such a rich 
and vibrant world/mythology but still keep itself 
grounded in reality. even with parasitic vampires 
tongue punching people in the throat. 

The Roosevelts: An Intimate 
History (2014) – Directed by 
Ken Burns
it’s a ken burns documentary series about 
one of the greatest and most badass families in 
american history. How are you not watching 
this already?
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Kristen 
The Decemberists –  
What A Terrible World, What A 
Beautiful World (capitol records)

Belle and Sebastian – Girls in 
Peacetime Want to Dance  
(matador records)

Ariel Pink – pom pom (4ad)

A Place To Bury Strangers – 
Transfixiation (dead oceans)

Father John Misty –  
I Love You, Honeybear  
(sub pop records)

California X – 
Nights In The Dark 
 (don giovanni records)

Panda Bear – Panda Bear 
Meets The Grim Reaper  
(domino recording co)

Marisha 
Weikart 

I am a caustic, music-loving idealist  
with an inclination for all things  

off the wall.

Phantogram – Voices (republic)
I find the greatest joy in celebrating nothing and 
this entire album is dedicated to those who do 
the same. the electronic duo phantogram have 
perfected the art of having songs with the most 
masochistic lyrics but all the while being the 
most upbeat; you will play these songs over and 
over. smiling as you celebrate nothing. 

The Vaselines – V for Vaselines 
12” (rosary)
the scotish duo have always played off each 
other beautifully and the two continue to do so 

as they perhaps nod in reference to the time 
lost and time spent as a group (given thier past 
history). the single from the album One Lost 
Year which holds a surfy tone has a distinctive 
sad or submissive fatigue,that compels you to 
either bob your head along or smoke your last 
cigarette. if you’re someone who doesn’t wanna 
care about tomorrow or looking for a new 
sound to angrily glare at people on the street to, 
i now suggest every “v for vaselines,” or every 
vaselines song ever.

Death Grips – Fashion Week 
(selF-released)
Having left the fans begging for more the glam-
ourous duo death grips come strutting back 
Fashion Week or The Powers That B. the normally 
hellaciously noisy pair who have been know 
to cause many a contoversy (my favorite) 
sport an album that rides on sparking, hitching, 
elctryifying, punky hip hop synthizers repect-
fully singing about the woes of life and love and 
“Jenny deatH wHen”. death grips: abra-
sively lighthearted.

The Black Keys – Turn Blue 
12” (nonesucH records)
the duo made up of dan auerbach (guitar, 
vocals) and patrick carney (drums) began in 
2001 as a bluesy garage rock act in akron, ohio, 
where the two would spend most of their years 
self producing and recording. after this their 
most noteable became brothers and el camino. 
The first albums are definitely their heavier 
pieces of work there is no doubt about that. 
if you are akin to a sound of robert Johnson 
meets the birthday party who then decided 
to get together to watch a tarentino movie 
then anything prior brothers is your cup-o-tea. 
everything post brothers sounds like a more 
experimental,commercial blues. then there is 
Turn Blue. Turn Blue is the only black keys album 
that exhibits more of a psychedelic rock, soul 
sound. the singles “Fever” and “gotta get 
away” actually upset fans more than enticed 
them to their next show. though the album is 

Halloween: The Complete 
Collection  (2014)
scream Factory has out done themselves again. 
this set includes every single Halloween from 
John carpenter’s masterpiece to rob zombie’s 
H2. the set also includes all previous scream 
Factory features, a smorgasbord of new features, 
the producer’s cut of Halloween 6, and some of 
the best artwork they have ever commisioned. 
Fans of the series rejoice, because michael is 
home.

The Grand Budapest Hotel 
(2014) – Directed by  
Wes Anderson 
Hipster travel lodge.

Dave Porter – Music from 
Breaking Bad Vol 1 & 2  
(spacelab9)
Hailed as one of the best shows on tv, its score 
finally gets a beautiful vinyl release. The sets are 
gorgeous and sound amazing. perfect for any fan 
of the show and fans of film/TV scores.

Tip:
Don’t go chasing waterfalls without proper swimwear. 
kenneth camden

Kenneth 
Edip Akbayram & Dostlar – 
Nedir Ne Degildir  
(pHaraway sounds)
Fuzzy, progressive, psychedelic rock from turkey 
1977. recently re-issued on pharaway. 

Francis Bebey –  
Psychedelic Sanza 1982-1984 
(born bad records)
great compilation of cameroonian musician 
Francis bebey. picking up where the compila-
tion African Electronic Music 1975-1982 left off. 
bebey’s earlier career utilizes mostly acoustic 
guitar and vocal, where these compilations focus 
on his unique fusion of synthesizer and traditional 
cameroonian rhythms and use of repetition.

A Winged Victory For  
The Sullen – Atomos (kranky)
second release from adam wiltzie (of stars 
of the lid) and pianist dustin o’Halloran. this 
piece was originally written as the sonic accom-
paniment to wayne mcgregor’s ballet. the 2 lp 

excursion holds up nicely by itself and reveals a 
slightly darker and more dissonant side than the 
duo’s self-titled debut.

Harald Grosskopf – Synthesist 
(bureau b)
reissue of 1980 debut solo album from ash rah 
tempel percussionist. originally released on 
sky records. great early melodic electronica 
from germany. combining both “kosmische” 
and “motorik” characteristics to form a diverse 
collection of pieces.

Baris Manco – Yeni Bir Gün 
(guerssen)
i love anatolian rock from the ’70s and this 
guy is becoming my favorite. beautiful string 
arrangements with traditional instrumentation 
and synthesizers.

Don Harper – Cold Worlds  
(dual planet)
a collection of Horror-electronics, supernatural 
soundscapes and library muzak from australian 
composer don Harper. nice variety of early 
electronic lounge and darker atmospheric bits.

Sven Libaek – Solar Flares  
(votary records)
votary records aquired the entire catalogue of 
Australian film composer genius Sven Libaek and 
have been releasing most of them. Solar Flares, a 
library collection from 1974, is my favorite for 
sure. both track titles and moods seem greatly 
influenced by sci-fi films of the time (especially 
2001). very nice combination of lounge and early 
synthesizer use, and some great fuzz lead guitar. 
need i say more? other soundtracks of his 
worth checking out are Inner Space and Nature 
Walkabout.
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i’ve connected with, mostly due to the sheer 
unusualness of being completely captivating 
while having next to nothing taking place. not 
really ambient, as there are beats, but he’s a dJ 
that won’t lay one down until you’re looking at 
something else. He’s acting the shadow person, 
performing in the periphery of your vision.

Yo La Tengo – Extra Painful! 
(matador)
yo la tengo’s songs are a lot like planets: they’re 
out there spinning around us and some of them 
are warm, some are cold, some of them are lush 
or stark, and some of them we’re not sure we 
can even say are planets, maybe moons or just 
satellites. but when they align, you can really 
feel the pull. their 1993 release Painful! was 
one of the band’s true harmonic convergences, 
a perfect flow of dream-pop, jangle and full-on 
jam. Extra Painful! adds another disc’s worth of 
live and demo proof that it wasn’t a studio-
manufactured fluke.

Tip:
Those who dance are considered insane by those who 
cannot hear the music. 

maryann  
Finding Vivian Maier (2013) 
– Directed by John Maloof, 
Charlie Siskel

Ryan Adams – Ryan Adams  
(pax am)

Sturgill Simpson –  
Metamodern Sounds In  
Country Music (loose music)

Imitation Game (2014) –  
Directed by Morten Tyldum

buck Harder 
Dilettante Malcontent Raconteur 

~Making Things Worse since 1975~ 
thebuckharder@gmail.com 

As I’m writing this during the thick of award season I’m 
going to spend most of my energy on screeners I had 
the opportunity to view this year. I’ll make sure to throw 
in at least one musical selection for good measure so 
I’m meeting the brief in some minimal way.

In general though I would have to say, while this may 
not have been a watershed year for movies, it was 
a good year for drums. I’m speaking, of course, of 
whiplash and birdman, which happened to be two 
of my favorite flicks of 2014.

Whiplash (2014) – Directed 
by Damien Chazelle
though far-fetched in some of its elements (any 
teacher hurling things at students would be 
instaneously sacked) i really enjoyed both the 
journey taken by miles teller’s character andrew 
and the general atmosphere created and main-
tained by Jk simmons. i understand that he 
often gets castigated for getting caught in his 
register and general vocal pattern, but i thought 
this aspect really worked for lawrence Fletcher. 
Furthermore, i think Whiplash accomplished 
much more, simply and effectively in an hour 
and 47 min, what Boyhood failed to do in nearly 
3 hours. an ambitious goal with some great 
performances though ultimately unsatisfying for 
me. but i digress. if you like the sounds of drums 
and the angst of a young man finding his own 
way i’d give Whiplash a shot. Good film.

Birdman (2014) –  
Directed by Alejandro  
Gonzalez Inarritu
the other soundtrack that really turned me 
on felt a lot more underground and i think the 
percussive track under much of Birdman was a 
character in and of itself. it certainly set the tone, 
unlike the way the soundtrack ruined what little 
i did enjoy about Gone Girl. what a mess. and 
i’m usually a reznor fan. i think perhaps he and 
Fincher are spinning each other out of control in 
the way the burton-depp dynamic has started 
to hurt their collective output.

but i’m here to praise Birdman.

great performances all around, even from the 
lately often-disappointing edward norton. (did 
you catch his medicocre turn as Henckels in The 

different, it is a good different and like all things; 
we change. i believe the the black keys adapted 
beautifully to that change. Just listen to “weight 
of love.”

OFF! – Wasted Years (vice)
the punk music lifers who make up this band 
are still and always will be geniuses. Having 
that perfect hybrid of paranoia and anger still, 
created an album that not only would be blasted 
from the stereos of angsty-pissed-off-youth, but 
also from the speakers of the real “we got 
power.”

Tip:
Nothing will ever go according to plan, so be sure to always 
have an extended playlists.

Mark beaver 
Been doing this since before 

 most of my co-workers were born.  
My hip hurts. Get off my lawn. 

Twerps – Range Anxiety (merge)
it’s nice that there’s somebody out there  
adding new material to the canon of the ’80s 
new zealand pop sound. if you ever bemoaned 
the loss of great new songs from the chills, the 
clean, the bats and their like, this fresh austra-
lian outfit is bringing it. I listened to their first 
album over and over trying to hear any cue 
that it wasn’t recorded in the ’80s, and i just 
couldn’t find one. Yes, the sound is a bit deriva-
tive. They proudly wear their influences on their 
sleeves and wave them like a banner overhead, 
but i’m so glad somebody’s writing songs like 
these.

Vashti Bunyan – Heartleap  
(dicristina stair builders)
the crush of the modern world requires vashti 
bunyan. Her music is salve, balsam, emollient. 
she skirts the edges of twee but the weight of 
her sheer, simple musicality pinions her into the 
real. repeated listenings have locked Heartleap 
in as my favorite of her releases to date, and, 
sadly if her claims are true, the last.

COH – To Beat Or Not To Beat 
(editions mego)
there’s very little to be found regarding the 
name(s) behind this mysterious russian(?) elec-
tronica imprint. the music is playful and spooky 
in the way that only experimentalists with a 

toe on the dance floor seem able to do. “eena 
ferroix” is my stand-out track, a slow build 
like a soundtrack to a horror movie in which 
Kraftwerk come back as zombies and shuffle 
a path of destruction through algiers. side d 
features a ryuichi sakamoto remix of it, as well. 

Jordan De La Sierra –  
Gymnosphere: Song Of The Rose 
(numero group)
numero group was not to be outdone by last 
year’s light in the attic overview of the history 
of new age music, I AM THE CENTER. Here they 
re-issue a near-forgotten 1976 treatise of piano-
reverb magic. For when you need to just stop 
what’cher doing. 

Deerhoof – La Isla Bonita  
(polyvinyl)
so many things going on here: the base layer 
is solid pop rock with far-flung polyrhythmic 
tendencies. it’s weird, it’s sweet, it’s clunky and 
angular. i’m often reminded of pre-eno talking 
Heads, but only in brief moments, then it’s buried 
in Henry kaiser/Fred Frith-ish guitar-jabbing and 
sparring. i dig it. “baseball is cancelled/e.t. is 
running late.” 

Ariel Kalma –  
An Evolutionary Music: Original 
Recordings (1972-1979) (rvng)
clearly there’s a hippy buried deep within me 
that is dying to be recognized. more tripped out 
experiments in piano, modulators, percussion 
and voice that we should all have known about 
all along. rvng is my vote for label of the year, 
as there are 2 more re-issues by them in the 
list below.

Songs: Ohia – Didn’t It Rain 
(secretly canadian)
it feels strange for there to be an “expanded” 
issue of what was one of the late Jason moli-
na’s most contracted and sparse albums. so, 
that means there’s a lot more of as little as 
possible. the last album under his moniker 
songs:oHia before he would ever-so-slightly 
expand his vision into magnolia electric 
co., Didn’t It Rain is a document, a complicated 
heart’s soulprint direct-to-wax.

Andy Stott – Faith In Strangers 
(modern love)
The first track from Stott’s newest is akin to six 
minutes of foghorn, digitally created, of course. 
the album slowly lifts off the water from there. 
Faith In Strangers is the first Stott release that 
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i’ve always been a sucker for brother and father-
son stories. i even enjoyed The Judge on some 
level though it had more of the feel of an after-
school special than a feature film. Heartstrings 
kids. Heartstrings. so much of that this year. 
movies i might have cared about seemed so 
deliberate. Wild’s redemption by the numbers. 
Cake’s stretching of a not that interesting idea 
that could’ve supported a short into a laborious 
full-length movie. the absolute horror of Still Alice. 
Ham-fisted and unmoving. In a word: Oscar-bait. 
conversely, Foxcatcher simply put, i quite liked. 
i would recommend it to anyone who’s inter-
ested in a stroll through feelings of uselessness, 
listlessness and false hope presented by false 
idols in a false reality that somehow became far 
too real. 

oh and 1987. 

“usa! usa! usa!” he chanted with his tongue 
pressed firmly in his cheek. 

The Imitation Game (2014) – 
Directed by Morten Tyldum
i like benedict cumberbatch. i didn’t even 
mind keira knightley in this piece, in fact the 
ensemble was spot on, especially mark strong as 
the MI6 agent. It’s a simple film and I don’t feel 
like it stretched old bc that much, but i appreci-
ated the narrative and the fancy surrounding the 
birthing of computers. it appealed to my inner 
geek pretty thoroughly.

Is it great film? I’m not so sure. But it is one 
of those ripping yarns that the british do oh so 
well.

The Theory of Everything 
(2014) – Directed James Marsh
i am an eddie redmayne fanboy. i think he’s just 
great. i remember taking notice of him during his 
turn in My Week With Marilyn and he was the first 
and nearly only thing to make me sit up and take 
notice during that yawn of a production of Les 
Mis last year. He just brings something to every 
project. He’s got a sparkle. and that twinkle is 
pretty damn important when one is playing the 
mercurial mind that defines Stephen Hawking.

even so, where The Theory of Everything is about 
winning wars and inventing computing tech-
nology, this film is a simple love story played out 
superbly by eddie and the lovely understated 
performance of miss Felicity Jones, whose 
portrayal of a domestic hero is nearly perfec-
tion. The study of the deterioration of selfless-
ness and goodwill played really well. i hope you 
enjoy it too. but remember to watch for the 
heart, not the science. this one’s not pandering. 

St. Vincent (2014) –  
Directed by Theodore Melfi
Let me start by saying I enjoyed this film. Had I 
just walked into a theater i think i would have 
walked out happy. but (there’s always a “but,” 
isn’t there?) as i viewed St. Vincent under the 
duress of the voting deadline i’d have to say, i 
still liked it, but i had some issues with the piece. 
strangely enough, it felt like the quality improved 
as it progressed (whereas most movies these 
days peter out as they go along and end far more 
often with a whimper than any kind of bang.) is 
this good? bad? i don’t know.

the hard truth is that there wasn’t *super* 
solid storytelling going on. the whole shebang 
smacked of derivative Barfly or Factotum 
outtakes (particularly at the top). there was also 
maybe a bit too much carl in the way vincent 
held his mouth now and again—something i’ve 
*never* seen from murray in the past. not like 
the little bit of morrison that has infected every 
role kilmer has played since 1991. and to be 
honest, the precocious child trope is just not 
that charming to me anymore. perhaps i’m bitter 
at having long ago lost the label of wunderkind? 
could be...

all that said, there were great moments from the 
kid, murray and mccarthy playing a bit straight. 
It was nice to see her be able to flex those 
dramatic muscles and play a believable human. 
terrence Howard couldn’t even muck it up. still, 
heartstrings people. Heartstrings. Solid film, but 
mid-list in selections this year, only remarkable 
as the list itself is so middling.

Evil Aliens (2005) –  
Directed by Jake West
There is one other film not involved in any of 
the above mayhem that really struck a chord 
with me this year. i was delirious from a lingering 
illness and i grabbed a bunch of movies from 
the horror section, some of which i knew and 
wanted to revisit, but also a random mix of flicks 
i got for title or cover art and mostly ended up 
fast-forwarding through. in fact, i had such a bad 
batch (My Fair Zombie, Bloodthirst: Legend of the 
Chupacabras, etc) i thought that would be the 
case with this campy bastard of an alien splatter 
flick.

the tagline in the trailer i watched after viewing 
the film is: “Aliens exist. And they’re not very 
nice. they’re not very nice at all.” and Jake west’s 
aliens are an anally violating, baby implanting 
violent mass who meet their matches in a family 
of welsh farmers, three brothers, or maybe two 

Grand Budapest Hotel? snore.)the real hero here 
is the story itself. keaton kicks ass keeping us 
engaged and unsure of what is actually going on 
and it was a joy to watch something i wasn’t 
quite certain about. i didn’t know where it 
would go or what it would do.

I find myself generally five to ten steps ahead of 
most “screenplays” as screenwriters are taught 
to work to some made-up formula that can 
work, but ultimately usually doesn’t. Birdman 
eschewed all that nonsense and followed an 
organic path. before anyone jumps on me, yes 
i know it utilized many traditional storytelling 
devices and touchpoints, but I couldn’t figure 
it out. i’m still not sure i’ve got it all parsed. it 
felt like an early aronofsky when he was really 
on his game. and of course, being set in the 
theatre, even a snooty ny theatre, it was bound 
to appeal to this old thespian. Birdman. Have a 
gander. Have a think. then get back to me.

Foxcatcher (2014) – Directed 
by Bennett Miller
this was the last screener i watched this season. 
it surprised me. i was surprised i didn’t know the 
events upon which it was based. i was surprised 
carell was acting simply and truthfully (however 
bizarre that truth may have been). i was surprised 
how quiet, simple and slow both the story and 
the film were. Adagio at its best. I was surprised 
at the real beauty of the cienmatographer’s eye. 
there were some really, really great composi-
tions of middle america. modern american 
gothics. almost made me homesick.

ruffalo and carell and the rest of the cast were 
remarkably good and very committed, but for 
my money, channing tatum was the standout. i 
couldn’t figure out who he was for quite some 
time.  and his internal struggle against ruffalo 
doing what he does best — tough, intimate, 
believable love — was painful to watch. 
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Ours – Distorted Lullabies 
(dreamworks)
this album i listened to on repeat growing up in 
the early ’00s. it’s really just lyrically genius and 
the passion in Jimmy gnecco’s voice still gives 
me chills.

Thievery Corporation –  
It Takes a Thief  
(eigHteentH street lounge)
this band is just amazing and impressive. abso-
lute best music to chill and vibe to. the energy 
in their music puts anyone listening in a great 
mood. they’ve been around for many years. each 
album is different but a masterpiece.

Mish.lA 
Big K.R.I.T –  
Cadillactica  
(deF Jam)
as usual, really great production by big k.r.i.t. 
on this album. “my sub pt.3” is probably one of 
my favorite tracks. one thing i love about k.r.i.t. 
is how evident the south was on his sound. this 
album is a mix of heavy bass and smooth 808s. 
probably his better album. it’s a nice display of 
some current day southern consciousness.

Key & Peele: Season 3
keegan-michael key and Jordan peele are 
probably two of the funniest guys on comedy 
central right now. this show is literally laugh out 
loud funny, like wake up your roommates funny! 
The guys definitely stepped their game up on 
this season (and season 4 that currently airs) 
and is casually much more ’socially aware’ than 
previous seasons. nonetheless, they have still 
maintained their honest vulgarity but without 
sacrificing their intellegence. It’s pretty cool.

Drunk History –  
Season 1  
(comedy central)
what a great idea! get a bunch of comedians, 
teach them about history, then get them drunk 
on tv and have them re-tell it. so funny! Jack 
black as ben Franklin, michael cera as alex-
ander Hamilton, danny mcbride as george 
washington. this show is pretty literally stupid 
funny! the actors and comedians do a pretty 
decent job of re-telling history but in a funny 
way that would actually have you more likely 
to remember than when you were in school. 
Definitely worth the watch, even if you’re not 
drunk. 

Let’s Be Cops (2014) –  
Directed by Luke Greenfield
what a surprisingly funny movie! to start off, 
the style of comedy in this movie is definitely 
Wayan-esque. I was a little skeptical at first, but 
the humor definitely reminds me of the late ’90s, 
early 2000s dopey, boyish comedy that was so 
common back then. if you liked Scary Movie 2 or 
Role Models or any other movies like those, then 
you’ll definitely like this one too.

The Final Member (2014) – 
Directed by Zach Math
the bio reads: “the curator of the world’s only 
penis museum tries to complete his collection 
by locating a human donor.” so basically, two 
men compete to be that human donor. that’s it. 
that’s all you need. enjoy.

Neil Mclean 
If it is your will, press the link below  

with your finger to observe the making 
of my soon to be enjoyed low fidelity  
science fiction stop motion animated 

comedy puppet show ’dungeon’.  
Boblings, mutants, daemons  

and zobots ahoy! 
vimeo.com/dungeon

Dawn Of The Planet Of  
The Apes (2014) –  
Directed by Matt Reeves
Humans and monkeys at war! a hairy, unintel-
ligent war hungry species is ruining the planet 
earth. then some monkeys come to save the 
day! nice to see what 10 years of unkempt 
foliage can do to a city. at the end lots of things 
fall over and there are some explosions. the bit 
with monkeys was my favorite.

brothers and an uncle, of a young girl who these 
aliens have abducted. the family tree is not clear. 
what is clear is that the welshman (who only 
speak in subtitled welsh) hate the aliens more 
than the English film crew making an episode of 
Weird World headed by a sexy and bitchy emily 
Booth. There’s action, explosions, crucifictions, 
and a lake of poo. i will certainly see what else 
mr. west has put out for the big screen. 

nom nom nom.  

Dublin Drag Orchestra –  
Motion of the Heart /  
!Viva Frida! (Heresy records)
why this 2012 release? i’m as enthusiastic about 
a catchy name and gender-bending elizabethan-
esque portraits as the next guy and this 2-cd 
set had caught my eye several times and i’m glad 
I finally picked it up. 

Let me first say that this is definitely not for 
everyone. it is, in essence, a traditional and very 
talented group of chamber musicians setting 
(mostly) 17th century words to 17th century 
style music. and it is done well. i like that i’m 
often not sure if a man or a woman is singing 
(with the exception of the bass, of course) 
and the harmonies are tight. (track 7 “Hope 
of my Heart” is an exceptional example.) the 
recordings are composed of a fairly equitable 
mix of highy skilled fe/male singers. and despite 
the complexity of the sounds, it is really quite 
simple. and a responsible level of reverb with 
major attention to blending of high vocal art 
make this album extremely refreshing. I find it 
very calming even when the pyrotechnics are off 
the charts. 

it also doesn’t hurt that the closer of the 
9 tracks on Motion of the Heart is a chamber 
version of the Hank williams classic “cold, cold 
Heart.” i love unexpected covers and this is one 
in a million. the irish traditional “donal og” is 
also deftly executed. 

the second disc, ¡Viva Frida!, examines five 
mexican and spanish pieces in a 17th century 
soon-to-be Latin American style. The first piece, 
“la vida callada,” penned by clara sanabras and 
Frida kahlo who the ddo is aping with great 
affection in the cover for that portion of the 
artwork. though i love the sounds of the second 
disc, much more guitar as counterpoint to the 
violins on the first, I have to admit I didn’t have 
as close an affinity for the words of Antonio de 
salazar, por ejemplo, as i did for John dowland 
though the styles are similar and the aforemen-
tioned authors lives span a similar period.

Lo siento mucho. Mi espanol es muy, muy malo. 

No matter how you cut it, this was a fun find late 
in the year for me. and it’s the kind of treasure 
one can only happen upon by being fortunate 
enough to spend appreciable amounts of time in 
a bricks and mortar record shop like the singular 
and magical place that is amoeba music. stop by. 
dig around in genres you might normally ignore. 
there are gems everywhere!

Tip:
Let’s chat! thebuckharder@gmail.com

Michele A.
Psychedelic artist with three cats  

and a huge heart!

The xx – Coexist (young turks)
absolutely love the sound of these two together, 
soft and relaxing yet poppy and feel-good. great 
beach music!

Explosions in the Sky –  
All of a Sudden I Miss Everyone 
(temporary residence ltd.)
explosions in the sky has to be one of my 
favorite experimental bands. Their sound is defi-
nitely unique. their music could be the sound-
track to my life. so well produced. each band 
member is extremely talented.

Radiohead – Hail to the Thief 
(parlopHone)
radiohead’s Hail to the Thief is a well-engineered 
album. i can listen to it all the way through and 
not skip one track. it is genuine radiohead 
sound captured in this album, stepping above 
and outside the box of their previous Amnesiac 
album. i’m a huge radiohead fan and love all 
their albums but Hail to the Thief has to be one 
of my favorites.
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Peggy 
Louis CK – Oh My God (vagrant)
every word out of this man’s mouth is hilarious, 
and having 2 lps to listen to any time you need it 
somehow makes it sound even funnier.

The Sidekicks – Runners In The 
Nerved World (epitapH)
this band has a way of blending pop and punk 
without sounding like a pop-punk band. they 
have a knack for catchy music and a talent for 
writing a coherent record. this record sounds 
like the beach boys plus!

Banner Pilot – Souvenir  
(Fat wreck cHords)
Fast, melodic, and punk. that’s all i can ask for in 
a record and they never fail to provide it.

Jeff Rosenstock – Hey Allison! 
7” (sideonedummy)
the frontman for bomb the music industry! 
and the arrogant sons of bitches knows how 
to write music that keeps his fans passionate, 
and this 7” is a great indicator of things to come 
from him as a solo artist. His passion, honesty, 
and generally fun music sounds like something 
he can’t help but keep producing.

Birdman (2014) –  
Directed by Alejandro  
Gonzalez Iñárritu
This is the type of film that makes you stare at 
the wall for half an hour after watching. it speaks 
to the idea of art becoming life and life becoming 
art simultaneously. not to mention the score is 
brilliant. on top of that, michael keaton does 
not disappoint.

DOOMDEATH 
(Pete Majors) 

singer of Harassor

Ulver – Trolsk Sortmetall  
1993-1997 (century media)

Alberich – NATO-Uniformen 
(Hospital productions)

Ghostbusters/Ghostbusters 2 
(1984/1989) – Directed by 
Ivan Reitman
The greatest American film ever made. And the 
sequel. (the sequel is also great, doubters be 
slimed). 

The Neverending Story  
(30th Anniversary) (1984) – 
Directed by Wolfgang  
Petersen
Flying dog monster. large snail. scary wolf. sad 
horse sequence. ancient turtle that resembles 
a hill. rock munching rock giant. a skull in the 
helmet of a dead knight. bullys in a skip. the 
neverending story ticks every box on my movie 
wish list. it also has a splendid soundtrack from 
klaus doldinger and giorgio moroder with 
guest vocals on the title song from a tufty haired 
gentleman from wigan who elected to scramble 
the letters of his surname “Hamill” to spell the 
new moniker “limahl” and changed the course 
of musical history with his seminal pop band 
kajagoogoo. He also sported the most famous 
mullet in 1980s great britain. it had feathered 
highlights and was humbling to behold.

George Harrison –  
All Things Must Pass (capitol)
If you find a nice old copy of this album on vinyl 
you can be sure that it has been well loved by all 
the souls that at one time had it in their stew-
ardship. i am listening to it now. 

An American Werewolf In 
London (1981) –  
Directed by John Landis
This film has a werewolf transformation 
sequence done as a practical effect in full daylight. 
it is truly beautiful. also there’s a really spooky 
shot taken in the london underground that 
is reminiscent of the bird’s-eye shot of milton 
arbogast reaching the top of the stairs in Psycho. 
both shots freak me out to this day.

The Quatermass Xperiment  
(1955) – Directed by Val Guest

Krull (1983) – Directed by 
Peter Yates

Ariel Pink – pom pom (4ad)

Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds – 
Murder Ballads (mute)

Tip:
Drink sufficient water for your body mass, eat healthy and 
be kind!

oliver 
Juju & Jordash – Clean Cut 
(dekmantel)

Tin Man – Ode (acid test)

Ike Release – Noir  
(m>o>s recordings)

Mura Oka – Auftakt (latency)

Edward – Into A Better Future 
(giegling)

Grouper – Ruins (kranky)

Roman Flugel – Happiness Is 
Happening (dial)

Not Waving – Human  
Capabilities (emotional response)

Tip:
www.absurdrecordings.com
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patton oswalt, phil Hendrie, nick kroll, drew 
droege, crispin glover, Jim carrey, kristin 
wiig, John Hader, will Forte, kevin nealon, 
Jack black, Fred willard, winona rider, luke & 
owen wilson, tim Heidecker, aubrey plaza, rich 
Fulcher, tony Hale, kumail nanjiani & “weird al” 
yankovic as adolf Hitler!

Broad City Season 1 (2014) – 
Created by Ilana Glazer and 
Abbi Jacobson
The Double (2013) – Direct-
ed by Richard Ayoade
a timid clerk, simon (Jesse eisenberg) is over-
looked in an isolated existence. the arrival of 
James (Jesse eisenberg), a charismatic co-worker 
& exact physical double upsets the balance as 
he slowly takes over his life. to simon’s horror, 
James excels, seduces the woman of his dreams 
& surpasses him at work. richard ayoade’s 
(Submarine/The IT Crowd/The Mighty Boosh/
Garth Marenghi’s Darkplace) film based on the 
dostoyevsky novel The Double.

The Americans Season 2 
(2013) – Created by  
Joseph Weisberg
cold war soviet spies masquerade as a d.c. 
married couple (keri russell, matthew rhys) 
in deep-cover use disguises, sex, intimidation 
& murder to steal secret plans or plant lies. 
reagan-era propaganda & realistic plots force 
the viewers to consider what it takes & the 
real cost of an undeclared war. Fbi, cia & kgb 
agents (margo martindale) the 1980s look sadly 
familiar today.

American Horror Story:  
Coven Season 3 (2013) –  
Created by Ryan Murphy  
& Brad Falchuk

Batman (1966) – Created by 
William Dozier
inspired by batman serials from 1943, abc 
developed a television series of the billionaire 
vigilante “caped crusader.” william dozier 
saw counter-cultural humor in the square law 
abiding citizenship of bruce wayne. at a time 
when color tv was new, the pop art style 
inherent in the comic books appealed to fans. 
bam! a camp comedy classic was born. adam 
west & burt ward play it straight for the kids 
and the innuendos, ridiculous situations and 
psychedelic villains provide the hip with laughs. 
no oppressively serious dark knight downer 

here. special guest villians: burgess meredith as 
the penguin, cesar romero as the Joker, Frank 
gorshin as the riddler, vincent price as egghead, 
Julie newmar & eartha kitt as catwoman! 
Episodes were filmed as cliffhangers... “Tune in 
tomorrow.”

Devo: Hardcore Live!  
(2014) 
devo formed as a cynical art-rock joke just 
before the kent state shootings of unarmed 
college students by the ohio national guard. 
seeing this as a call to arms, it further politicized 
and energized devo’s angry irony and creative 
output. instead of a hippie revolution the kids 
reaction was to get high, complacent and jam 
to mellow vibrations. the demos from the ’70s 
are full of experimental piss & vinegar. minimal, 
distorted, twitchy mutations with vile songs 
about stupidity & prurient perversions. lyrics 
sang like a repugnant Johnny rotten threat or 
cold robot overlords. the Hardcore live 2014 
tour Fox theater in oakland, playing early songs, 
which shows the evolution of the “sound of 
things falling apart.” now, more than ever, as 
america’s hypocrisy & devolution snail into 
decline & idiocracy.

Halt and Catch Fire Season 1 
(2014) – Created by Jonathan 
Lisco 
set at the dawn of the 1980s personal computer 
boom, reagan era ruthless greed and visionary 
programmers clash. a mysterious sociopath 
(lee pace: Guardians of the Galaxy, The Hobbit, 
Twilight Saga & Pushing Daisies), punk girl and 
nerdy husband (scoot mcnairy: Argo & Monsters) 
and wife team up to reverse-engineer ibm code 
to build an affordable portable pc before the 
competition.

Tammy (2014) – Directed  
by Melissa McCarthy &  
Ben Falcone
melissa mccarthy, susan sarandon, kathy bates, 
allison Janney & mark duplass star in this road 
movie. tammy is cocky despite being clueless 
and acts out by robbing a fast food restaurant 
then tries to return the money with grandma 
on the run. best of all no sandra bullock trying 
to be funny. an amy sedaris’ Strangers With 
Candy vibe might explain the vile backlash 
reaction attacking melissa mccarthy. not the 
best comedy ever, but would Zach Galifianakis 
be called out for being too “broad,” idiotic or 
gross? watch his youtube vodka ads with tim & 
eric and see what a bearded psycho in a bouf-
fant can do.

Fantomas – Wunderkammer 
(ipecac recordings)

Nightsatan – Nightsatan  
And The Loops Of Doom  
(svart records)

Mortifera –  
IV: Sanctii Tristhess  
(apparitia recordings) 

Ulver – Silence Teaches You 
How To Sing / Silencing The 
Singing (ampullae audio) 

Darkthrone – Black Death  
And Beyond (peaceville)

Bolzer – Soma 12”  
(invictus productions)

Old Man Gloom –  
Ape Of God I & II (sige)

Godflesh – A World Lit  
Only By Fire  
(avalancHe recordings)

Bremen – Second Launch  
(blackest ever black)

Alessandro Cortini – Sonno  
(Hospital productions)

Robert Rich – Premonitions 
1980-1985 (vinyl-on-demand)

Raspberry Bulbs – Privacy 
(blackest ever black)

Function + Vatican Shadow – 
Games Have Rules  
(Hospital productions)

Loscil – Sea Island  
(kranky)

Esoteric – The Maniacal Vale 
(aestHetic deatH records)

Pallbearer – Foundations Of 
Burden (proFound lore)

Longmont Potion Castle – 
Longmont Potion Castle # 11 
(d.u. records)

A Memoir by Jason Priestly 
(Harperone)

Soul On Fire: The Life & Times 
Of Peter Steele by Jeff Wagner 
(Fyi press)

Mogwai – Come On Die Young  
(cHemikal underground)

Anjou – Anjou (kranky)

Hall 
Silicon Valley Season 1 (2014) 
– Created by Mike Judge

Pee-Wee’s Playhouse:  
The Complete Series (1986) – 
Created by Paul Reubens & 
John Paragon
paul reubens (pee-wee Herman) & John 
paragon (Jambi the genie) create pure joy 
with a creativity unmatched. like ernie kovacs’ 
experimental comedic style. with retro toys, 
puppets, chroma key, stop-motion, animation, 
talking furniture, monsters, conky the robot, 
pterri the baby pteranodon & dinosaurs. captain 
carl (phil Hartman), cowboy curtis (laurence 
Fishburne), reba the mail lady (s. epatha merk-
erson), miss yvonne (lynne marie stewart) & 
the king of cartoons (william marshall aka 
blacula). watch Comedy Bang Bang! to see the 
influence this show has.

The Boxtrolls (2014) –  
Directed by Graham Annable 
& Anthony Stacchi
a 3-d stop motion animated fantasy-comedy 
film based on the novel Here Be Monsters! by 
alan snow. with ben kingsley, elle Fanning, toni 
collette, Jared Harris, simon pegg, nick Frost, 
richard ayoade and tracy morgan & produced 
by laika (ParaNorman, Coraline)

Drunk History Season 1  
and 2 (2013) – Directed by 
Derek Waters
drunk comedians struggle to recount events 
from history. cast: ryan gosling, will Ferrell, 
John c. reilly, James adomian, david cross, 
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like a champion is none other than bassist pino 
palladino. that’s one funky welsh mofo right 
there. welsh, as in the country of wales! who 
knew? as if that wasn’t enough, d’angelo has 
all his horn arrangements handled by the super 
talented jazz trumpeter, roy Hargrove. one of 
my favorite things about this album are the horn 
parts! with each listen you hear new things. 
little nuances start to reveal themselves and by 
the third or fourth listen, you get it. a must have 
on vinyl. a must have on cd. a must have all the 
time! thank you d’angelo. the world needed 
this right now.     

Jungle Fire – Tropicoso  
(nacional) 
Hands down one of la’s tightest ensembles! 
think ’70s inspired funk meets afrobeat coupled 
with afro-cuban rhythms. very much a “who’s 
who” of musicians with all these guys being 
heavy hitters. you can catch many of them 
tourning with other bands and artists like kelis, 
orgone, brian setzer orchestra, Quetzal, la 
santa cecilia to name a few. make sure to expe-
rience them live! their name really captures 
their sound... You’re in a jungle and it’s on fire! 
For fans of: antibalas, grupo Fantasma, James 
brown, ray barretto and Fela kuti.  

Ibibio Sound Machine – Ibibio 
Sound Machine (soundway records)
i picked up this album on the strength of the 
single, “let’s dance (yak inek unek).” really really 
cool west african highlife, funk and disco music. 
the group is fronted by eno williams, a london-
born singer of southeastern nigerian (ibibo) 
descent. dJs and producers max grunhard, leon 
brichard, and benji bouton heard williams and 
built the band around her. lots of fun.  

The Book of Life (2014) –  
Directed by Jorge R. Gutierrez
starring: Hector elizondo, ice cube, christina 
applegate, ron perlman, channing tatum, zoe 
saldana, diego luna. 

this is a great animated comedy centered 
around the mexican holiday dia de los muertos 
(Day Of The Dead). The story finds character 
manolo struggling with his personal dreams of 
being a musician and his father’s dreams of him 
becoming a famous bull fighter. Manolo sets 
off on an epic quest in search of his true love 
which finds him traveling through three different 
dimensions full of color, entertaining characters 
and lots of music. Highly entertaining and fun for 
the whole familia! 

Brownout – Brownout Presents 
Brown Sabbath (ubiQuity)
no one in the history of the world has ever 
imagined what black sabbath would sound like 
if they had a full horn section. no one! that is, 
until the ever so funky, talented and quite prolific 
dudes of austin based band burnout came along. 
wow. this tribute album is bananas! it’s a funky-
psychedelic-soul spin on classic black sabbath 
songs that will have the most hardcore metal 
fans head banging in approval. the musicians of 
burnout have all played an important role in 
austin’s rich, diverse music scene. an offshoot 
of several other projects including longtime 
running grupo Fantasma (austin’s ozomatli if 
you will), brownout is like an all-star cast of bad 
asses. do yourself a favor and pick up this stellar 
album. available on lp and cd for your listening 
pleasure.

Lupe Fiasco – Tetsuo & Youth 
(atlantic)
when lupe Fiasco released his major label 
debut, Food & Liquor (2006) he had backing from 
some of the industry’s biggest names including, 
Jay-z, kanye west, pharrell williams and mike 
shinoda. He had a sensibility the “underground” 
scene could feel and the polished production 
of a major label budget. in came the radio hits, 
grammy nods and critical acclaim. He was great 
on record and he was really good live. but what 
i always liked most about lupe is what he had to 
say. despite his commercial success, he’s always 
been vocal about his discontent for atlantic 
records. in a constant battle with the label over 
career moves and artistic direction, Fiasco always 
pushed back. when atlantic records released 
Lasers (2011) with disregard to lupe for track 
listing, the album spawned an unlikely hit single. 
in retaliation, Fiasco followed with Food & Liquor 
II: The Great American Rap Album Pt. 1. the entire 
cover art, disc and insert was completely black. 
no credits or titles. it was his way of protesting 
and declaring he wanted off atlantic. it was a 
solid production nonetheless. Tetsuo & Youth is 
Lupe Fiasco’s fifth and final album for the major 
label. His contract has been fulfilled and with the 

Fargo (2014) – Created by 
Noah Hawley 

The Way He Looks (Hoje Eu 
Quero Voltar Sozinho) (2013) – 
Directed by Daniel Ribeiro 
awaiting dvd release of the amazing Jeffrey 
tambor in Jill soloway’s Transparent &  philip k. 
dick’s The Man in the High Castle mini-series.

Rameen 
Web Office

Theo Parrish – American  
Intelligence (sound signature)

Population One  
(aka Terrence Dixon) –  
Theatre Of A Confused Mind 
(rusH Hour Holland)

Tin Man – Ode (LP)  
(absurd recordings / acid test)

Rameen – There (rameen’s label)
the new album by rameen 

Ray Ricky 
Rivera 

Left Handed Sagittarius  
Chess Champion.

Run The Jewels –  
Run The Jewels 2 (mass appeal)
Hip Hop icon nassir “nas” Jones recently 
launced new york based hip-hop label, mass 
appeal. the imprint boasts a tight roster of 
cutting edge DIY artists. It’s only fitting that 
mass appeal released el-p and killer mike’s Run 
The Jewels 2. the dynamic duo are both highly 
respected and celebrated for their contributions 
to hip hop, but Run The Jewels 2 is arguably the 
strongest release in their respective careers (the 
first RTJ is right behind the second!). El-P handles 
production and delivers a sonic assault that will 
have your speakers screaming for mercy. on the 
mic, el-p and killer mike drop head scratching 
punchlines that’ll make Jay-z and drake say, “hey 
why didn’t i think of that?” only a rap album so 

sonically fierce and lyrically charged could get 
rage against the machine’s zack de la rocha to 
come out of rap retirement. the one song he 
guests on (title nsFw) alone is worth picking 
up Run The Jewels 2! so good i had to get it on 
cd (to accompany my lovely joy rides in l.a. 
traffic) and vinyl. It’s been a really long time since 
i was moved to buy a hip-hop album on vinyl. 
it’s that good.   

De’Anza – Despertar (selF release)
named amoeba Home grown artist for march 
2015, de’anza represents a new genera-
tion of independent latin alternative artists. 
armed with a vihuela and a passion for song-
writing, the santa Fe native journeyed west to  
los angeles, the mecca of music. after several 
years of perfecting her craft and refining her 
vision, De’Anza has finally released her debut 
6-song ep. sonically, the production sounds like it 
could have easily come from major label backing. 
but not in the over produced cookie cutter, run 
of the mill kind of way. this is a well crafted, 
carefully nurtured kind of production. de’anza 
pulls from various ends of the musical spectrum, 
taking cues from traditional maricahi sounds, 
blending them with layers of atmospheric sonics 
to create a fresh new take on an old form. the 
ep has a nice momentum, taking the listener on a 
journey of well told stories of a young american 
born Mexican woman trying to find her place, to 
songs about life’s revolutions and how all things 
come and go naturally. she sings, she writes, she 
plays guitar and vihuela. she’s a breath of fresh 
air in a rather super smoggy city. go buy her 
ep and see her live while you can.you won’t be 
disappointed. 

D’Angelo – Black Messiah (rca)
it took d’angelo 14 years to deliver this 
magnum opus! It was definitely well worth the 
wait. Handling producer duties this time around, 
d’angelo opts for a more organic approach to 
production. every song was recorded live to tape 
using vintage analog equipment and no digital 
post production edits. that’s one indication that 
d’angelo the “producer” means business. the 
other genius move was putting together a stellar 
group of collaborators. rapper Q-tip, a hip hop 
veteran and a highly accompolished producer in 
his own right, was called in to put his pen skills 
to work. long time collaborator Questlove of 
the legendary roots crew was brought in to 
play drums. drumming legend, James gadson 
who’s played on classic records with icons like 
marvin gaye, bill withers and paul mccartney 
was brought in too! gadson literally adds that 
classic soul feel that helped shaped r&b/soul 
music as we know it. Holding down the groove 
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chao, Fishbone and the breeders just to name 
a few. in the early 2000s, bastida joined latin 
pop star Julieta venegas’ band, singing back-up 
and playing keyboards. since going solo in 2006, 
bastida has released tracks with production by 
diplo, xxxchange and has been praised by 
Pitchfork, LA Weekly and Latina magazine. need-
less to say, ceci bastida has been grinding for 
a long time. La Edad De La Violencia is bastida’s 
follow up to her solo debut, Veo La Marea. the 
title translates to, “the age of violence.” despite 
the dark theme, bastida creatively takes pop 
influenced dance beats stacked over live instru-
mentation and gives the album a poppy positive 
tone. this album is chock full of catchy hooks 
and big banging dance beats. For fans of: m.i.a., 
Julieta venegas, calle 13, los amigos invisibles 
and ana tijoux. 

Niña Dioz – Indestructible 
(nueva nation) 
there has always been a void in hip-hop when 
it comes to really talented female emcees. but 
the void for really talented mexican emcees in 
general has always been just as prevelant. the 
last time i can remember a quality mexican hip 
hop act crossing over was control machete in 
the late-’90s (google them).

The void has now been filled on all fronts. Hailing 
from monterrey (just like control machete), 
niña dioz is bringing her a game! she’s got 
dope production behind her, skills that can rival 
any underground rapper (female or male) and 
all the appeal of a pop mainstream crossover in 
the making. For style perspective, she’s mexico’s 
answer to puerto rico’s calle 13.

Tip: 
When in Pasadena,CA - Visit Zona Rosa Caffe for good 
coffee. 
 
When in Boyle Heights, East L.A. - Visit Ciro’s Restaurant 
for good Mexican.
 
When  in Glendale, Downey or Burbank, CA - Visit Porto’s 
for some great Cuban food and sweets.

Rick Frystak 
John Luther Adams –  
Become Ocean –  
Featuring the Seattle Symphony
one huge, 42 minute odyssey into deep orches-
tral drones and repetitive motifs, forming a 
glacial, watery, dynamically roiling sound. big 
drone is very, very alive here. pulitzer prize-
winning piece of sound changes the game. 

release of T&Y, Fiasco was released from atlantic. 
this album is not for newcomers. absolutely no 
radio singles, no album roll out and nothing you 
would not expect from lupe. it’s great! produc-
tion is solid and lupe’s story telling skills are as 
sharp as ever. this is a record you listen to while 
driving or on a long bus ride with headphones 
blasting. turn on the radio if you want cookie 
cutter mega hits. put on Tetsuo & Youth if you 
want substance and quality storytelling.    

Viento Callejero –  
Viento Callejero (selF release)
the cumbia is alive and well! viento callejero 
(street breeze) is one of the latest breakout 
bands to emerge from the culturally rich barrio 
of boyle Heights (my hometown hood homie). 
Historically, bands from this area have a knack 
(or curse) for incorporating various musical 
influences which often include several styles in 
the broad latin genre. the brainchild of gloria 
estrada (ex-guitarist for the grammy winning 
la santa celia), vc takes a unique approach by 
delivering festive live shows featuring different 
guest vocalists every time. their debut album is 
well produced and highlights the band’s ability to 
pull off everything from cumbia to merengue to 
son montuno. the trio is rounded out by chin-
cano batman member gabriel villa (drums) and 
east san Jose transplant, Federico zuniga (bass). 
this record will do great at any shindig! From 
backyard boogies to dorm room parties to your 
prima’s quinceañera and even at your tia maria’s 
divorce pachanga. but don’t get me wrong, this is 
not strictly for the spanglish speaking. even the 
beard rocking, gluten free craft beer drinking, 
kcrw membership holders from venice, all the 
way down to silver lake can boogie to this! buy 
three copies. one for the car, one for the crib 
and a back up for when your bestfriend acciden-
tally borrows one of the other two and never 
gives it back. it could happen!    

Quitapenas – Quitapenas  
(mas tropical)
the simple translation of quita penas is to 
“take away your worries,” which is exactly what 
happens when you listen to the music of Quita-
penas. Hailing from riverside, a city known for 
pioneering california’s citrus industry by popu-
larizing the navel orange (originally native to 
brazil where the climate is tropical). one can 
argue that the guys have a natural flare for all 
things tropical or they’ve eaten a ton of oranges 
growing up. the latter might be a stretch. none-
theless, Quitapenas is a vibrant group who 
manage to carve out a unique niche in an over-
saturated scene that just has way too many 
bands doing the same thing. in just four short 

years, Quitapenas has completed several tours, 
collaborated with the white iris label on a limited 
45” release, launched a successfull crowdfunding 
campaign, hit sxsw and released several music 
videos all with a diy ethos. their long awaited, 
higly anticipated debut album is finally here! The 
guys of Qp have developed a style all their own. 
it’s somehwere between tropical afro-latin and 
world dance. its hard to pinpoint exactly where 
they draw from. the guitar licks often evoke the 
funky sounds of nigeria’s highlife scene and could 
easily be influenced by music of Ghana from the 
’70s, while the drums are deeply rooted in afro-
cuban rhythms. Quitapenas is great and watching 
them live is a ton of fun!  

Various Artists – Rough Guide 
To Latin Rare Groove Vol. 2 
(world music network) 
the world music network does a great job 
of compiling the rough guide series. this one 
features artists old and new like ricardo ray & 
Bobby Cruz, who were a significant part of the 
’70s salsa movement. everyone’s favorite latin 
producing brit, Quantic, has a great track on 
here featuring colombian legends Fruko and 
michi sarmiento. i was surprised and excited to 
see kid gusto’s remix of Jungle Fire’s “tokuta” 
on here! 15 solid tracks total. well worth your 
money. 

Antemasque – Antemasque 
(nadie sounds) 
singer cedric bixler zavala and guitarist/
producer omar rodriguez-lopez, kiss and 
make up to form a new post-punk/power pop 
influenced monster group. As a huge fan of 
the first Mars Volta record, De-Loused In The 
comatorium, i was excited to hear Flea (the 
red Hot chilli peppers) was recruited to handle 
bass duties for antemasque. Flea was the session 
player for de-loused and his bass playing was 
great! There’s definitely some Mars Volta-ish 
stuff going on, but not as epic in terms of song 
arrangements. antemasque is a little more 
straightforward and concise with songs that are 
easier to digest. and i’m not mad at that one bit. 
i’m sure most of the familiarity is due to omar’s 
production/writing style. cedric sounds like he’s 
adapting a more classic rock style of singing and 
hones in on super catchy choruses. it’s aggres-
sive, it’s loud, and it rocks. i dig.      

Ceci Bastida – La Edad De La 
Violencia (cosmica records) 
cutting her teeth in the ’90s as a member of the 
mexican ska-punk band, tijuano no! ceci has 
wrote and collaborated with the likes of manu 
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Jordan De La Sierra –  
Gymnosphere: Song Of  
The Rose (numero group)
reissue of this “new age” piano artist’s work 
from the early 1980’s. very comforting, hypno-
tizing compressed piano notes that just go on 
forever, blending into each other and beating 
entry into harmonic blissfullness. i love this 
stuff.

Rafael Anton Irisarri –  
Reverie (immune)
cool and crafty minimal 21st century piano 
electronics, etc. like a kranky or erased tapes 
release, Reverie hits the right spots and offers a 
breath of eucalyptus within the char of pedes-
trian pop music. take a hit.

Electric Phin Band –  
Khun Narin 
 (innovative leisure)
these cats are thai power rockers one minute, 
or sexy sky moaners within the next phrase, 
chattering rhythm pushing and pulling. anybody 
can join the band anytime, and this grouping 
shreds like a red-hot thai chili pepper. the 
guitarist takes the forefront here, and spreads 
his licks out nicely, incorporating western blues 
riffs with traditional asian modes to an exiting, 
progressive effect. 

Jean-Louis Matinier, Marco 
Ambrosini – Inventio (ECM)
intimate and aggressive duets for accordion and 
nyckelharpa, a bowed, stringed hurdy-gurdyish 
deal. swedish and italian cultures are turned 
inside out, updated and pushed out, with some 
bach thrown in. ecm sound superb.

Gustavo Santaolalla –  
The Last Of Us  
(Video game soundtrack) 
 (sony)
Haunting, melodic motifs in gustavo’s brilliant 
minimal style, with ancient argentinian instru-
ments blending beautifully with guitar and other, 
effects ringing the pieces into gorgeous resting 
places. like, 20 cues with their own shapes. let’s 
play! 

Daniel Lentz – In The Sea  
Of Lions (cold blue)
lentz here makes wonderfully wide expanses 
for multiple pianos, melodies and ideas bouncing 
hither and yon. modern piano waves of delicious 
detail. dope. 

Voces8 – Eventide (decca)
lovely and exquisite vocal music for 8 singers. 
modern and ancient composers sit together 
perfectly in this virtuosic collection for voice. 
great sound makes the cd an aural trip of the 
highest caliber. 

William Basinski –  
Melancholia (musex)
loop-based minimalist constructs of mood and 
motion. modal and musical, these pieces recall 
memories long forgotten and moments now, 
loss and gain, up and down, possible and impos-
sible. snippets of sonic sinew. 

The Hilliard Ensemble – 
Transeamus (ecm)
this great vocal quartet’s last record (i hear they 
are kaput) is a stunner. ancient music given such 
respect, and modern sounds sung spectacular. 
dig the close harmony and sensitive selection. 
substantial, yes, quite. au revoir, Hilliards, i knew 
ye well.

Trio Mediaeval – Aquilonis (ecm)
great music for three female singers. ducking 
and weaving in ancient style, harmonies vibrating 
against our hearts. absolutely sumptuous timbre 
in these three together, luxurious material in 
this collection of cardinal cool. ecm supreme 
sound! 

Brooklyn Rider – Almanac 
(decca)
Brooklyn Rider is a terrific string quartet, and 
this disc is filled with contemporary perfor-
mances of great integrity. music by Frisell, clogs, 
kotche, iyer and others mostly of non-classical 
music eminence. i dig it.

Daniel Lanois – Flesh and the 
Machine (anti-)
Dubby inflections down there as Dan scorches 
over the top with tech tricks and studio 
gizmodry. some grooves and some not needed. 
Pedal steel flying around the room calling to 
our consciousness. Here is danny’s future, and 
i want to be a passenger.

Otto A Totland – Pinô  
(sonic pieces)
melancholic, intricate piano pieces appear simple 
yet linger in the mind. Heavy, knowing pauses 
approach the melodies and thoughts come to 
pass. the music is very intimate, like a candle-lit 
date in the living room of a lover. sublime.

Dexter Johnson & Le Super 
Star de Dakar – Live à l’Étoile 
(teranga beat)
senegalese rumba, afro-cuban classic vibe 
and silky, soulful saxophone is dexter’s deal. 
grooving, sympathetic band here with a latin 
influence percolating beside the afro-centrics. 
the recording from 1969 is well processed and 
presented. it’s great.

Jonathan Kreisberg –  
Wave Upon Wave (new For now)
Jazz guitarist kreisberg has his chops down and 
this is his swingingest record to date. three 
records on criss cross made his name, and his 
spotlight here is shared with saxophone, piano, 
bass and drums. He stands out as a major player, 
so young yet! and we’ll follow him surely, as 
long as he moves in this direction away from the 
standards route. 

Bill Seaman & John Supko – 
s_traits (cotton goods)
these gents offer wonderfully orchestrated 
electronic sounds all “composed” by their soft-
ware programming. you could fool me, as it’s 
so human and dynamic sounding for computer 
music. rivers of wonderful sounds moving past 
the psyche. each piece has the song title spoken 
as the intro, and it adds a warm effect.

Erik Truffaz & Murcof –  
Being Human Being (mundo)
truffaz is the French trumpeter here, and murcof 
the mexican electronic composer. this disc takes 
them into the jazz-meets-electronics territory 
mined by Jon Hassell, nils petter molvaer and 
arve Henriksen, a direction i very much like. 
Heavy ambient swells with trumpet flurry rising 
high, and moody beats sauteed by murcof’s 
machinery mesmerize and broast the mind.

Karim Ziad & Hamid El Kasri – 
Yobadi (Harmonia mundi)
searing north-african jazz rock grooves with 
hefty keyboards (scott kinsey) and solid percus-
sion, the moroccan and gnawan chants and 
the touareg chiming in behind the badass bass 
chorus. ravishing harmonic world fusion in this 
hard-bound cd package.

Mirroring – Foreign Body 
(kranky)
big ambient washes with melodic femme 
chanting (liz Harris-grouper). introspective, 
moody melody within the lush micro-move-
ments of the synths, creating a feeling more than 
a song. super cool. 

Robin Guthrie & Harold Budd 
– White Bird in a Blizzard 
[OST] (lakesHore)
moody, reverberant instrumental choruses from 
these two masters of sound washing over the 
spectrum. emotional melodic interplay, oceans of 
echo and piano restraint. my, what a big sound.

Richard Reed Parry –  
Music For Heart And Breath 
(deutscHe grammopHon)
Fluttering ostinatos abound in the carefully orga-
nized music of mr. parry, he of arcade Fire, but 
this music transcends that and most of what else 
is new. shimmering minimalism, never letting go 
of a melodic idea. He’s only just begun his clas-
sical career, and it’s going places! the kronos 
track is here very special, my favorite thing of 
theirs in quite a while... 

A Winged Victory For The 
Sullen – Atomos (kranky)
slowly unfolding sonic architextures leaning 
way into the orchestra, taking some away and 
adorning the process. colors shifting with each 
piece, almost “ambient,” but label it? a sound-
track to something i have dreamed. imagination 
is confirmed—the journey is within and within is 
here. these fellows are onto it, even better than 
their first record.

Andrew York – Yamour (maJian)
York is one damn fine guitarist of reknown. 
Here’s a 2-cd set just bursting with technique 
and song ideas. He plays such heartfelt classical 
guitar, all original compositions, and i can’t tell 
if he’s overdubbing in places or playing it all 
at once! not at all your usual classical player. 
maybe i’ll read the booklet, maybe not. 
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Bill Frisell – Guitar In The 
Space Age (okeH)
bill puts out a record, like, once a month. Here, 
bill tackles oldies like “wipeout,” “telestar,” 
“pipeline” and the lot. know what? bill does’em 
good! bill boogies and lays back. bill fuzzes out. 
bill picks perfectly. bill’s people see his vision, 
too. they crank it, even the mastering engineer. 
it all cranks to perfection. play it a few times.

Tony McManus – The Maker’s 
Mark (compass)
mr. tony is a wonderful scottish guitarist, master-
fully finger picking in the Celtic folk style with his 
own flourish and take. In this album, he plays a 
different custom-made guitar on each track and 
gives big props to the luthiers of the axes and 
their craft. a wonderful package with pictures 
and lots of type, and the playing...oohhhh yes. 

Robbie Basho – Art Of The 
Acoustic Steel String Guitar 6 
& 12 / Visions of the Country 
(grass tops)
two essential new reissues of robbie’s, previ-
ously on will ackerman-produced windam Hill/ 
lost lake arts vinyl. ya’ think bmg would realize 
what they had here? kyle Fosberg of grass tops 
did, and scored 2 major hits by licensing these 
immortal gems of guitar playing from rca. 
Robbie being in, perhaps, the finest condition of 
his career on these records, laying waste to the 
“berkeley” and “raga” styles, truly showing once 
again his royal position as the greatest of that 
era. pick these up asap, as they may never be 
made again. 

Fifth House Ensemble –  
Excelsior (cedille)
Fantastic, cutting edge new classical music 
performed by this chicago-based ensemble. 
mason bates, caleb burhans (his best work 
here), alex shapiro, and Jesse limbacher are the 
featured composers. “the opening build lasts 
about 7.5 minutes and the performers do a 
great job of building the energy up so that when 
the arrival finally hits it washes over you like one 
of the most badass moments in music you’ve 
heard in years.” – poncho. yes friends, impec-
cably performed modern sounds you’ll keep in 
your collection forever. 

Ryuichi Sakamoto –  
Year Book 2005-2014 (commons)
2-cd slim box set with booklet comprising 
unreleased tracks, remixes, museum installa-
tions, film and TV music all composed in the 

last 10 years. lots of experimentation and 
electronic atmospherics with piano, even a 
wonderful piece for choir. melodic beauty side 
by side with dark soundsations. Fine-tuned 
sonics coexist with washes of the unknown. 
absolutely fabulous. 

Hamilton de Holanda –  
Caprichos  
(adventure music)
stunning virtuosic music from brazil as only  
mr. Holanda can do. the maestro plays the 
10-string mandolin and here he plays his caprices 
in solos, duos and trios with guests. 2-cd set is 
a non-stop showcase of technique, quite like the 
paganini caprices for violin or bach’s cello suites. 
melodies come and demand attention, bringing 
new melodies forth like sparks, always ready for 
the next note and then the next. breathtaking, 
really quite amazing in a timeless way.

Tip:
- Try my show, “Roots Music and Beyond,”  every 2nd 
Saturday, 6-8am, The Mighty KPFK 90.7, KPFK.ORG.

- The most beautiful flowers for any event here:  
http://www.blossomalliance.com
 

Rick Wren 
 DJ, record collector

Dreems – In Dreems (multi culti)

Various Artists –  
Catch Action: The Sophisticated 
Boogie Funk Of Sheridan House 
Records [Box Set]  
(ubiQuity records)

Mind Fair – Mind Fair  
(golF cHannel records)

BadBadNotGood – III  
(innovative leisure)
paqua – akaliko (claremont 56)

Various Artists –  
Late Night Tales Presents  
After Dark 2: Nightshift  
(late nigHt tales)
compiled by bill brewster.

Bison – Travellers (claremont 56)

bolo  
(aka Alex) 

Nah.

Esplendor Geometrico – 
Arispejal Astisaro (geometrik)
recorded ’88-’89.

Esplendor Geometrico – 
Sheikh Aljama (geometrik)
recorded ’87-’88.

Wroth – Force & Wrath / 11 
(sHunned House)
dutch ildjarn.

Winterkalte – Everything 
(Hands)
drum ’n’ noise.

Ice Dragon – Tome of the  
Future Ancients (prc)
Far more interesting than other over-hyped u.s. 
doom/sludge bands like pallbearer, om, and yob 
(and countless others). Heavy psych shit, shock-
ingly, from boston.

Raspberry Bulbs – Privacy 
(blackest ever black)
i actually liked the last one better.

RECOMMENDED LIVE: 

CORPSPAZM

Scott Carlson 
I really like Droopy cartoons.

Yob – Clearing the Path to  
Ascend (neurot/relapse)
in this reviewer’s opinion yob can do no wrong 
and is going from strength to strength since 
their renewed activity three albums ago. Clearing 
the Path to Ascend is without a doubt transcends 
the already ridiculously high standard the band 
has set. not that yob needs to worry about 
cementing their legacy in the upper echelon 
of doom metal, but their latest is yet another 
in a long line of amazing albums. one listen 
to ”Marrow,” the final track, will convince all 
nonbelievers (if any exist).

Execration –  
Morbid Dimensions  
(Hells Headbangers)
never has their been a more apt title for an 
album. norway’s execration recently unleashed 
morbid dimensions, their latest, on Hells Head-
bangers to much acclaim. the sound on display 
here is an ambitious mix of death metal with 
many disparate elements. on Morbid Dimensions, 
execration, has created a sound all their own. 
the band is not afraid to slow the tempo, draw 
out atmospheric elements, or turn on a dime 
back into ripping territory. in my opinion, this is 
an album of the year contender.

Omar Khorshid and his Group 
– Live in Australia 1981  
(sublime FreQuencies)

Atriarch – An Unending  
Pathway (relapse)
One of Portland’s finest have refined a perfect 
combo of many elements of both dark heavy 
music on their latest, which is also their first for 
relapse. top notch production by billy anderson 
(swans, sleep, neurosis, High on Fire, pallbearer) 
seals the deal. For those as yet uninitiated, the 
label describes atriarch as bauhaus covered by 
Eyehategod or Sisters of Mercy filtered through 
neurosis. works for me. 

Swans – To Be Kind  
(young god)
another in a long line of micheal gira’s experi-
mentation in repetition and restraint. even a 
less-than-stellar swans album is better than 
most bands on their best day, and one need not 
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worry as To Be Kind features much of the same 
strength of swans’ previous album The Seer, 
which was easily among the very best of their 
long catalog of releases.

Monarch – Sabbracadaver  
(proFound lore)

Goat – Commune (sub pop)

Usnea – Random Cosmic  
Violence (relapse)
How can an album be so sorrowful and so 
crushingly heavy at the same time. portland’s 
usnea has set a very high standard for them-
selves on Random Cosmic Violence, their debut on 
relapse. the songwriting is top notch, and their 
are no missteps to be found, no small feat due to 
the lengthy, drawn out songs contained within. 
High quality songwriting sets usnea apart from 
the massive amount of doom being released at 
the moment.

Melvins – Hold it In (ipecac)

Tip:
http:/ancientaltar.bandcamp.com

Sheila E. 
Peace, Love, Justice, & Vinyl.

Homeboy Sandman – Hallways 
(stones tHrow)

Diabolic – Fightin’ Words  
(war Horse records)

Black Milk – If There’s A Hell 
Below (computer ugly)

Apollo Brown & Ras Kass – 
Blasphemy (mello music/Fat beats)

Army Of The Pharoahs – 
Heavy Lies The Crown (enemy soil)

PRhyme – PRhyme  
(prHyme records)

Run The Jewels –  
Run The Jewels 2  
(mass appeal records)

Axel F. (MED & J.Rocc) – 
Theme Music (bang ya Head/Fat beats)

Ghostface Killah – 36 Seasons 
(tommy boy)

Diamond D – The Diam Piece 
(dymond mine records)

Slimkid3 & Dj Nu-Mark – 
Slimkid3 & Dj Nu-Mark  
(delicious vinyl)

Wu-Tang Clan –  
A Better Tomorrow (warner bros.)

D’angelo & The Vanguard – 
Black Messiah (rca records)

Budos Band – Burnt Offering 
(daptone records)

Scarub – Want For Nothing 
(Heavenbound)

Bambu – Party Worker  
(beatrock music)

Tip:
Cash Ruins Everything Around Me 

Steven bum 
I wanna be sedated.

Ariel Pink – pom pom (4ad)
wild, eclectic, cool, scuzzy pop with a coat of 
weird layered all over.

Foxygen – ...And Star Power 
(JagJaguwar)
because it constantly feels ready to fall apart but 
surprisingly doesn’t, this one makes it. 

Funkadelic – First You Gotta 
Shake The Gate (+180 records)
now, free your mind...

Girlpool – Girlpool (wicHita)
la duo seem all cute but put some guitars in 
their hands and they’ll confound you in a bout 
a poetic conceit worthy of the jester’s jangliest 
jingle. it’s like if the everly brothers had been 
sisters and grew up on punk and alt.

The Growlers –  
Chinese Fountain (everloving)
swamp rats and beach goths unite! the title 
track sounds like a synth anthem which is far 
from their usual forrays into psych surf country 
et al and i love it.

D’Angelo – Black Messiah (rca)
Definitely not the D’Angelo record you’d expect. 
voodoo makes a 180 degree turn. a record 
that stands alone among many releases, out of 
time, and yet, of the time. now that’s what i call 
music! 

Takeshi Terauchi –  
Nippon Guitars (ace)
Holy smokes! this dude from back in the day 
plays some of the most bent, messed up, psych, 
surf i’ve ever heard. it’s as if the ventures took 
acid. run, don’t walk, and pick this up. 

The Cigarette Bums – Son of 
the Bums (lolipop)
this record...this band...like the long road into 
the night. 

Tip: 
Seeing The Babies live was probably one of my favorite sets 
last year. But for a show, The Growlers live really deliver the 
goods. Gilded Pleasures is top notch.

McCabe’s
Guitar
    Shop®

3101 Pico Bl.  Santa Monica, CA 90405 
(310) 828-4497 www.mccabes.com

LESSONS    
CLASSES

WORKSHOPS
REPAIRS  

Offering a wide selection of 
GUITARS  UKULELES
BANJOS MANDOLINS 

DULCIMERS HARPS SITARS
CELLOS BASSES AUTOHARPS

BOUZOUKIS BALALAIKAS 
OUDS SAZ CHARANGOS 
CUATROS  BAJO SEXTOS

... MANY MANY MORE
plus BOOKS SHEET MUSIC
PERCUSSION & ODDITIES

We have rentals for the cautious, 
lessons for the eager, truth-telling 

for the fearful, repairs for the 
clumsy, concerts for the devoted, 

and free coffee for all!

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF 
STRINGED THINGS  TO MAKE MUSIC WITH 

IN CALIFORNIA!

WORLD FAMOUS 
CONCERTS

C O M I N G  S O O N  T O  M c C A B E ’ S
MARTIN & ELIZA CARTHY

GURF MORLIX
NOEL PAUL STOOKEY 

SYD STRAW
JIM KWESKIN

BEAUSOLEIL avec Michael Doucet
GRANT LEE PHILLIPS 

STEVE POLTZ 
TOM RUSSELL 

CHARLIE HUNTER 
& SCOTT AMENDOLA
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Unexamine – Carnal  
Opponents No Brothers 7” 
(oxen)

Shinichi Atobe –  
Butterfly Effect  
(dds demdike stare)

Antoni Maiovvi & Umberto – 
The Hook & Pull Gang  
(deatH waltz originals uk)

Pye Corner Audio –  
The Black Mist EP 12”  
(Front and Follow uk)

The Bug vs. Earth –  
Boa / Cold 12” (ninJa tune)

Electric Boogaloo:  
The Wild, Untold Story of  
Cannon Films (2014) –  
Directed by  
Mark Hartley

Jodorowsky’s Dune (2014) –  
Directed by Frank Pavich

Red Noise –  
Sarcelles-Locheres  
(souFFlecontinu France)

Various Artists –  
Der Zeltweg - Italian Tapes 
Industrial Music 1982-1984  
(manneQuin &#8206; germany)

Scott Walker & Sunn O))) – 
Soused (4ad)

Tip:
-- Read: the terror by Dan Simmons
-- Watch: vikings (History Channel)
-- Drink: Stumptown
-- Download: in our time with melvyn bragg  
(BBC Podcast)

RIP Ikey Owens

Zachary says hello to KerryAnne, Penelope, Marc Maron & 
Jesse Bullington.  Also... Joe Abercrombie, Andy Votel, Coach 
Carroll & Stephen O’Malley -- thanks for making life 
doable. Go Hawks.

Zac b. 
 I did it all for the money, lord.

Flying Lotus –  
You’re Dead! (warp)
You’re Dead! is a musical journey. twisting its way 
through sections of milesian fusion, west coast 
beats, and videogame inspired riffs, Flylo takes 
your mind and ears down the rabbit hole as 
he weaves a tapestry of dark, electronic, spiri-
tual ecstasy. Featuring artists as disparate as 
Herbie Hancock (laying down some fractured 
rhodes...) and your boy snoop dogg (rapping 
about nickel-plated nines...), this album is glued 
together through its theme of death. this is not 
dance music; this is not wallpaper music. this 
is future music made by the “Hendrix of our 
generation.”

D’Angelo – Black Messiah 
 (rca)
... so you’re probably going to see this one quite 
a few times throughout the course of this book... 
my advice: believe the hype. i honestly thought 
this record wasn’t going to come out for another 
20 years and only then as a boxset called “the 
[in]complete voodoo Follow-up sessions.” 
thankfully i was wrong. this album features way 
more guitar than voodoo (a newly acquired skill 
of d’angelo’s), an all star cast (props to Quest-
love, pino palladino, and every other bad mother 
on here...), and some fat, soulful, psychedelic-
tinged grooves. you may not be able to make out 
most of what d’angelo says, but with music like 
this, you believe every word.

Keith Jarrett, Charlie Haden, 
& Paul Motian – Hamburg ’72 
(ecm)
this newly released live album from the ecm 
vaults features Keith Jarrett’s first trio. It’s a fiery 
performance by musicians pushing the envelope 
both individually and as an ensemble. containing 
beautiful piano features, funky gospel influ-
ences, bass solos backed by wind chimes and 
percussion, and keith exploring free textures 
on soprano sax and wooden flute, this album 
makes most modern jazz releases seem tame 
and lacking in possibility. 

Tony Williams – Spring  
(blue note)
part of blue note’s 75th anniversary vinyl 
initiative to reissue a huge number of classic 
albums on vinyl, this album had slipped by me 
until recently. tony’s second solo record, this 

Tim 
Electric Wizard – Time To Die 
(sFmQ)
with the doom-genre these days stomping 
through the metal scene like godzilla, there can 
only be one band who delivers such intensity 
with crushing riffs and blows so much smoke 
that it leaves all other competition in a fiery 
haze. electric wizard’s Time to Die is not only 
heavy, but also a great album conceptually and 
as a whole; and that hole is kind of like a grave, 
and by listening to the album, you step into 
that grave and submit yourself to an eternity of 
worms, so that earth shaking shovels uncover 
your now eaten corpse and put you on display 
in a metal historical museum that says “electric 
wizard took lives in 2014.”

Viola 
Girma Yifrashewa – Love & 
Peace  (unseen worlds)

Kassa Tessema – Ethiopiques 
29: Mastawesha (buda musiQue)

Abelardo Barroso –  
Cha Cha Cha (world circuit)

Kassé Mady Diabaté – Kiriké 
(six degrees)

Verckys & L’Orchestre Vevé 
– Congolese Funk Afrobeat & 
Psychedelic Rhumba 1969-1978 
(analog aFrica)

Various Artists – Le Pop 8  
(le pop musik)

Various Artists –  
Native North America (Vol. 1): 
Aboriginal Folk, Rock, And 
Country 1966-1985  
(ligHt in tHe attic)

Various Artists – Haiti Goes 
Latin (celluloid)

José Prates – Tam... Tam... 
Tam... (trunk)

Various Artists – Poco Loco In 
The Coco 3  
(university oF vice)

Zac bouvion 
Jazz Room / Metro Blue Line / Not Dead

Alberich – NATO-Uniformen 
(Hospital productions)

Braen Raskovich –  
Abnormal Sensations  
(cacopHonic/Finder’s keepers)

Ennio Morricone – A Quiet 
Place In The Country [OST] 
(omni / roundtable australia)

Z aka Bernard Szajner –  
Visions of Dune (inFiné)

NeoTantrik – Blue Amiga 12” 
(pre-cert Home entertainment uk)

Cut Hands – Festival Of  
The Dead (blackest ever black uk)

The Stranger – Bleaklow  
(History always Favours tHe winners uk)

Enema Syringe –  
Upshutlenvolte 7”  
(Fragment Factory germany)
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Rebecca
Chooses Love.

Lord Huron – Tomorrow Is  
My Turn (iamsound)
i just discovered this, but if i had it on vinyl i 
would wear it out. does that really happen? can 
you really do that? i love how this album seems 
to mesh together all kinds of different sounds: 
the lumineers, trash can sinatras, Father John 
misty, but its its own thing and it makes me feel 
like i’m in motion, even when i’m not. 

Mad Men - Created by  
Matthew Weiner
yes, i am so behind the times, but it’s so much 
easier to watch the whole series at once, right? 
worth the commitment for sure. 

North & South (2004)
this bbc mini-series is really wonderful. the 
period details feel very real and it will lead you 
read Elizabeth Gaskell... a fine but overlooked 
british writer from the 1800s. it’s really romantic. 
but i am a sap. oh well, better sap than sorry, 
right? note: this is not the patrick swayze 
civil war drama. this is the north & south of 
england. 

The Fall 
another bbc series. why do the brits do every-
thing better? gillian anderson is awesome. Her 
character is so well-written. 

Happy Valley
i’ve got one more bbc series. this one is pretty 
grim. but gripping. grim but gripping. that’s the 
name of my band. if i had a band. 

Whiplash – Directed by 
Damien Chazelle
wow. it’s been mentioned a lot in this book but 
the last scene of this movie really blew me away. 
I LOVE IT when filmmakers don’t feel like they 
have to knock you over the head with what they 
are trying to say. There is a fine line to that and 
Whiplash walks it perfectly.

Tip:
You don’t need those old limiting beliefs anymore. 

If you write, try the program Scrivener.  Best thing is you 
can go into “Compose” mode and everything else on your 
screen goes away... no e-mail notices, nothing, just a nice 
clean black background. 
Get it at www.literatureandlatte.com

Karen
WHAT proof is in the pudding?

Rhiannon Giddens – Tomorrow 
Is My Turn (nonesucH)
   when i first heard the carolina chocolate 
drops at jazzfest in 2012, i was mesmerized 
by front-woman rhiannon giddens. she was  
channeling something powerful. something from 
a far away long ago place.  her voice is equally 
strong in a soprano dolly parton rendition, as in 
a throaty wailing version of odetta’s “waterboy”  
the song choices are perfect, and her  
tributes and descriptions make it all the more  
meaningful. inspired by powerful women musi-
cians of the past, she portrays the impact of not 
only their music but their life choices and their 
personal strength. the arrangements are natural 
and this is an extraordinary album from an 
amazing talent. you ain’t heard patsy or dolly or  
sister rosetta tharpe like this! produced by the  
ubiquitous t bone burnett.

D’Angelo – Black Messiah (rca)
He’s back.  and sounds as good as ever.  the 
groove. the ooze. the buzz. the grind.  
it’s all here.

José González  – Vestiges & 
Claws (mute)
hypnotic and gentle.  his voice is like a quiet rainy 
day.  whether misting or a downpour, you want 
to wrap yourself up in it.

EarthEE – Theesatisfaction  
(sub pop)  
moody. jazzy. trippy. strangely intoxicating.  an 
interplanetary droplet from sub pop records.  
psychedelic jazz/rock/hip-hop fusion with some 

album was originally released in 1965 when 
the genius drummer was only 19 years old and 
concurrently playing with miles’ “second great 
quintet.” with two incredible tenor players 
(wayne shorter and sam rivers), gary peacock 
on bass, Herbie Hancock on piano (playing some 
really dope avant-garde stuff), and some loosely 
sketched compositions by williams, this record 
colors outside the lines but still, somehow, 
makes sense. kinda like the album’s appear-
ance: titled spring with a huge, solitary block of 
orange on the cover.

zy-duh! 
The third child and second daughter 

of Lord Eddard Stark. Owns a direwolf 
named Nymera, best pet ever!

Broad City: Season 1 (2014) 
– Created by Ilana Glazer and 
Abbi Jacobson
i’m aware everyone’s already told you about how 
awesome this show is, but it’s true. it’s produced 
by amy poehler, so you know it’s legit.

Gone Girl (2014) – Directed 
by David Fincher
rosamund pike is so subtle, yet powerful in this 
role. i shouldn’t say more as to not spoil this 
rollercoaster of emotions, but shyamalan ain’t 
got nothing on Fincher. it was nice to see a guy 
play the role of the blonde bimbo for a change. 
Hooray for feminism & male nudity!

*movie also recommended for men of the 
hetero persuasion as nudity is done tastefully 
and sparingly.*

Inherent Vice (2014) –  
Directed by Paul Thomas  
Anderson
it probably won’t be out by the time you read 
this, but ignore the negativity of people’s reac-
tions to this movie and watch it. remember 
how the big lebowski was unconventional and 
crazy, but totally worth it? well, it’s like that. paul 
thomas anderson knows how to take you to 
other mindsets so let him do all the work and 
just enjoy it.

Homeland: The Complete 4th 
Season (2014)
Holy schnikes! you thought it couldn’t get 
crazier and then this season started. Forget 

about how “accurate” the whole cia thing is 
and think about how it’s a very real issue how 
diplomacy is ridiculously fragile. add tv char-
acter drama and subtract sock wearing, as they 
will be knocked off.

The First Bad Man by  
Miranda July (scribner)
It’s Miranda July’s first novel. It’s funny, charming 
and a refreshingly new story. even if you’re not 
a fan of her movies, there is a very vulnerable 
quality to her writing that you can’t help trying 
to give it a hug. <3 read this or any of her books. 
it’s time well spent.

Ilene
Various Artists – ’71 [OST] 
(toucH sensitive)

The Amazing – Picture You 
(ptkF)

Anouar Brahem –  
Souvenance: Music for Oud, 
Quartet & String Orchestra  
(ecm)

Gang of Four – What Happens 
Next (metropolis records)

Freddie Hubbard – Blue Spirits 
(emi)

Don Cherry –  
Complete Communion  
(blue note)

Bettye LaVette – Child of the 
Seventies (rHino Homemade)

Punk 45 – Burn, Rubber City, 
Burn - Akron, Ohio: Punk And 
The Decline Of The Mid-West 
1975-80 (soul Jazz records)

Dusty Springfield – There’s a 
Big Wheel (import)

Various Artists – ZYX Italo 
Disco Collection 4 (zyx music)
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Deerhoof – La Isla Bonita 
and...What Have You Done For 
Me Lately? (polyvinyl)
i love these guys.  love slight tongue-in-cheek 
with everything they do.

Jessica Pratt – On Your Own 
Love Again (drag city)
wry.  lovely. sublime.

Imagine Dragons – Smoke + 
Mirrors (interscope)
catchy pop music.  gotta love it.

Moon Duo – Shadow of the Sun 
(sacred bones)
psychedelia with some slight grit.   atmospheric 
and delicious.

Ernestine Anderson –  
Ernestine Anderson Swings the 
Penthouse (HigHnote)
this little jewel recently released captures  
some perfectly sublime evenings in seat-
tle’s penthouse jazz club in 1962, where the  
inimitable ms. anderson swings her way through 
a lively set of jazz and pop standards with an 
amazing trio behind.  she sounds more raw and 
takes more risks than anything you may hear in 
her later career, and she deFinitely swings 
the penthouse!

Punch Brothers –  
The Phosphorescent Blues  
(nonesucH)
i just love the light sweetness of the way these 
guys play and the harmonies they bring together. 
they’re back with another gem. i’m always a 
sucker for an record featuring mandolin, banjo 
and bouzouki.

Various Artists –  
The Women of Blues 1921-1941 
(airline records)
this is a great collection of 18 pioneering female 
blues vocalists.  features definitive tracks from 
alberta Hunter to ida cox, memphis minnie, 
Helen Humes, and so many more you have 
probably never heard of but sHould hear.

also from airline records:  Joe simon –  
The Chokin’ Kind, Johnny winter – Gangster 
of Love, and elmore James – The Final Sessions.  
check them out.  amazing.

Monica Peterson – Singing and 
Dancing for the Duke
i met this lovely lady at the store one afternoon.  
we struck up an amazing conversation where 
she tells me her cousin is oscar peterson, and 
she has been singing and acting for 60 years.  she 
suggested i listen to one of her recordings and i 
asked her which one i should start with.  this is 
the one she picked.  and i love it.  what a sweet 
voice she has.  like her spirit.   it is soft and....it 
wavers at moments, but it is her warmth and 
her vulnerability and joy in the music that shines 
through.  her voice is silky and playful and she is 
a wonderful reminder that we need to share the 
music in our souls.   always.

LOOKING FORWARD TO: 

Seth Avett & Jessica Lea 
Mayfield – Sing Elliott Smith 
(ramseur records)

Godspeed You! Black Emperor 
– Asunder, Sweet & Other  
Distress (constellation)

Mumford & Sons –  
Wilder Mind (glassnote)

SOME OTHER RANDOM GEMS 
I STUMBLED ON THIS YEAR:  

Khun Narin Electric Phin Band 
– Khun Narin Electric  
Phin Band (innovative leisure)

introspective moments. outstanding musician-
ship from meshell n’degeocello, ishmael butler 
and other cats of distinction.  this is some eerie 
crazy interstellar stuff.

’71 (2014) – Directed by  
Yann Demange 
The Movie – (AND  
The Soundtrack)
david holmes’ music is pulsating and haunting.  
it perfectly complements the shadowy murky 
lens this film uses to portray the bleakness and 
confusion of war.  the beautiful layers in the 
music are the perfect juxtaposition to the harsh 
dangers and “no-one-wins” truth. a sobering 
parable for the times. 

Leon Bridges – Coming Home 
(columbia)
sam cooke reincarnated? maybe. but it still  
feels brand new.  he uses only vintage equipment 
and it Feels like something worn in and “classic.”  
sixties soul/gospel. untouched by the last  
50 years.

Bessie Jones with the  
Georgia Sea Island Singers – 
Get in Union (tompkins sQuare)
an alan lomax collection produced on  
tompkins square recordings, this is truly a 
spectacular homage to a period of american 
folk music where spirituals, blues, and folksongs 
merged to create a unique sound. representing 
the blend of american idioms from a place almost 
no one has heard of.   the group of islands off 
the georgia coast where, just like new orleans, 
the music and culture is a result of so many  
influences: the african-american slave experience 
being at the core of its power.

pick this up and read the liner notes. find 
out about american musical history. rich and  
infectious and deeply moving. 

The Staple Singers – Freedom 
Highway Complete (legacy)
another amazing historical package. the  
complete service from the new nazareth church 
in chicago in 1965.  as important now as it was 
50 years ago.  

JD McPherson –  
Let The Good Times Roll  
(rounder)
charmingly simple and absolutely addictive. raw 
and raucous and Fun.  rockabilly with a punk 
flair. rollicking good times.  

Kendrick Lamar – To Pimp a 
Butterfly (aFtermatH)
genius.  thick and smart and layered.  can't wait 
to wear it out.

Skepta – Konnichiwa (universal)
check out “shutdown.”  grimey.  hard-hitting.  on 
the mark.

HONORABLE MENTIONS: 

J. Cole – 2014 Forest Hills Drive 
(roc nation) 

Fashawn – The Ecology  
(mass appeal) 

Joey Bada$$ – B4.DA.$$  
(cinematic music / pro era) 

Big Sean  – Dark Sky Paaradise 
(deF Jam) 

Drake – If You’re Reading This 
It’s Too Late (casH money/motown)

AND SOME QUICK BITES TO 
SAMPLE IN YOUR TRAVELS:

Lindi Ortega – Tin Star  
(last gang)
a plaintively sweet voice against a spaghetti 
western bass-line sunset.  reminds me of kasey 
chambers or....lynda kaye.  her voice has just 
enough roughness and not too much sugar. 
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Various Artists –  
The Afro Sound of Columbia 
Vol. 2 (vampi soul) 
cumbia collection

Bethia Beadman – Chinatown 
(rosalie records)
hippie soul at its best.  cinematic and elegant, but 
crisp.  her voice is mystical and swirling. 

THE WRECKING CREW
please, please watch this amazing documen-
tary about the group of stellar session musicians 
who played on practically every hit record 
released during the sixties. a riveting and truly 
stirring documentary about a group of “stone 
cold rock and roll professionals” that you know; 
even though you don't know.  

NIGHTCRAWLER
creepy, dark, edgy.  and jake gyllenhaall was 
superb.

A MOST VIOLENT YEAR
love the music and mood throughout...

AGUIRRE THE WRATH OF 
GOD on Blu Ray.
Herzog rules.  period.   if you ever get the 
chance to see THE ENIGMA OF KASPAR HAUSER 
or....BURDEN OF DREAMS or...even the recent 
documentary on texting and driving he did, “one 
second to the next.”. it will change you.

 

 

sufjan stEvens  
CarRie & lowell

The prolific singer-songwriter who made his 
name on his “state” album series (Greetings 
From Michigan, Illinois) before taking a turn 
into experimental electronic pop (The Age 
of Adz) returns to his acoustic roots on his 
seventh studio album. (out now)

moDest mouse 
strangeRs to ourselvES 

modest mouse went from underground he-
roes to rock-radio staples with songs like 
“Float on.” after an eight-year hiatus, the 
Pacific Northwest band are back with a new 
album. also be sure to check out the recent 
reissues of their excellent first two albums, 
This Is a Long Drive for Someone With Nothing 
to Think About and The Lonesome Crowded West. 
(out now)

Purity Ring 
 another EteRnity 

the canadian electronic duo up the pop 
quotient on their second release, which plays 
like a north american chvrches or modern 
day cocteau twins aiming for the radio. (out 
now)

swervEdRivEr  
i wasn’t Born  
to lose you

swervedriver were perhaps the most ameri-
can-friendly of the original shoegazers, tour-
ing with the likes of smashing pumpkins 
and releasing a couple of classic albums full 
of bone-crushingly beautiful guitar noise in 
the early ’90s. after an extended hiatus, the 
band’s been touring over the past few years 
and now has their first album in 17 years. 
(out now)

twin shadow  
eCliPse 

the n.y.-based artist fuses r&b, rock and 
synth pop on his latest record. (out now)

godsPeED you!  
BlaCk emPEroR 

asunder, sweEt &  
other distreSs 

the canadian post-rock band’s mammoth 
2012 release Allelujah! Don't Bend! Ascend! was 
one of the most acclaimed albums of the year, 
so we can’t wait to hear what they’re up to 
next. (out now)

Courtney Barnett  
 sometimEs i Sit and think,  
and sometimEs i just Sit

this touted australian singer/songwriter 
writes anxiety-ridden screeds over catchy 
garage-rock on her breakthrough record. 
(out now)

the soft moon  
deEPer 

the oakland-based artist keeps it grim and 
synth-heavy on his third album, falling some-
where between nine inch nails and ’80s 
darkwave. (out now)

lower dEns  
 esCaPE from evil 

the indie rockers band drew comparisons to 
their baltimore brethren in beach House with 
their cerebral-yet-emotional tunes on 2012’s 
excellent Nootropics, but they get synthier and 
catchier on new songs like “to die in l.a.” 
(out now)

30 albums  
we’re excited for in 2015

Here’s a list of records to check out that are  
currently scheduled for release in 2015  

(dates/releases subject to change).

 from the amoeblog 15/16 SEASON

Call 310.434.3200 or visit 
www.thebroadstage.com

Follow us @TheBroadStage

MON / SEP 28

Hiromi 
Trio Project 

Amoeba_Hiromi.indd   1 3/5/15   6:40 PM
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the mountain goats  
Beat the ChamP 

John darnielle has released a lot of music 
over the years, moving from extra lo-fi folk 
recordings to a fuller indie-pop sound. after 
what feels like a long three years (for darn-
ielle, at least), he’s back with a 14th mountain 
goats album. (april 7)

toro y moi  
what for?

toro y moi managed to ride the chillwave tag 
he was labeled with early on to make excel-
lent albums like Underneath the Pine. His latest 
seems to scale back on the electronics for a 
more indie rock/psych-pop sound, judging by 
first single “Empty Nesters.” (april 7)

kelEla 
Cut 4 me (dEluxe Edition) 

originally released digitally, the debut mixtape 
by l.a. electro-r&b artist kelela was one of 
the best things to come out in 2013. with a 
physical release finally imminent, now’s your 
chance to check out an exciting new voice if 
you haven’t yet. (april 7)

CalExiCo  
edgE of the sun  

the “desert noir” indie rockers have fused 
psychedelia, Latin rock influence and Ameri-
cana on past releases, so anything’s game for 
the tucson band’s ninth album. it will feature 
guest appearances by sam beam (iron & 
wine), ben bridwell (band of Horses) and 
greek instrumental group takim, among oth-
ers. (april 14)

alaBama shakeS 
sound & Color

the popular blues-rockers, led by singer/gui-
tarist brittany Howard’s powerful belt, release 
their sophomore album. (april 21)

d’angelo  
Brown sugar (vinyl reisSuE)

Hot off the release of his acclaimed third al-
bum, Black Messiah, the soul singer is reissu-
ing his classic first LP. (april 21)

Built to sPill 
untEtherEd moon

bts are back! the beloved boise indie-rock-
ers plan to release their first album in six 
years. (april 21)

sPeEdy ortiZ 
 foil deEr

Following the critical success of their sinewy 
second album, 2013’s Major Arcana, the indie 
rockers led by singer/guitarist sadie dupuis 
strike while the iron’s hot with a new album. 
(april 21)

wire 
wire

the original post-punk band curiously self-
titles their 14th album … perhaps a restate-
ment of purpose? (april 21)

Blur 
 the magiC whiP

both gorillaz and blur are back in action. First 
up, damon albarn reunites with his mates in 
Blur for the Britpop band’s first album in 12 
years. (april 28)

Bill fay 
who is the sEnder?

the culty singer/songwriter continues his 
second life, as his post-2000 output exceeds 
that of the early ’70s. Features the beatific 
environmentalist anthem “war machine.” 
(april 28)

raekwon  
fly intErnational luxurious art
wu-tang clan member and acclaimed solo 
rapper raekwon has said he wants this new 
album will be less of a hardcore rap record 
and aim for a wider audience. the singles he’s 
released between Fly and his last album, Shao-
lin vs. Wu-Tang, certainly fit that bill. Judging by 
the sound of “wall to wall” (featuring French 
montana and busta rhymes), it’ll be worth the 
long gestation period for this one. (april 28)

Best Coast  
California nights

best coast’s major-label debut looks to take 
bethany cosentino and bobb bruno’s sound 
to the next level, judging by the stargazing first 
single and title track, which brings to mind the 
classic tracks by the verve and lush. (may 5)

metZ 
metZ ii

Metz’s first album was a delightful slab of bile-
spitting post-hardcore, and metz ii should kick 
just as much ass. First single “acetate” is acidic 
and harsh yet completely mesmerizing. (may 5)

django django 
Born under saturn

We loved Django Django’s first album of sand-
blown melodies and infectious polyrhythms. 
the british band’s second album is preceded 
by the intricate psych-pop single “First light.” 
(may 5)

the tallest man on earth  
dark BiRd is home 

swedish singer/songwriter kristian matsson’s 
music floors you with its earnestness and 
beauty. His fourth album will see him touring 
for the first time with a full band. The pastoral 
first single “Sagres” is out now. (may 12)

BlanCk masS  
dumB flEsh 

Fuck buttons’ benjamin John power has a new 
album due for his solo project. First single 
“dead Format” splatters synthy noise all over 
a dense, tribal house beat, and even features 
some vocals (!), though heavily digitally altered. 
we’re hooked already. (may 12)

surfER Blood  
1000 Palms 

after transforming a bit from reverby indie-
rockers to a more straightforward power-
pop band, Surfer Blood’s first single, “Dorian,” 
from their new album has a laid-back, beachy 
vibe. (may 12)

hot ChiP 
why make sEnSe? 

Just when we need them the most, Hot chip 
will bless us with a new album. the electro-
pop band already has debuted “Huarache 
lights,” which sounds perfectly tailored for 
summertime festivals, dance parties and gen-
eral joy. (may 19)

unknown mortal orChestra  
multi-love

umo’s brilliance lies in how they make well-
worn influences (’60s psychedelic pop and soul) 
and approach them uniquely, writing intricate 
yet hooky arrangements that find new ways into 
your brain. check out the brightly colored and 
byzantine title-track for a taste. (may 26)

joanna gruesomE 
Peanut Butter

the welsh noisemakers return with a second 
album of punk/twee fusion, pairing screamy, 
aggressive vocals from alanna mcardle 
and noise-rock chords with sweet, sugary  
choruses (June 2).

from the amoeblog  from the amoeblog 
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Notes:



hollywood
6400 SunSet Boulevard

(323) 245-6400 

San FranciSco 
1855 haight Street

(415) 831-1200
 

Berkeley
2455 telegraph avenue

(510) 549-1125 

viSit all oF our StoreS!

amoeBa.com

pre-order upcoming releases

new, used & collectible music & movies

high quality digital downloads 

digitized “vinyl vaults”

“what's in my bag?” video interviews

live show videos, contests & reviews

always free shipping  
on music & movies in the u.s. 

Try it!




